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Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Defense Authorization Act (Act) for Fiscal Year 1998 includes a provision
that requires the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) to prepare a report and make
recommendations as to the fiture role of the Board should Congress consider legislation for the
external regulation of defense nuclear facilities. The Act specified that the Board address sixteen
specific items.

The Board’s repo~ including comments received fi-om the Department of Energy and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is provided herewith.

It is the Board’s conclusion that external regulation of the Depxtment of Energy nuclear
defense activities would have an adverse effect on national security, would increase operating

and would have little or no improvement in the Department of Energy’s credibility with the
public.

The Board appreciates the opportunity to provide its views on this important matter

bearing on our nation’s nuclear weapons program. If we can be of any firther assistance to
Congress on this issue, we would be pleased to do so.

Respectfully submitted,
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Defense Authorization Act (Act) for Fiscal Year 1998 includes a provision
that requires the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) to prepare a report and make
recommendations as to the t%ture role of the Board should Congress consider legislation for the
external regulation of defense nuclear facilities. The Act specified that the Board address sixteen
specific items.

The Board’s report, including comments received from the Department of Energy and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is provided herewith.

It i< the Board’s conclusion that external regulation of the Department of Energy nuclear
defense activities would have an adverse effect on national security, would increase operating cost
and would have little or no improvement in the Department of Energy’s credibility with the
public.

The Board appreciates the opportunity to provide its views on this important matter
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Congress on this issue, we would be pleased to do so.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report responds to a requirement in the National Defense Authorization Act (Act) for
Fiscal Year 1998, to prepare a report and make recommendations to Congress as to wlIa[ the role

of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) should be in the event that Congress
considers legislation for external regulation of nuclear safety at Department of Energy (DOE)
defense nuclear facilities.

The Act required the Board to address 16 specific items. as listed in Appendix 1 of this
report. The Board’s responses and supporting analyses are contained in Section III of this report.
In some instances, information requested was n,ot readily available to the Board and thus the
Board solicited information from both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the
Department of Energy (DOE). Those letters and responses are included as Appendices 4 and 5.

Based on available information. the individual experiences of Board Members. and
current analyses, the Board concludes that:

● Congress made the correct decision in 1988 when it adopted the recommendation
of the Senate Committee on Armed Services for ntitional security reasons to
maintain responsibility for nuclear safety of Department of Energy defense
activities with the Secretary of Energy and to establish the Defense Nuclew-
Facilities Safety Board as an independent advisory agency and not as a regulator.

9 The most serious problem with any external nuclear regulation of DOE”s defense
program would be a potential for adverse effects on national security. Delay is a
commonly encountered consequence of a resyltitor-y process, The Secretaries of
Defense and Energy and the Directors of DOE’s national laboratories are on
record in stating that significant delay in the conduct of DOE’s weapons program
“could have serious national security implications” including causing other

entities to doubt or question the credibility of our nation’s nuclear deterrent.

● While we are respectful of the views of those seeking change in the regulatory
re~. .e for DOE contractors. the Board believes such action is hardly justified by
the costs likely to be incurred for any benefits that might accrue. This is
particularly true for defense nuclear facilities because the costs include the real
potential for undue intervention and delays that could effectively block
interminably the construction and operation of new facilities or the upgrades of
existing ones that are needed either for safety reosons or to sLIpport the national
security mission. The potential for increased vulnerability of defense nuclear
facilities to litigious proceedings and extended delays needs to be recognized as a
potentially serious cost.

● There is no basis to assert that cost savings or even cost-neutral results are
achievable. On the contrary, it is generally recognized that transition to external
regulation of DOE nuclear safety will require a cost increase.

i



● Considerable complications—legal, technical. and fiscal—would accompany any
attempt to change the Atomic Energy Act to require DOE defense nuclear
facilities to be subject to external nuclear safety regulation.

● DOE’s credlDility with the public improves when it performs its responsibilities
in a safe, efficient, and creditable manner. not when additional government
regulatory agencies are layered on it. DOE has made notable progress with regard

to cooperation and openness with the public, particularly in the formation and
utilization of local citizen advisory boards.

The record of Board accomplishments in assisting DOE in its safety activities has been
documented in the Board’s annual reports to Congress. This record attests to the efficiency of
the Board’s structure as legislated in 1989. The Board has been able to help reorient DOE’s
safety management program and to set it on a course that:

● Places much less reliance upon expert-b~sed
on standards that define good practices:

safet~ management and much more

● Makes work planning and safety planning an integrated process:

● Treats public, worker. and environmental protection as an integrated process;

● Treats radioactive and nonradioactive hazards in an integrated fashion in
establishing controls: and

● Tailors safety measures to the hazards involved.

In accordance with its statutory mandate the Board has focused on enhanced safety
management of defense nuclear activities. DOE has recognized the benefits of such
enhancements for all of its hazardous activities and is extending the enhancement principles and
functions complex-wide. This is being done without the potentially litigious and confrontational
processes that frequently characterize regulatory regimes.

The Board’s accomplishments during the 9 years since its es:.. blishment clearly
demonstrate that there are ways of achieving enhanced safety objectives without adding
unnecessary regulatory layers and processes.

Based on its review of the factors that would attend to the external regulation of defense
nuclear facilities, the Board does not believe that additional extemd reylation of defense
nuclear facilities is in the best interest of our nation.
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ROLE OF THE DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BO.4RD

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This report by the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) responds to a

requirement in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998. Citing the expressed
intent of former Secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary to seek external nuclear regulation of the
Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities, the Authorization Act directed the Board
to prepare a report and make recommendations to Congress as to what the Board’s role should be
in the event such legislation be considered by Congress. In responding, the Board was requested
b! Congress [o address 16 specific matters (see Appendix 1) in~olving. among other things.
detailed listings of defense nucleor facilities and assessments of the interrelationships among DOE.
the \uclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). and the Board.

A. Legislative History (1987-1994)

In the late 1980s. it became increasingly clear to Congress that conditions at sires used for
production of nuclear materials and weapons were such that additional measures were needed to
ensure adequate safety management by DOE. Residuals of production in formerly used facilities
represented a potential threat to the safety of the public, workers, and the environment, and
facilities required for the national security mission needed to be brought into operational modes
consistent with current safety and environmental protection objectives. From 1987 to 1989. both
houses of Congress examined a variety of legislative proposals intended to upgrade the safety
management of DOE defense nuclear facilities. The Senate Committee on Governmental Aff~irs
under the chairmanship of Senator John Glenn initially proposed to establish an independent.
nuclear safety board with recommendation powers.’ The Senate Committee on .Armed Ser\ices
under the chairmanship of Senator Sam Nunn proposed in the Xuclear Protections and Safety .\ct
of 1987 an independent defense nuclear safety board with advisory powers. but reserving to the
Secretary of Energy the ultimate responsibility to accep: or decline advice. In its report
accornpan}ing the proposed legislation, the Committee noted th~t DOE had managed its safety
responsibilities well and that it was DOE’s contractors who actually were responsible for operatin~
the facilities under DOE supervision. The report quoted the National Academy of Sciences. as

follows:

The contractors responsible for the operstion [of DOE production reactors]
have excellent records of safe operation. There have been no major reactor
accidents at these facilities. [They] have records of avoidance of lost
workdays as a result of on-the-job injuries at least 10 times better thtin that
of U.S. industry as a whole.z

During 1988, the House and Senate worked out a compromise solution resulting in

formation of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board in 1989. The Board was granted

1 S 1085, Nuclear Protections and Safety Ac[ of 1987, April 1987.

z S. Rep.No. 232, 100thCon:., 1s[Sess. 7-8 (1987)(quotingSafe~ Issues at the Defen. e Production Reactors,

NationalAcademyof Sciences,NationalAcademyPress,Washington,D.C,. p. 61 (1987)).



extensive safety oversight including investigative functions over defense nuclear facilities under
the control or jurisdiction of DOE. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. currently
establishes two categories of defense nuclear facilities subject to Board jurisdiction: ( 1) those

facilities under Secretary of Energy control or jurisdiction, operated for national security purposes.

that produce or utilize special nuclear materials , ~.~d(2) nuclear waste storage facilities under the

control or jurisdiction of the Secretary of Energy. The term does not include facilities or activities

associated with the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, transportation of nuclear explosives or

nuclear materials, the U.S. Enrichment Corporation. and any f~cilities developed pursuan[ to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and licensed by the NRC, or any facility that does not conduct
atomic energy defense activities. ~

In line with the intent of the Committee on Armed Services, the Board was not made a
regu]a[orv agency, The choice of oversight ra[her than regulation reflec[ed a careful balancing b~.
Congress of national security interests with the various methods for promoting improvements in
safety at DOE facilities. The new provisions inserted in the Atomic Energy .4ct represented the
most extensive modification of that statute since the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.’

Under its enabling statute, 42 U.S.C. $2286 er seq.. the Board is responsible for
independent oversight of all programs and activities impacting public health and safety within
DOE’s defense nuclear facility (i.e.. nuclear weapons) complex. \vhich h~s served to design.
manufacture, test, and maintain nuclear weapons.

The Board is authorized to review and analyze facility and system designs, operations.
practices, and events, and make recommendations to the Secretary ot Energy that the Board
believes are necessary to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, including worker
safety. The Secretary may accept or reject the recommendations in whole or in pm-t. The Board
must consider the technical and economic feasibility of implementing the recommended me~surc>.
and the Secretary must report to the President and Congress if implementation of a
recommendation is impracticable because of budgetary considerations. If the Board determines
that an imminent or severe threat to public health or safety exists. the Board is required to transmit
its recommienda[ions to the President, as well as to the Secretaries of Energy and Defense. (To
date. the Board has issued 38 sets of safety recommendations containing 174 specific
recommendations; no Board recommendation has been rejected by the Secretary of Energy. )

The Board’s enabling statute, 42 U.S. C. $2286 et seq., also requires the Board to review
and e~aluate the content and implementation of health and safet} standards, including DOE’s
Orders, rules, and other safety requirements. relating to [he full life cycle of defense nuclear
facilities, including design, construction. operation, and decommissioning. The Board must then
recommend to the Secretary of Energy any specific measures, such as changes in the content
and implementation of those standards, that the Board believes should be adopted to ensure th~t
public health and safety are adequately protected. The Board also is required to review the design

‘ 42 U. SC. $ 2286g

J 42 U.S.C.$$2286- 2286i,enactedin Pub.L. No. 100-456,September29, 1988.
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of new defense nuclear facilities before construction begins. as well as modifications to older
facilities, and to recommend changes necessary to protect health and safety.

The Board may conduct investigations, issue subpoenas, hold public hearings, gather
information, conduct studies, establish reporting requirements for DOE, and take other actions in
furtherance of its review of health and safety issues at defense nuclear facilities. These ancillary

powers of the Board relate to the accomplishment of the Board’s primary function. which is to
assist DOE in identifying and correcting health and safety problems at defense nuclear facilities.
DOE is required to cooperate fully with the Board, as are its defense nuclear contractors to the
extent required by contract.

B. Legislative History (1994-1998)

In February 1994, the Chairman of the House Committee on Resources and three other
House members sponsored a bill entitled, Federal Nuclear Facilities Licensing and Re,gulafion
.-ICT.’Among other things this bill would have required that all new DOE nuclear weapons and
research f~cilities be licensed by the NRC. A Presidential Commission would have been cretited
to review options for regulation of existing facilities.

In iMarch of that year. the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources of the House
Committee on Resources held hearings on that bill. The hearings were chaired by Representative
Richard Lehman, one of the bill’s sponsors. Dr. John Ahearne, a former NRC Chairman, testified
he believed that NRC should regulate DOE defense nuclear facilities. Chairman John Conway. in
representing the Board, opposed external regulation of nuclear safety at defense nuclear facilities.
DOE Deputy Secretary Charles Curtis, on behalf of DOE, asked for time to study the proposal.

No companion bill was introduced in the Senate and no other Committee of the Congress
including those that had substantive responsibility for DOE defense ~ctivities. e.g., Committees on
Armed Services and Energy and Natural Resources. considered the bill sufficiently important for
consideration. Similar to thousands of other bills introduced in the Congress that are not acted

upon. this bill was never voted on or even reported out of Committee or Subcommittee.

c. DOE Initiatives

In January 1995, former Secretary of Energ} Hazel O“Leary announced the formation of a
25-member Advisory Committee on External Regulation to explore the placement of DOE nuclear
ac[i~ities under additional regulation by other Federal agencies. She appointed Dr. John Aheame
and Mr. Gerard Scannell, former Director of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(.OSHA), to co-chair this committee. A member of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board,
Nlr. Joseph Di.Nunno, was invited to participate. The committee held a series of public hearings

during 1995 and delivered its report, Improving [he Regulation of Safe(v at DOE Nuclear

5 H.R.3920, 103dCong.,2d Sess. (1994).
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Facilities,6 to Secretary O’Leary in December of that year. This report contained dissenting views
of committee members: for example, Mr. Di.Nunno expressed reservations concerning this report.
His views are presented in Appendix 2 of the instant report. The report. referred to as the Ahearne

Report after one of its co-chairmen, recommended that:

An existing agency-either the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or

a res[mctured Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board iDNFSB)—regulate

facility safety at all DOE nuclear facilities under the Atomic Energ~ Act
(AEA).

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulate all
protection of workers at DOE nuclear facilities under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act (OSH Act), unless regulation of worker risks at a
given facility could significantly interfere with maintaining facility safety
(for example, if nuclear criticality is possible). in which case the re,gultitor
of facility safety should regulate :1’1worker protection at that f~cility under
the .Atornic Energy Act.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) continue to regulate
environmental protection matters for all DOE nuclear facilities and sites
under the environmental statutes.

States with programs authorized by EPA. OSHA, or the regulator of facility
safety acquire or continue to have roles in regulation of environmental
protection, facility safety, and worker protection comparable to those they
now exercise in the private sector.’

Another committee, the Department of Energ) Working Group on External Regulation.
was formed by Secretary O’Leary in January of 1996. This 22-member Working Group was

composed entirely of federal employees (mostly DOE) and chaired by ,Mr. Thomas Gt-umbly. then
I_’nderSecretary of Energy. Its assigned tasks included de~eloping specific recommendations on a
regulator framework for external regulation of DOE nuclear facilities, selecting a preferred,
facility safety regulator, and examining the costs of alternative approaches. This Working Group
completed its report in December 1996.8 The W~:~’lg Group initially identified four options,
which were then narrowed to two for detailed analysls and cost estimates. One option provided a

permanent sharing of nuclear safety oversight jurisdiction between the NRC and the Board: the
other provided a 10-year transition period ending in termination of the Board and full jurisdiction
for NRC. The cost of the first option was estimated to be in the range of $50-60 million/year (tottil
of Board and NRC costs); the cost of the all-NRC option was estimated to be in the $ 150-S200
million/year range.

6 ltnprotirrg Regulation of Safeq at DOE Nuclear Facilities, AdvisoryCommit[eeon ExternalRegulationof
Depxtment of EnergyNuclearSafety,December1995.

7 Id. al 4.

8 Report of Department of Energy Working Group on Exlerna[ Regulation, DOEAJS-0001,December 1996.
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In parallel with, but independently of these DOE efforts. the NRC examined whether it
could and should undertake regulation of DOE nuclear facilities not already under its jurisdiction.

As part of its Strategic Rebaselining Initiative, the NRC developed a series of “Direction Setting
Issues,” or DSIS. DSI-2 was designated “Oversight of the Department of Energy.”9 Three public
hearings on this paper were conduclcd by the NRC staff during the latter part of 19 At the end

of March 1997, the Commission voted to support external regulation of DOE nuclear facilities

with itself as the regulator of nuclear facility safety.

In 1996, the Board, in response to its enabling statute, provided Congress in its Fifth
Annual Report an appraisal of its progress in improving DOE’s safety management program, and
its perceptions of need for additional authorities to achieve the objectives sought by Congress.
The Board advised that no additional action-forcing or regulatory powers were needed.

On .March 6, 1996, in response to a request from the Senate Committee on Armed
Services. the Board commented on the Aheame Report. In testimony before the Committee. [he
Board cited the reasons why it did not believe external regulation would improve safety. enhance
DOE credibility with the public, or save the taxpayers money,

NRC and DOE began cooperative efforts in early 1997. On March 31, 1997, Under
Secretary Grumbly appeared before the NRC to presen[ the findings of the DOE Working Group
and to state that former Secretary O’Leary endorsed the higher-cost option of terminxing the

Board after a 10-year transition period, with full NRC jurisdiction thereafter. In the ensuing 6
months, NRC and DOE staffs negotiated a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to establish a
pilot program of “simulated regulation.” On September 19, 1997, NRC’s senior staff and senior
DOE officials met again to review the proposed pilot program. The MOU was executed on
November 21, 1997, and the pilot program started immediately .’” The overall objective of the
TvIOLIwas ‘“toprovide DOE and NRC with sufficient information to determine the desirability of
NRC regulatory oversight of DOE nuclear f~cilities and to support a decision whether to seek

legislation to authorize NRC regulation of DOE nuclear facilities.”]’ Three DOE facilities were
reiiewed by NRC during FY 1998.12 The Board has been informed that the first pilot to be
conducted in FY 1999 will be at the Pacific Northwest .National Laboratory on the Hmford Site in
Richland, Washington. Additional DOE facilities to be reviewed in FY 1999 ha~e not yet
been announced. The pilot program of simulated regulation is planned for a 2-year period ending
in FY 1999.

9 A drift of [hispaperwasreleasedby NRC [o [hepublicon September16, 1996

1“ klemorandumof UnderstandingBetweenthe U.S. Departmentof Energyand the U.S. NuclearRegulatory
Commission.Pilot Progom on ExternalRegulationof DOEFacilitiesby the NRC,November21. 1997.

‘‘ Id al 5

!: The tirs[,threepilot facilitiesare the LawrenceBerkeleyNauonalLaboratoryin Berkeley,California,the
RadiochemicalEngineeringand DevelopmentCenter in Oak Ridge.Tennessee,and the ReceivingBasin forOffsite
Fuelat SavannahRiverSite in SouthCarolina.
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II. PIVOTAL CONSIDERATIONS

One cannot reasonably address the proposition that nuclear safety of DOE’s production an

utilization of nuclear materials, particularly for the nation’s defense mission, should be external]>
re~u]ated, rather [hun extc..lally monitored and constructively critiqued, without being clear what

purposes are to be served.

The Board believes three basic considerations by Congress are pivotal: (1) national
security, (2) cost/benefits, and (3) government administrative policies and precedents. With
respect to each of these, the Board observes the following.

A. National Security Considerations

The Board believes that the most serious problem with any external nuclear regulation of
DOE’s defense program would be the potential for an adverse effect on national security.

1. .4tomic Energy Act

At the very outset of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. and resonating throughout. is the
declaration of the “paramount objective”’ of the Atomic Energy Act: “’thfitthe development. use.
and control of atomic energy shall be directed so as to make the maximum contribution to the
common defense and security . . . .“ll

DOE’s most important contribution to national security under the Atomic Energy Act is its
effective conduct of this country’s nuclear weapons program, a program that has changed
significantly and is still evolving, since the end of the Cold War. Part of DOE’s responsibility in
furtherance of this essential mission is the function of prescribing and assuring compliance with
adequate nuclear health and safety requirements for public and worker protection.

2. Impact of Regulation on National Security

To regulate, with or without licensing or permitting authority, is to control, direct, or
govern, coupled with the authority to enforce or penalize for violation. Regulatory coritrol by an

external agency of the nuclear health and safety aspects of DOE’S performance of its defense
mission could diminish the declared primacy of national security by relieving DOE of a significant
portion of its responsibility for the nuclear weapons program. DOE would shift its focus to treat
the regulated portion of health and safety as a stand-alone objective without regard for national
security or any damage to national securi[y the regulatory process could cause. Conflicts would
have to be umpired.

lNational security is a precious amalgam of prevailing law and policy. It has extensive
purview and both tangible and intangible facets. This was ably and successfully explained last

year by government lawyers in the case of the Natural Resources Defense Council versus the

‘i 42 U,s.c. $2011
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Secretary of Energy, in the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia. ” Together with
emphasizing the critical importance of the nuclear weapons program to national security. the court
cited “credibility” as an important ingredient of national security, arguing that the existence of the
nuclear deterrent had to be believable and that credibility “depends in large part on the effective
and successful” conduct of the weapons program. The court stressed that even a brief disruption
of the program would create a vulnerability and that “any such vulnerability—and any future
reduction in the credibility of our nuclear deterrent for even a brief period of time—would be

unacceptable. . . . Any doubt over the credibility of our nuclear deterrent would create
unacceptable risks in the event of a future crisis . . .“[5 The court also contended th~t any delay

In the conduct of DOE’s weapons program “could have serious national security implications. ”

As Judge Stanley Sporkin made clear in his opinion, these comments were amply
>upported by statements by the Secretaries of Defense and Energy and the Directors of DOE’s
national laboratories engaged in nuclear weapons work. In his opinion, the Judge pointed out:
“What is more, Defendants claim that ‘even a modest delay in implementing the SS\i (Stockpile
Ste\tardship and Management) Program -~uld have a serious impact in the short term.’”tf

Delay is a commonly encountered consequence of the regulatory process. The Atomic
Energy Act and the Administrative Procedure Act require a nuclear regulatory agent] to adhere
to a formalized process that can result in adversarial hearin~s. ~dministr~ti~’e revie~vs. md m
opportunity for judicial appeals such that private and special interest interveners are
accommodated. Licensing arenas are often battlegrounds over legal processes rather than
substantive nuclear health and safety issues, and often result in extensive delays. Witness the
recent failed licensing proceeding for the proposed Louisiana Energy Services centrifuge

enrichment facility, which was subject to full adjudicatory hearings during a several-year period.

Note that the Board is not a regulatory-body, It cannot control. direct. or govern any
tunction, or interfere with the paramountly of national security.

The Board assumes that the regulatory process that NRC would seek to hale tiuthorized
would parallel or generally resemble the procedural course now ~pplicable to commercial N-RC

Ilcensees, because the DOE-NRC lMOU indicates that one of its objectives is to “build public
trust.”

The Board would not agree to [he following suggestion in the Final Report of the Advisory
Committee of External Regulation, commonly known as the Aheame Report, which is referred to
in the DOE-NRC MOU: “NRC is only empowered but not required to ‘minimize danger to life

and property.’ The health and safety provision of the Atomic Energy Act to ‘minimize danger to
Ilfe and property’ could be strengthened by making it a nondiscretionary requirement for the
regulation of DOE nuclear facilities.” Not only Wou]d s~lch ~ st~ndard be extremely costly to

‘4 NRDCv. Petlu, 972 F. Supp. 9 (D. D.C. 1997)

“ id. at 20.

‘6 Id.
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achieve. it
regulatory

would further expand the opportunities for legal and judicial contributions to the
system. This would unquestionably suit the agendas of opponents of nuclear weapons

(or of all things nuclear), who are among some of the strongest advocates of nuclear defense
regulation. The legal intervention process for major nuclear facilities that is normally a part of

formal external i.gulation could readily be exploited by the more hard-line opponents of U.S.

national security policy by crippling the nuclear weapons program.

The usual enforcement powers of regulators, e.g.. denial of license and fines. are not
appropriate for DOE defense activities. Denial of licenses would stop critical national securi[~

activities, and fining DOE would merely transfer appropriations away from the safety activities th
public is concerned about. thereby making operations potentially more risky and cleanup activities
further delayed.

Formal regulation of our nation’s defense nuclear facilities, similar to what is imposed on
the civilian nuclear utilities would unquestionably aid those who are attempting to close down the
Los Alamos National Laboratory and other national laboratories by demonstrations and Iawsui[s
As reported in the October 2, 1998. Albuquerque Jo[lrnal.

Peace Action. bil!ing itself as the nation’s largest grassroots disarmament
group. is inviting hundreds of activists from 28 st~tes next summer for a

mass march on the lab.

The article, which points out that certain groups are seeking new ways to court public
opinion. including marches and lawsuits, quotes the Peace Action organizer from the group’s
headquarters in Washington, D. C., as saying: “I think from groups like Peace Action. you”re goin~
to see a lot of stepped up activity in the Santa Fe-Los Alamos area.”

Re:u]a[ing agencies in genera], and NRC in particular, were intentionally chartered [O hale

no stake in the success of the regulated enterprise. In fact, they can and do use the threa[ of
shutting do~vn the enterprise to enforce their goals. But the nuclear weapons program is an
enterprise of the Government. The notion that in contentious adversarial proceedings the N-RC
could decide whether DOE may have a license or certificate to build or operate a nuclear weapon>
facility gives the NRC and interveners a ready tool to overrule the President and Congress on an
issue of national security.

3. Impact of Regulation on Stockpile Stewardship

DOE’s nuclear weapons program is critical to national security. To appreciate the present
posture of DOE’s most important national security mission, it helps to read DOE’s Final
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Stockpile Stewardship and Management.
Therein are described the treaties influencing our nation’s security interests, and the substance of

the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program developed by DOE to continue to meet its
obligation to ensure the safety and reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile under the following

programmatic restraints:

/. No new-design nuclear weapons will be produced.
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. The emphasis will be on reducing the size of the stockpile by dismantling existing

nuclear weapons.

. The moratorium on nuclear testing, begun in 1992. will continue

● Existing weapons are expected to remain in the stockpile well into the next century.

These limitations are to be compensated for in the Stockpile Stewardship and Management
Program by what DOE calls “a single, highly integrated technical program for maintaining the
continued safety and reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile.” Details of that complex
program are presented in the DOE Environmental Impact Statement: They show an intricate
interplay of stockpile stewardship functions, including research and development: testing of
components and products; assessments and certification of safety and reliabilit~: and the stockpile
management activities of production, surveillance. refurbishment. and dismantlement of the
nuclear weapons stockpile, along with fabricating replacements for pits, high explosi~’es. and
nonnuclear components. The necessities of stockpile ste~vardship include retention of the

technical competencies of the three weapons laboratories. as well as maintenance of the capabilit>
to conduct nuclear tests under a “supreme national interest” condition “because there can be no
absolute guarantee of complete success in the development of experimental and computational
capabilities, ” New facilities will be needed, e.g.. the National Ignition Facility, the Contained
Firing Facility, and the Atlas Facility. and additional experimenttil f~cilities may turn out to be
needed in the course of the program’s evolvement.

As the DOE Environmental Impact Statement makes clear. the enduring stockpile mission
it describes is a difficult one. The Statement, however, makes no mention of the possibility of an
e~temal regulatory presence. If NRC were assigned a role in the Stockpile Stewardship and
Management Program, the Board believes that the regulatory process would seriously hamper
DOE’s programmatic day-by-day tasks and diminish assurance of adequacy of the nuclear
weapons stockpile.

B. Cost/Benefit Considerations

Cost/Benefit considerations can be grouped thematically along the following lines:

● Credibility
s Cost Effectiveness
● Safety.

1. Credibility

The credibility DOE now needs most is that which comes from doing its work safely and
cost effectively within budgets Congress has thus far supported. DOE’s credibility will improve

by performing its responsibilities in a safe, efficient, and credittible manner. rather than by having
more external regulation imposed upon it. DOE has made notable progress with cooperation and
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openness. particularly in the formation and utilization of local citizen advisor} boards. Trust and
credibility are developed at the local level. not by layering go~ernmen[ agencies.

The last 4 Secretaries of Energy have been at the fore in establishing this kind of attitude
and fostering a safety culture to sustain it. The ~~ard has also played a key role in DOE’s safety
upgrade effo~. Slgnifican[ milestones in the Board’s and DOE’S efforts to improve the assurance

of safety at defense nuclear facilities include Recommendations 90-2, 93-3, 95-2, 98-1. and the
associated DOE implementation plans for these recommendations. 1-

The first of these recommendations caused DOE to critically evaluate its set of safety-
related standards and embark upon an aggressive program to improve those standards. bringing
[hem into close alignment with the applicable NRC requirements, The second of these
recommendations addressed the technical competence of DOE personnel in critical safe[y
positions. DOE’s implementation plan in this case created the first ever DOE-wide technical
qualification program. The third recommendation encouraged DOE to build on the successes
g~lned in the o[her [wo efforts and develop safety m~nagement programs for its defense nuclear

facilities that integrated public protection. worker safety, and en~ironmental protection into the
work process. The full implementation of this recommendation. now well along at a number of
facilities. is showing substantial gains not only in safety. but also in efficiency. The last of these
recommendations (98- 1) is directed at closing the loop on these safet} programs bv strengthening
DOE’s ability to find and resolve safety problems through its indeperident oversight function.

The principal thrust of this upgrade is identification of applicable safety requirements with
clearly defined safety measures, to be mutually agreed upon by DOE and its contractors in
authorization agreements as contractual conditions for performing hazardous work. In effect. such
defined conditions are to be those conditions mutually agreed as necessary to ensure the protection
of [he public, the workers, and the environment. As of November 1998, 40 authorization
agreements had been Comp]e[ed for 77 defense nucl~~r f~~i]i[i~s and activities. DOE is proceedin~

to ha~e all of the most hazardous defense nuclear facilities operating in accordance with such

agreements within the next 2 years. In the meantime. operations are continuing under permits
issued b> the EPA and states for environmental compliance and DOE-~ pproved. Board-scrutinized

bases for interim operations in the area of nuclear safety.

As a direct result of DOE’s improved self regulation, coupled with the Bow-d’s
independent external oversight. DOE’s safet~ and environmental protection programs at defense
nuclear facilities during the past decade ha~e been marked by considerable improvement,
increased effectiveness, and minimal disruption to national securi[y missions. The priority that
may have been accorded to mission objectives in the past has given way to a DOE management
philosophy that stresses doing work safely while competently.

‘7 Recommendation98-1 was issuedin September1998,and is still underre~iewby the Secretaryof Energy
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2. Cost Effectiveness

In an era of shrinking dollars to perform DOE’s major missions—weapons maintenance/
stewardship and cleanup-it would not be prudent to transfer safety-related responsibilities into a

more costly regulatory structure for questionable fringe benefits.

The Board has been asked by Congress to provide estimates of costs for transfer of defense
nuclear facilities to NRC and presumably OS HA. The Board is not able to quantify COSISto be
Incurred by other agencies with any greater reliability than has already been done by them.

Neither DOE’s External Regulation Advisory Committee nor DOE’s Internal Study Group
has provided any convincing estimates of what a move to use NRC for nuclear safety regulation.
and OSHA for regulation of occupational safety, would cost. An NRC estimate reported in the
External Advisory Committee Report. at page 54, stated that 1100-1600 additional staff and S 150-
200 million per year would be required to regulate DOE’s nuclear facilities. DOE’s estimates w
reported by DOE’s Working Group on External Regulation, at pages 3-8 to 3-10, were in the same
range. but stated that costs would build up to that annual level during a 10-year transition period.

It should be noted also that the above are estimates only of the cost to the external
regulator. and do not include the costs of DOE response to new regulator requirements. For these
costs to DOE, we turn to estimates that have been made by that body.

In December 1996, former Secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary announced her intention to
seek legislation that would authorize the transfer of nuclear safety oversight to the NRC. Based on
the Report of the Department of Energy Working Group on External Regulation, Secretary
O’Leary chose the following option as the prefemed method for external regulation of all DOE
nuclear facilities.

Option #2: All DOE nuclear facilities would transition into full regulation
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a little over 10 years. In years
1-5, all Nuclear Energy and Energy Research nuclear facilities and selected
Defense Program and Environmental Management nuclear facilities would
become regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This transition
would begin immediately after enabling legislation is passed. Except for the
selected facilities regulated by the Commission, Defense Program and
Environmental Management nuclear facilities would continue to be
regulated by the Department with oversight by the Defense Nuclear

Facilities Safety Board in this first phase. In years 6-10, all Environmental
Management nuclear facilities would become regulated by the Commission
and the Board would maintain oversight only of Defense Program facilities.
After 10 years, all DOE facilities would be regulated by the Commission.
Remaining Board staff would merge into the NRC. 18

:S ActionMemorandumto HazelO’LearyfromThomasP. Grumbly.Recommendation on Implementing ,Errernal

Regulation, approvedby SecretaryO’Leary,p. 2, December19, 1996.
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The DOE staff attempted to study the cost impacts associated with the above external
regulation proposal .19 The costs to regulate DOE under NRC were estimated using two cost

scenarios:

(1) the current NRC regulatory structure, and

(2) using “enlightened compliance” assumptions.

The upper-case cost estimate is based on the current NRC regulatory scheme; that is, each
major nuclear facility or operation would receive an individual license. The upper-case cost
estimate does not include any savings resulting from productivity or streamlining impro~rements.

The lower or best-case cost estimate is based on enlightened compliance assumptions. For
DOE this means that multiple facilities and operations at a site could be enveloped within a sin~le
broad-scope or materials license. The best-case cost estimate includes the assumption of

DOE/contractor productivity improvement’ of 40 percent during a 10-year period that have been
achie!fed by the commercial nuclear indust~. Further, the best-case cost estimate does not include
any penalties for options with dual regulation.

DOE’s estimated costs to implement this external regulation plan are shown in the
following table.

Table 1- DOE’s Costs to Implement External Regulation

Cost to Implement Option 2 Best Case Upper Case
(in billions of dollars)

Cost during the first 5 years 1.4 1.8

Cost for year 6 thru 10 1.3 2,5

Cost beyond 10 years 1.2 3.1

Total 3.9 7.4

The DOE staff places a further caveat on its cost estimates with the following caution:

Other data indicate a potential for significantly higher costs due to external
regula[lon, Data gathered from experience both at the Gaseous Diffusion

Plants (GDP) and Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (TWPP) indicate the potential for

19 Report of Department of Energ) Working Group on External Regulation, AppendixK, SubteamReporton
Cosring E.rrernal Regulatory Op~ions, AppendixK. December1996.
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higher than anticipated Costsh Data from the GDP experience indicate that as

much as 16% of the annual operating cost can be attributed to the cost of
reewlation and our study of WIPP indicates that regulatory creep can increase

costs significantly. Experience at WIPP has shown that regulatory creep can
account for as much as 2/70 of the life-cycle Cost.zo

Both of the DOE cost scenarios offered above reflect the magnitude of the effort and

associated resources needed to implement NRC external regulation over all DOE nuclear facilities.
The economic reality of a multi-billion dollar venture for this type of external regul~[ion must be
considered in any valid cost./benefit study.

What can be said with confidence is that it is simply not realistic to assume that transfers
In regulatory functions can be accomplished as a zero fund process, i.e.. DOE savings are equal to
additional regulatory cost. Any external regulatory system imposed fully on DOE that is
comparable in legal processes and proceedings to that current for the commercial industry will cost
the government much in the way of added dollars. If the experience gained with the gaseous
diffusion plants is any indication, these costs for the most hazardous of defense nuclear facilities
are likely to be in the tens of millions of dollars per plant per year.

In contrast to the estimates by NRC and DOE (OSH.\ costs not included). during the pas[ 9
\ears (FY 1990- 1998) the Board has expended a total of about $127 million or on the average less
than $15 million per year. For this amount the Board has provided oversight of facilities that make
up the defense nuclear component of DOE’s nuclear facilities. For these costs the Board through
lts action-forcing—not regulatory—powers has helped bring DOE well along in the upgrading of
its safety management program.

The Senate Committee on Armed Services stated in its report on the N~tionid Defense
Authorization Act of 1999, “The committee notes that DA’FSB continues to provide exceptional
and effective external oversight with a budget that equals about one-tenth of one percent of total
Atomic Energy Defense funding.”

3. Improved Safety

The histc-” d record of DOE management of its contractors \vith respect to the nuclear
safety aspects of its facilities and occupational environment of workers has not been above
criticism. However, judged objectively by statistical evidence of safety performance, DOE’s
record compares favorably with that of comparable industries.

Without doubt, DOE has effected improvements in safety management of its contractors as

a result of external pressures brought to bear by the Board. AnV e,~[ernal regulator could
reasonably have been expected to have an equivalent effect. However, to make a case that such
improvements will result only if nuclear safety at DOE is externally regulated is not supportable
and diminishes the stature and accomplishments of DOE.

2’) Id. at K- 15.
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As reported in a study done in 1996 by the lNational Academy of Public Administration on
occupational health at DOE,~l DOE’s statistical safety and health record has always compared
favorably with that of private industry. Are continued efforts aimed at improvement justified?
The answer is Yes, of course. Continuous efforts to improve operations in all facets are a well-
established “best p, ~ctice.’ The development and maintenance of a safe work environment are

never-ending tasks that must keep current with the changing missions of DOE. Does such a

requirement justify change in the lead agency responsible for ensuring a safe work place?
Evidence does not support such a change.

As of January 1997, 18 DOE operating contractors, representing 60 percent of contractor
employees, were reported to be active participants in the Voluntary Protection Plan (VPP). with 2
defense nuclear sites recognized by OSHA as having achieved Star Status for safety management
excellence, marking them as being on a par with the best in industry, Enhanced work planning
processes and integrated management concepts to which DOE is now committed are bringing
further upgrades into place.

While being in the forefront of those that have been constructive critics of DOE’s safet)
management of its contractors, the Board has been favorably impressed by the responsiveness of
DOE to the Board’s recommendations for improvements. While continuing to find areas for
improvement. this progress and responsiveness are clear indications that an effective safetv
management program can be effected without resort to the complications that the proposed
external regulatory concept would entail. The Board has found no fatal flaws in DOE’s safety
management program. All 4 Secretaries, since the creation of the Board, have been willing to
respond affirmatively to the Board’s recommendations for improvement.

c. Government and Administrative Policies

1. Layering of Government Agencies

The idea that credible performance by one government agency can be assured onl} by
lu>erin~ anc[her on top of it is, on the surface. poor adminis[r~tile policy. It becomes even more
so if one government agency regulates another through the authority to levy penalties. It is
bureaucracy at its worst and as a matter of public policy raises the question of where such layering
ends. If DOE, as a cabinet-level office. is not performing credibly [be job it is required by law to
perform. should the public be asked to fund a second entity of government to improve its
credibility? Credibility should come from a job well done, not from a system of layering of
government agencies. Congress and the Administration can do much more to increase public
confidence in the job being performed by appointing administrators who understand DOE” S
missions, by selecting and training highly-skilled and technically-competent staff, and by holding

accountable those entrusted with safety as well as mission.

There are those who rightfully say that the Federal Government is already doing layering in
the environmental protection field where EPA has such authority. Further, in the same field, states

are levying fines on the federal agencies for failures to meet negotiated environmental compliance

2‘ LNAP.4Report,Ensuring Worker Safen and Health Across the DOE Comple.r, pp. 108-109,January 1997
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a~reemen[5 such penal[1e5 in effect diven funds from the very actions required in the public

interest.

One federal agency forcing a second federal agency to perform its statutorily required duty

through enforcement action with penalties is not good administrative policy. Administrative fines
between federal agencies serve no purpose (i.e., no net gain to the treasury) other than to call

attention to deficient performance. Interagency fines do, however, pull money from where it is
most needed—the budget of the deficient activity.

In the commercial nuclear world, NRC regulates private entities that perform work. b
most of the civilian weapons complex, DOE regulates contractors that operate DOE-owned
facilities. unlike the commercial world. external regulation of DOE nuclear acti~’ities would result
in a regulator regulating the regulator regulating the contractors performing the work. This
relationship might improve safety performance, but at great cost to the taxpayer. The Board has
shown that safety performance can be improved at much lower cost than adding a layer of full
regulation, In response to [he Board’s prndding, and in some cases as a result of the Board

working with DOE. qualified administrators have been put in place, safety programs have been
markedly improved. and DOE is now in the process of upgrading its internal assessment programs
to ensure effective regulation of its own activities.

2. Additional Potential Obstacles

Regulation of toxic and hazardous materials at DOE is extensive and highly divided.

DOE’s contractors must deal with numerous laws and regulatory agencies associated with
protection of the public, workers, and the environment.

DOE’s contractors must conform [o requirements of [he EP.4 and the states in connection
~ith discharge of toxic and hazardous wastes to the environment, including radioactive materials
when mixed with hazardous waste. Although DOE sets standards for its use of radioactive
material. the Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates their transport, and DOT and the NRC
are involved in approval of containers in which the radioactive material is shipped. The NRC will
regulate disposal of high-level nuclear waste in an ultimate repository, subject to EPA-established
standards and subject to ongoing impediment by states. EPA and the State of New Mexico will
regulate disposal of Iow-]evel and transuranic waste in the Waste Isolation pilot Plant.

Nleanwhile, all states through which traffic to disposal sites will flow are preparing to oversee and

possibly limit that movement. Protection against radioactivity and for all hazardous activities in
the workplace is administered by DOE using OSHA and other requirements. Individually, the
objectives of each of these regulatory restraints cannot be faulted. Altogether, it generally appears
that the world is full of people who can say “No,” but nearly empty of those who can say “Yes.”

There are those who advocate inserting into this already complex maze external regulation
of DOE’s program for ensuring the protection of health and safety from radiation hazards in its
defense nuclear activities. Though this has been suggested as a means of replacing DOE’s control
of safety by lNRC’S, and thus benefiting from an assumed greater public acceptance of the control
of s~fety, that hand-off would not and could not occur. DOE’s responsibility for protection of
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nuclear safety would be undiminished, as has been so in relation to regulatory control by EP.A and
OSHA where that has been exercised. It would only be more complicated and more costl~.

There would be a profound effect on the status quo as the transition was made to a new
regulatory regime. DOE’s entire safety management structure would be altered. Furthermore, the

interfaces between DOE and the other regulators would require redefinition. The interface

problem is not trivial. Witness the controversies on these interfaces in other arenas where conflicts
have existed. Do the claims of expected benefits justify the upset of the existing effective.
functioning system? The Board believes not.

3. Reinventing Government Initiative

One of the most innovative and constructive at[empts in recent years to improve the
administrative function of government is captured in what is called the “National Partnership for
Reinventing Government Initiative.” The stated goal is a government that “works better, costs

less. and gets results that Americans care about.”

The initiative calls on government agencies to “’give the public the protection find services
it expects at a reasonable cost. while eliminating ineffective and unnecessarily burdensome
regulation. ” Further. it advocates that agencies “employ regulations more selectively and
sometimes use other approaches to ticcomplish their goals .“ZZThat concept was formalized b

the President in Executive Order 12.866. Regulaton Planning and Revic]t, SepLember 30. 1993.

That Executive Order requires that agencies evaluating changes to regulatory systems identify the
problem that the change is meant to address, examine whether modifying existing regulatory
arrangements is a more effective path than developing new regulatory schemes, assess available
alternatives to direct regulation, and perform costlbenefit assessments of the various options.
DOE’s advocacy of increased regulation falls far short of this level of rigor.

In fact, the concept of regulation of DOE by NRC with its resulting complexity, added cost
reduction of national security, and questionable benefit would be completely counter to the
Intention of the Reinventing Government Initiative.

22 Irnprwing l?eg~(la[o~ .S)srems, AccompanyingReportof the Na[iond PerformanceReview,Washington.D.C..
tJSGPO,September1993.
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III. RESPONSES TO THE CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR INFORNIATION

Congress, in 1997, passed the National Defense Authorization Act for FYl998. The Act.
which was signed into law by the President on November 18, 1997, contains Section 3202 which

requested that the Board prepare a report and make recommendations on what its role should be in
the event that Congress considers legislation for external regulation of defense nuclear facilities.

The report was to include responses, and supporting analyses, for 16 items of interest to Congress
as germane to the discussion of the need for external regulation.

The following are responses to the issues and questions raised by Congress

1. An Assessment of the Value of and the .Veedfor the Board to Continue to
Perform the Functions Specified under Chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954 (42 U.S. C. g 2286 et seq.)

Experience after almost 9 years of oversight operations has confirmed the concerns and
u isdom of the Senate Committee on Armed Services in establishing an independent oversight

board with advisory authority. The flexibility and the authority provided in the enabling
}eglslation allowed the Board to aggressively focus its expeflise on congressional concerns for

safety and viability of the nuclear weapons complex while preserving to the Secretary of Energ}
the power to address his responsibilities to meet national security requirements. As authorized by
Congress, the Board’s charter was carefully defined, allowing the Board to blunt early efforts b!
third-party litigants to force the Board to an agenda other than addressing the high risk conditions
already identified by Congress.

Through the architecture of the Board’s uniquely prescriptive enabling legislation. which
closely follows the Committee on Armed Services concerns and the unique contours of the
challenges presented by our country’s nuclear weapons complex, Congress wisely avoided
adversarial and cumbersome processes that sometimes attend traditional external regulatory
structures and would certainly dilute the Board’s abilit! to provide its assistance and advice to the

Secretary of Energy. Consequently. the Board has been able to assemble and fully utilize the
e~pertise of its staff not only to identify the risks to the health and safety of the public and workers.
but also to assist DOE in mobilizing the resources and expertise required to remove the risks.

The independent oversight advisory structure provided Congress, the Secretary,
contractors, representatives of labor, citizen advisory groups, and the Board with the flexibility
DOE needed to successfully meet the new challenges to DOE’s operations of the last 9 years.

Among these are sharply changing mission, dwindling resources, aging facilities, and the rapid
dissipation of expertise needed to competently and safely dismantle facilities that are no longer
needed,

The Board has also helped to ensure safety in the course of DOE’s stewardship of the
enduring stockpile, nourish the leadership needed to modernize the nuclear weapons complex

(including the National Laboratories). and maintain the nuclear weapons needed to meet national
defense requirements. Because of its unique charter, the Board has provided leadership and

assistance to facilitate effective communication among labor interests, citizen advisory groups,
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federal and state agencies, concerned individuals. and those private-sector interests seekin~
constructive participation in resolving health and safety concerns.

The Secretary of Energy has been and continues to be confronted with challenges far

beyond those difficulties recognized by Congres. when it created the Board. Nevertheless. the

inherent strengths of external oversight that provide assistance rather than adjudgment. of advice

rather than command and control, and of facilitation rather than adversarial dispute resolution

allow the Board to craft technically-sound recommendations. ~’ From our vant~ge point, the
continuance of the Board with independent oversight and advisory powers is the superior
governance mechanism to promote and protect the several public interests that converge on DOE’.<
defense nuclear facilities.

To the extent the Board can be criticized for any shortcomings. we think it appropriate to
recall the Senate Committee on Armed Services admonition:

The Committee does not believe that a safety board is a panacea for all DOE stifety
problems, or that it can in any way absolve the Secretary or the Department’s

contractors of their fundamental safety responsibilities. In fact. many witnesses
testified that DOE’s shortcomings largely reside within the Department’s line
management. and that there can be no substitute for cap~ble and committed line
management.

What the Board can do is provide critical expertise. technical vigor. and a sense

of vigilance within the Department at all levels.zi

This the Board has done, and these actions and responsive improvements h~ve been
documented in its annual reports.

‘3 The Senate Committee on Armed Services noted that oversight provided [he necessary assistance and flexibility>

for DOE to upgradesafe[yin the diverseweaponscomplex.

The Board should be instrumental in helping DOE to develop appropriate and operation~lly
meaningfully [sic] safety standards, and ensuring (heir translation in[o clear and consistent
requirements for DOE management and contractors.

Many recommendationsmay pose complex requirements for planning. analyzing. designing.
contracting, and implementing on the part of the Department. It may not be obvious (o the Board

at the time it issues a recommendation how much money or time might be needed for
implementation. There is a real need for latitude on the part of the Secretary, on the one hand, and

the Board, Congress, and the contractors who would perform the work on the other, at all stages

of the implementation process.

S. Rep. So, 232, 100th Cong., Ist Sess. 16 ( 1987)

24 Id. at 2 I
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2. An Assessment of the Relationship between the Functions of the Board and a
Proposal by the Department of Energy to Place Department of Energy Defense
Nuclear Facilities under the Jurisdiction of External Regulatory Agencies

We interpret this reporting requirement as asking for a comparison of the safety oversight

functions as performed by the Board and the functions of a proposed external regulator. To assess

the relationship between the Board’s functions and the functions of an external regulatory agency.
it is important to first define the components of “independent oversight” and the elements of
.regula[lon” proposed by former secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary.

The Board, by law. currently exercises independent oversight of safety standards. activities.
and practices at defense nuclear facilities, from design. cofistruction, and operation through
decommissioning, to ensure that worker and public health and safety are adequately protected.

Such oversight includes site visits; technical reviews: evaluations of the adequacy of safety
\tandards including DOE Orders, rules, and other safety requirements; formal investigations:
hearings: briefings: and data gathering. These activities are designed to determine whether the
Board should issue recommendations. and in what form, to the Secretary of Energy to ensure that
public health and safety are adequately protected.

For example, when DOE initiated its effort to streamline its directives system and move
from safety Orders to rules under the Administrative Procedure Act, the Board committed
substantial resources to provide timely review of the technical content of the revised DOE Orders,

regulations and other safety directives. The Board’s contribution in maintaining the technical
content of these new directives and rules was highly praised by the DOE Under Secretary, who
characterized the Board’s efforts as “seamless oversight.” The courts likewise ha~e recognized the
Board’s unique oversight as having action-forcing authority.

As stated in the Board’s Policy Statement No. 2, the Board also flexibly exercises its
oversight function by working cooperatively, and informally, with DOE to correct safety problems
identified by the Board and its staff that are not serious enough to warrant issuing a formal Board
recommendation. The Board’s Annual Reports to Congress detail safety improvements made by
DOE both in response to the Board’s formal recommendations and achieved cooperatively by
Informal means.

Regulation of [he DOE comp]ex wou]d depend upon [he exact legislation passed by

Congress. As noted previously, however, DOE and NRC have now taken the position that the
exact scope and format for the regulatory program must await the results of the pilot program.

Certain elements of regulatory programs are nevertheless considered standard. For example, a
regulator normally would promulgate regulations after notice and comment. DOE could, however.

have authority to petition the regulator for promulgation of needed safety rules, and could
comment on any rules proposed. Those rules would have the force and effect of law, allowing the
regulator to mandate compliance with the regulations and use civil or criminal enforcement (001s

to rectify any noncompliance.

Table 2 presents a side-by-side comparison of the Board’s statutory oversight functions
with typical regulatory functions.
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Table 2- Comparison of the Board’s Oversight Functions with Regulatory Functions

Function Board’s Independent Oversight Reg-l]ation

[nspection of Facilities Yes. [42 U.S.C. $$ 2286 b(h), 2286c(a)] Yes

md Access to Property

[nvesrigative Authority Yes. [42 U.S.C. $ 2286a(2)] Yes

Access to Documents and Yes. [42 C.S.C. $$ 2286a(3), 22S6b[d), Yes

Subpoena Authority Qz8(jc, 2286a(a)(3)-(4); 42 U.S.C.
$ ~~86b(a)(~)]

Hearings Yes. [42 l-1.S.C ~ 2286 b(a)] Yes

Set Safety Standards No. The Board reviews and evaluates the Yes. by formal

content and implementation of DOE rulemaking processes or

standards. and may recommend adoption of other~vise.

standards. including DOE Orders,
regulations, or other requirements, ““toensure
that public health and safety x-e adequately
protected.” [42 U.SC.
$ ~~86a(a)(] )]

Establish License or No. The Board may make recommendations Yes

Permit Conditions regarding the safety conten( of contracts and

existing licenses and permits, Pursuant to
Rec. 95-2, DOE now requires authorization
agreements akin to licenses for its hazardous
activities.

Enforce Mandatory Safety No. However, the Board’s functions are Yes, by a number of

Requirements considered “action fo~ ; _ ‘ on DOE by the civil and/or criminal

courts. To date. no Recommendation has enforcement

been rejected by DOE. mechanisms in
furtherance of its
regulatory authority.

Public Involvement Yes, through legislative style hearings for Yes. Hearings are of

information purposes, briefings, Freedom of the adjudicatory form.

Information Act (FOIA), a public reading
room, Internet access, and Sunshine Act
processes.
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During DOE’s assessment of the need for additional regulation during the past 3 years,
there has been extensive discussion of the extent to which DOE is self-regulating. “Self-
regulating” means the extent to which the DOE’s programs and actions are unconstrained by

outside agencies. The premise that DOE today is self-regulating is inaccurate. In fact. DOE is

subject today to very substantial external regulation and oversight. This results not unly from
oversight of nuclear safety by the Board, but also regulation by DOT, EPA, and the states.

The Board has issued 38 sets of safety recommendations containing 174 specific
recommendations. Given that DOE has not rejected any of the 174 specific recommendations to
date and that DOE has completed many of these recommendations and is making progress in
implementing others, it is clear that DOE can achieve its nuclear safety goals under the current
regime for defense nuclear facilities.

3. An Assessment of the Functions of the Board and Whether There Is a Need to
Modifi or Amend Such Functions

In the Board’s original enabling legislation, Congress required the Board to perform a
comprehensive assessment of its functions and provide ““recommendations for continuation.
termination. or modification of the Board’s functions and programs” as a part of the Board’s Fifth
Annual Report to Congress. That statutory reporting requirement is nearly identical to the present
one. In its Fifth Annual Report, the Board presented its comprehensive assessment of d] Board
functions and determined there was a need for only minor modifications in order for the Board to
be more effective, Those modifications have now been completed and include the assignment of
site representatives to key defense nuclear facilities to serve as the Board’s technical eyes and ears.

and the expansion of efforts to increase public involvement in the Board’s work.

4. An Assessment of the Relative-Advantages and Disadvantages to the Department
and the Public of Continuing the Functions of the Board with Respect to
Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities and Replacing the Activities of
the Board with External Regulation of Such Facilities

The major advantages of continuing Board oversight, as opposed to regulation of defense
nuclear facilities, were discussed in detail in the Board’s Fifth Annual Report to Congress. and are

~ummarized in , following points:

9 Independent oversight may be conducted without unduly interfering with critical
national defense and security functions at defense nuclear facilities.

● The Board’s oversight is far less costly than regulation and yet can achieve
comparable safety benefits.

● The oversight model as structured by the Board’s enabling statute has proven to

provide the kind of flexibility needed to address substantive issues presented by the
disparate facilities and circumstances.
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● Board recommendations may be accepted or rejected. The plans for implementing
accepted recommendations are developed by DOE, which is ultimately responsible

for safety at defense nuclear facilities.

● Recommendations are developed by a neutral party, interested in safety and in the
success of the overseen activity.

● The Board’s recommendations, including the Secretary of Energy’s implementation
plans that respond to the recommendations, are made available to the public. excep[
where national security considerations prevail. The recommendation process

provides affirmative steps to solicit comments from the interested public. It is also
designed to involve the public in constructive participation in dealing with
conditions or practices that may endanger the public and worker health and safety.

● The Board structure is well-established and already possesses the specialized
expertise necessary to ensure that DOE provides adequate protection of public
health and safety within the unique nuclear defense complex.

9 Shifting to a regulatory structure at this point would disrupt progress being made
under Board recommendations.

The major advantages attributed to regulation, defined to include licensing or permitting of
facilities. are the following:

● Regu]a[ions and licenses contain de[ai]ed safety requirements that have the force

and effect of law. which the regulated defense nuclear facilities must follow. A
regulator can mandate [hat actions be taken wi[hin [he complex and enforce its w’il]

through administrative, and ultimately, judicial actions.

● Re:u]ations are clrcu]a[ed for comment by exper[s and the general public prior to

finalization.

● Requirements are developed by a neutral party, interested only in safety and have
no statutory responsibility in the success or failure CCthe regulated activit>

● The regulatory process results in promulgation of requirements that are relatively
difficult to amend, but as a consequence, provide stability. The regulated entity
knows what is expected for compliance, and can engage in short-term and long-
term planning based on a settled set of expectations regarding requirements.

Regulation poses some serious potential disadvantages when applied to facilities vita] to

national security, such as the core defense nuclear facilities engaged in weapons activities (listed in
response to item 8 below). The use of injunctions and other legal processes when regulations are
violated could result in DOE not being able to fulfill nuclear stockpile and other national security



commitments. (See statements of Secretaries Peila and Cohen filed in NRDC v. Pefia er al. ,25
regarding the impact of an injunction under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) on

national security programs.) Regulatory programs, such as the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA), with the potential for impacting the national security prerogatives of the
President contain provisions for Presidential override of regulatory actions that impede national
security programs. Such override is not reviewable in court. These national security issues would

be compounded if citizen suits were authorized by statute for enforcement of regulations or license
conditions at defense nuclear facilities. It should be noted that NRC regulations and licenses for
commercial nuclear facilities do not now authorize such enforcement actions initiated by citizens,
although the Aheame Committee’s report recommended that the law be changed to permit such
actions for DOE facilities.

Other disadvantages include the potential enormous cost of regulatory processes. NRC
expends nearly $3 million per reactor per year to conduct its regulatory and licensing activities. By
contrast, the Board’s oversight appropriation for FY 1999 is $16.5 million, and it covers all
defense nuclear facility oversight. Other ~isadvantages are the time-consuming and cumbersome
legal framework required for such processes, the enormous cost of bringing facilities into

compliance with the rules. and the inherent inflexibility of regulatory requirements. AS stated in
response to item 2, many functions and activities at DOE’s defense nuclear facilities are already
re~u]a[ed. Adding another layer of regulation to existing ones would be duplicative. COStly.and

could actually result in less safety rather than more. For the small subset of operations within
production, utilization, and weapons-related facilities that are currently subject to oversight alone.
no adequate justification for conversion to regulation has been given.

5. A List of All Existing or Planned Department of Energy Defense !Vuclear
Facilities That Are Similar to Facilities under the Regulatory Jurisdiction of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

A list of existing and planned DOE nuclear facilities is contained in Appendix 3 of this
report. Also appended is a set of correspondence between the Board and NRC that addresses the
question of which defense nuclear facilities are similar to facilities under the regulatory
jurisdiction of NRC (see Appendix 4). These letters reflect the difficulty shared by the Board and
NRC in obtaining accurate information on any direct and indirect costs for selected categories of

NRC facilities deemed similar to the defense nuclear facilities. To develop an estimate of
regulatory cost, NRC believes that it would be necessary to review information on each defense
nuclear facility on a case-by-case basis. As stated in its letter to NRC on September 9, 1998, the
Board is concerned that the time-consuming and expensive effort to collect such data for use in
extrapolating possible regulatory costs would be of questionable value for this reporting
requirement.

‘s 972 F. Supp.9 (D.D.C. 1997).
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6. A List of All Department of Energy Defense lVuc[ear Facilities That Are in
Compliance With All Applicable Department of Energy Orders, Regulations, and
Requirements Relating to the Design, Construction, Operation, and
Decommissioning of Defense Nuclear Facilities

Neither the Board nor NRC can verify, at any given point in time, that a specified defense

nuclear facility or commercial nuclear facility is in full compliance with “all” applicable
requirements. Such requirements. in the case of defense nuclear facilities, include thousands of
contracting, financial management, personnel, and other administrative requirements that have
nothing, or little, to do w;th the safe operation of the facilities. Moreover, individual safety-related
requirements may number in the hundreds or even thousands for a particular f~cility. Even if
limited to the 2 sets of DOE regulations on quality assurance and radiotion protection, and the
“DOE Orders of Interest to the Board” containing environment, safety, and health requirements.

few, if any, facility managers could assert they are in full compliance, at all times. with safety
requirements.

However, temporary noncompliance with some portions of applicable rules or Orders does
not necessarily support the assertion that such facilities are unsafe. The Board is able to identif)
facilities that are in such substantial compliance with fundamental safety requirements that they
pose no undue risk to public health and safety at this time. This has most often been seen when

the Board reviewed DOE restarts of facilities after DOE conducted an operational readiness review
(ORR), or when the Board made a determination, pursuant to Section 3133 of Public Law No.
102.190, [hat a plu[onlum operations building at [he Rocky F]a[s Environmental Technology Site

(RFETS) could resume operations because public health and safety were adequately protected.

Both kinds of actions require DOE and its contractor to determine the status of compliance with
applicable safety requirements, issue findings. and take corrective actions where necessary before
resuming operation. The following is a Iisr of a few of the many facilities that have resumed
operation after it had been independently determined by DOE and the Board that public health and
safety were adequately protected:

● Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant, de-nitrator process (DNFSB 1995 Annual Report, p. 17)

c INEEL Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, New Waste Calciner Facility (DNFSB 1997

Annual Report, pp. 2-191

● Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Building 332, plutonium facility

(DNFSB 1996 Annual Report, p. 47)

“ Mound Laboratory reservoir unloading (DNFSB 1996 Annual Report. p. 47)

● Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, shipping and receiving, weapons secondary surveillance, and
weapons secondary dismantlement areas (DNFSB 1996 Annual Report, p. 46)

● Pantex Plant, weapons sur~eillance and disassembly activities (DNFSB 1997 Annual
Report, pp. 2-19)
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● Savannah River Site (SRS) K-Reactor (DhTSB 1992 Annual Report. p. 16)

● SRS HB-Line (DNFSB 1994 Annual Report, p. 23)

● SRS Replacement Tritium Facility (DNFSB 1995 Annual Report, p. 15)

● SRS F-Canyon. dissolving Mark-31 plutonium targets ( 1997 Annual Report. pp. 2- 19).

In addition, the following plutonium operations have been successfully restarted in
accordance with the Board’s responsibility under Section 3133 of Public Law 102-190:

● RFETS Building 559 (DNFSB 1993 Annual Report, pp. 11-12)

● RFETS Building 707 (DNFSB 1993 and 1995 Annual Reports. pp. 33-3-I and 16)

● RFETS Building 371 (DNFSB 1997 Annual Report. pp. 2-33)

● RFETS Building 771 (DNFSB 1997 Annual Report, pp. 2-3).

The Board’s Annual Reports to Congress chronicle 8 years of Board oversight activi[} that
has improved the content and implementation of DOE standards, including Orders. rules, and other
requirements at defense nuclear facilities. That line of activity began with the issuance of the
Board’s Recommendation 90-2, and continues today in DOE’s implementation of
Recommendations 94-5 and 95-2, which call for compliance with applicable requirements by use
of integrated safety management in the DOE defense nuclear complex. For integrated safety

management of all radiological work, DOE and its contractors must: (11 define the scope of work.
~2) identify and assess the hazards, (3) develop controls for safely executing the work, (-l) perform
the work safely, and (5) evaluate the work and develop feedback to improve the process.

Under the implementation pl~n for Board Recommendation 95-2, DOE is committed to
having contractually specified requirements for both site-wide and f~cility-specific activities
performed by contractors. These requirements are the drivers for developing facility and activity-
specific safety control measures that are tailored to the hazards of the work and mutually agreed
upon by DOE and contractors as conditions for performing that hwardous work. For high-hazard
category facilities or activities, formal authorization agreements setting forth these agreed
conditions are to be established. These agreements are the contractual equivalent of licenses or
permits issued by external regulatory bodies. The Board’s attention in this respect since 1996 has
been focused on 10 priority defense nuclear facilities, which constitute the pilot subset for this
integrated safety management program. The Board and DOE have adopted a goal to have all

defense nuclear facilities operating to an upgraded safety management program within the next 2
years, (See Table 3.)
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Table 3- Status of Authorization Agreements for Priority Facilities and Follow-on Facilitie,

PRIORITY FACILITIES AA in Place Approval Date/Status

Lawrence Livermore - Superblock:

Building 334, Weapon Design & Testing Facility

Plutonium Facility, B332

Tntlum Facility, B-331

No LLXL intends to ~pprove AA’s as it
implements ISMS in the Superblock,
although currently not required by LLNL

for Cat 3 facilities.

Yes Doesn’t meet Board expectations. Will b
ret’ised after restart.

No LLNL intends to approve AA’s as I(
Implements LSMS in the Superblock.
although currently not required by LLXL
for Cat 3 facili[]es.

Los Alamos

T.A-55, Bldg.-$, Plutonium Facility No Draft complete - Approve - 10/98

T.A-3,Bldg. 29, Chemical Metallurgical Resemch 30 Dr~ft in 10/98, Approve about I 1/9S

(CMR) Facility

Oak Rid%

Y-12:

Bldg. 9212, Wet Chemistry, Casting, Storage Yes ~/1 j/98

Bldg. 9206, Enriched Uranium Chemical No ~pp ] 1/98
Processing

Bldg. 9720-5, Warehouse Operations Yes 4/6198

Bldg. 9204-2E, Disassembly Operations I Yes I 4/6/98

Bldg. 9204-4, Quality Evaluation Yes -+/6/98

Bldg. 9215, SNM Processing &Fabncation Yes 5/15/98

Pantex

Zone 12, Nuclear Explosive Bays 64,84,99.104 No AA”s will be approved for specific
weapon activity, not for the facility,

Zone 12, Nuclear Explosive Cells 44, 85, 96,98 No Same as above

Hanford

K Basins Facility I Yes 9/~4/98

Taiik Farms I Yes I 7/24/98
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Table 3- Status of Authorization Agreements for Priority Facilities and Follow-on Facilities (continued)

PRIORITY FACILITIES A.Ain Place Approval Date/Status

Rockv Flats

Bldg. 371, Plutonium Chemical Processing Facility Yes 9/1 1/97
\

Bldg 771, Plutonium Recovery Facility Yes 12/31/97

Savannah River

F Canyon Yes 9/9197
i J

FB Line Yes 9/?6/97

H Canyon Yes 7/98

HB Line Yes 3/98

FOLLOW-ONFACILITIES A.+ in Place Ap~rovaI Date/Status

Lawrence Livermore

Buildlng 231 Complex (Vaults) No Currently not required by LLNL for Cat 3
facilities.

Building 251, Heavy Element Facility No Currently not required by LLNL for Cat 3
facilities,

Los Alamos

T.+ 18. Pajarito Laboratory No ~/99

TA- 16, Weapons Engineering Tntium Facility I No I y99

Defense Nuclear Activities at TA-I 5. Dual Axis Not ,4pplicable - Under Construction
R~dic:raphic Hydrotest (D.ARHT) Focility

Defense Nuclear Activities at T.A-53, Los Alamos No ~/99

Suclear Scattering Center

Nevada Test Site

.+bel Site, Area 27 (to be replaced by the Device
Assembly F~cility, Area 6)

L’la Complex

No

No

The DAF AA has been written and is

currently being revised by the affected

parties.

The U 1a A.4 has been written and is
currently being revised by the affected
parties.
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Table 3- Status of Authorization AgreemenK for Priority Facilities and Follow-on Facilities (continued)

FOLLOJV-ONFACILITIES AA in Place Approval Date/Status

)ak Ridge

)RW: Material Storage (Building 3019) No Iy99

‘antex

luilding 12-116, SNM Staging Facility, Phase I Yes 8/98

lullding 12-104A, Special Purpose Bays (New - not No FY99 Planned

operational)

jynamic Balancer (Bldg. 12-60) Yes ] ~/98

W56 No FY99 Planned

W69, Re\ision 3 Yes ~/9 8

W76 No FY99

W’78 Yes FY99

W79 Yes 6/98

W87 LEP No FY99 Planned

B61-11 Yes 6/98

B61 -7 .41t 920. Rebuild Yes 9/98

‘tint Bays. (Bldg. 12-41) No No plans for .4A, 12-104A will replace.

‘andia National Laboratory

andia Pulse Reactor Facility No A.4s to be proposed to AL by SNL by
10/26/98

avannah River

ntium Facilities Yes 8/26/97

Tri[ium Inventory Storage Area (217H) Yes 8/?6/97

Tritium Isotope Separation/Purification Facility, Yes 8/?6/97

Lines I/H (232H)

Tntium Reservoir Finishing/Packing Facility Yes 8/26/97

(23-IH)

Tritium Reservoir Loading/Unloading Facility Yes ~J~6/97

(~33H)

Tritium Burst Test Facility (236H) Yes 8/~6J97



Table 3- Status of Authorization Agreements for Priority Facilities and Follow-on Facilities (continued)

FOLLO\V-ONFACILITIES AA in Place Approval Date/Status

Tritium Byproduct Purification Cacility (236H) Yes gf~6/97

Tritium Extraction Facility, Line III (232H) I Yes 8/~6/9J

Tritium Reservoir Reclaiming Facility (238H) Yes 8f~6/97

Tritium Storage/Spare Parts/Shipping (237H) Yes g/yJ97

I Hanford I
I (WESF) Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facilim. I

Plutonium Finishing Plant I No FY99

Idaho

[ Cnderwfiter Fuel Storage (CPP-603-A)

trraduted Fuel Storage Facility (Dry SNM Storage} No 3/99
(CPP-603-B)

New Waste Calcining Facility (CPP-659) I No 3/99

Underwater Fuel Storage (CPP-666) I No 3/99

Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC ) No 3/99
I I

Cnlrradiated Fuel Storage Facility (CPP-651 ) No 3/99

Nevada Test Site

Radioactive Waste Management sites in Area 5, Area 3 Yes 10/1/97
and the TRU Pad

Oak Ridpe

Depleted Uranium Tailings No 11/98

>Iaterial Storage (MSRE) No 1~/99

Rockv Flats

Buildlng 707, Plutonium Manufacturing Bldg. Yes 8/15/97

Building 776, Manufacturing Bldg. No I/99

Building 559, Analysis Laboratory Yes 3/1/98

I Bu]ldlng 774, Waste Processing I No I Estimated completion 12/1 5/98 I
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Table 3- Status of Authorization Agreements for Priority Facilities and Follow-on Facilities (concluded)

FOLLOW-ON F.%CILITIES A.* in Place Approval Date/Status

Savannah River

F.4-Line No No plans to operate.

I HA-Line I Yes \ Co\ered in H Canyon AA

235-F No Af[er SAR approval

Defense Waste Processing Facility Yes 10/6/97

ITP/ESP \! ’as:e Storage Tanks Yes ITP/ESP - 7/1 6/98

Tank Farms - 3/9/98

Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel (RBOF) Yes 9/17/97

K-Reactor B~sin Yes 9/17/97

L-Reactor Basin Yes 9/1 7/97

WIPP—-

W’asm Isolation Pilot Plant ING Draft Authorization Agreement prepared
in July 1998. AA will be completed after
Iega] ~ha]lenges have been resoived.

Ad’.anced Test Reactor No 3/99

7. A List of All Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities That Have
Implemented, Pursuant to an Implementation P[an, Recommendations Made by the
Board and Accepted by the Secretary of Energ~

The Board has issued 38 sets of recommendations. containing 174 individual
recorr,mendations; to date no Board recommendation h~s been rejected by DOE. Twenty-one sets
have been closed because they were fully implemented by DOE. or superseded by another
recommendation. Table 4 presents the Board’s recommendations and applicable defense nuclear
facility sites.



Table 4- Board Recommendations and Applicable Defense Nuclear Facility Sites

——

LOCATION RECOMMENDATION

411Sites / 90-2 Standards
blultiple Sites 91-1 Safety Standards

91-6 Radiation Protection
92-2 DOE Facility Representative Program
92-5 Discipline of Operation
92-6 operational Readiness Review
92-7 Training & Qualification
93-1 Standards Utilization
93-2 Critical Experiment Cap~bility
93-3 Upgrading DOE Technical Capabilit>
93-4 DOE Technical Management
93-6 Nuclear Weapons Expertise
94-1 ImF’ - ed Schedule for Remediation
94-2 Lo\v-Le\el Waste Disposal
9-I-5 Integration of Safety Rules. Orders
95-1 S~fety of Cylinders Containing Depleted Umnium
95-2 SOfety Nlanagement
97-1 Uranium-233 Storage Safer) ot IX)E Faci!i!ies
97-2 Criticality Safety
98-1 Integrated Safety Mtinagement

danford 90-3 Future Tank Monitoring
90-7 Modification to Implementation Plan for 90-3
92--I Multi-Function Waste Tank Facility
93-5 Waste Tanks Characterization Studies

Oak Rld~e 94--! Deficiencies in Cnt:c.llit) Sdfet~
—

Rocky Flats 90-4 Operational Readiness Re\iew
90-5 Systematic Evaluation Program
90-6 Plutonium in the Ducts
91-4 Operational Readiness Re\iew
9-$-3 Seismic and Safety .s~stems

5~\mnah River 90-1 Reactor Operator Training
91-2 NarrJti\e for Closure P2ckage
9 i -5 Power Limits/K-Reactor
92-1 HB-Line Operational Readiness
92-3 HB-Line Operational Readiness Review
96-1 In-Tank Precipitation System at the Savannah River Site

Par’l:ex 9S-2 Safe!:, Management at [he Pmtex Plw_tt

Li’lPP 91-3 Readiness Re\’iew
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8. A List of Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities That Have a
Function Related to Department Weapons Activities

The following list includes facilities which meet the definition of a “defense nuclear

facility” in the ~tomic Energy Act and are currently used. or are likely to be used in the future. to
conduct or support DOE weapons acti~’ities. It does not include facilities once related to DOE

~veapons btit not now used, and which are subject to the Board’s oversight while they ore being

cleaned and remediated.

Stockpile Management

Defense nuclear facilities in~olved in stockpile management are those [hut ,~reused to
maintain, repair. and evaluate the enduring stockpile and strategic components/materials or those
that are used to permanently dismantle retired weapons. The following list identifies the mfijor
f~cili[ies by function and by site. Some of the facilities in the complex are used for more than one
fl.lnction and are therefore listed in more than one category for completeness.

● Assembly and Disassembly:

P~ntex: Entire Site

Nevada Test Site (XTS): Device .Assemhl> Facility. Area 27

● Dismantlement:

Pantex: Entire Site

Y-12 Plant: 9~04.?/?E.-
NTS: De\:ice .%semb!~ F~cili[y. Area ?7

● Weapon and Component Maintenance:

Pontex: Entire Site
Y-12 Plant: 9204 -2/2E, 9212 Complex, 9215 Complex. 9201-5X. 999S

LANL: Plutonium Facility at Ti\-55

SRS: H Area Tritium Facilities

● Surveillance:

Pantex:
Y-12 Plant:
SRS:
L.AXL:

LLNL:

Entire Site
9204 -2/2E, 9204-4
H Area Tri[ium F~cil ities
Piutonium Faciiity at TA-55 and Chemistry and filetallurgy
Research Building (CMR) at TA-3
Superblock



● Component Production:

LANI: Plutonium Facility ~[ TA-55

Y-12 Plant: 9212 Complex, 9215 Complex, 9201 -N.9998
SRS: Tritlum Facilities
SNL: Neutron Generator Facility (part of the MDE program)

Kansas City: Nuclear Components

● Nuclear Weapons and/or Material Storage:

Pantex: Entire Site
Y-12 Plant: 9212 Complex, 9720-5, 9204 -2/2E, 9204-4
SRS: Tritium Facilities. Accelerator Production of Tritium

(APT), Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility (APSF’)
LANL: Plutonium Facility and Nuclear Material Storage Facility at

TA-55. KIVAS and Hillside Vault at TA-IS. and CMR at
TA-3

LLNL: B332
RFETS : B371

Stockpile Stewardship

A number of defense nuclear facilities are required for the DOE-wide program to support
assessments of weapon safety (and reliability) of an ever-aging enduring stockpile in the absence
of nuclear testing. These include:

● Laser Facilities:

LLNL: Novd Laser

“ D)nfimic Experiment Facilities:

LLNL: Flash X-Ray (FXR) f~cility

LAXL: Pulsed High-Energy Rfidiation Machine Emitting X-Ra>s
(PHERMEX) Facility and Dual Axis Radiographic
Hydrotest (DARHT) Facility at TA- 15

NTS : Sub-Critical Experiment Facility (SCSS or Ula)

● Accelerator and Pulsed-Power Facilities:

LANL: Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LA?JSCE)
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“ Nuclear Research Reactors:

SNL: Annular Core Research Reactor LACRR)2’

SNL: Sandia Pulse Reactor

● Other Research and Development Facilities:

LANL: Weapons Engineering Tri[ium Facility (’WETF) at TA- 16
Tritium Science and Fabrication Facility (TSFF) atTA-21
Radioactive Ma[eria!s Research. and Demonstration
(RP&IROD) at TA-50
Los Alamos Critical Experiments Facility (LCEF)
at TA- 18

Pante~: Pit Characterization Laboratory

Support Facilities

This list includes support f~cilities (actual]} function>) without which the weapons
complex would be unable to sustain operations:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Low-Level Waste (LLW) Storage and Processing
Transuranic (TRU) Waste Storage. Processing, and Disposition (WIPP)
Liquid Radioactive Residue and Waste Processing (e.g., F & H Canyons at SRS)
On-Site Transportation
Radiography at LANL’s TA-8
Assembly of Devices for Testing at LAXL” STA- 16
300 Area at LLNL
Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility (APSF)

9. (A) A List of Each Existing Defense ,Vuclear Facility That the Board
Determines--

(I) Should Continue to Stay within the Jurisdiction of the Board for a
Period of Time or Indefinitely; and
(II) Should Come under the Jurisdiction of an Outside Regulatory
AuthoriQ.

(B) An Explanation of the Determinations ,Vlade under Subparagraph (A)

The Board recommends no change in its statutory jurisdiction.

26 Although the Annular Core Research Reactor is a Defense Programs (DP) facility, it is cumently being used to

support zn Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE) mission. The current mission of the ACRR is to

produce molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) for domestic medical use. It is also reser~ed and is used on occasion by DP.
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The Board has determined that current and future defense production and utilization
facilities should remain within the jurisdiction of the Board indefinitely. That group of f~cilities
includes, but is not limited to, all the current “weapons-related” facilities listed in response to item
8 above, as well as proposed defense nuclear facilities listed in response to item 11 below. The
reasons which explain this determination have been generally outlined in response to item 4,
regarding [he re]a[ive advantages and disadvantages of oversigh[ versus regulation of defense

nuclear facilities. Board oversight has proven to be a flexible and cost-effective means for
bringing about safety improvements within the DOE complex without additional expense md
intrusiveness into national security issues.

Defense nuclear facilities currently undergoing decommissioning and environmental
re~toration are subject to EPA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. and
Li~bility Act (CERCLA) and RCRA regulation, as well as appropriate state regulation. Although
01erlaps in jurisdiction between the Board and these agencies exist in some areas. the Board has
established efficient working relationships.:?

10. For Any Existing Facilities That Should, in the Opinion of the Board, Come
under the Jurisdiction of an Outside Regulatory Authority, the Date When This
Move Would Occur and the Period of Time Necessa~ for the Transition

The Board recommends that nuclear health and safety at defense nuclear facilities not be
subject to outside regulatory authority. and no transition should be necessary since there would be
no change in jurisdiction.

11. A List of Any Proposed Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities That
Should Come under the Board’s Jurisdiction

For purposes of this list, “proposed DOE defense nucle~r facilities” include facilities that
are currently being planned, or facilities whose plans have been preserved for contingencies. and
have been publicly identified by DOE through a process such as the federal budget or
programmatic or other environmental impact statement. This list is a snapshot in time. as DOE
plans for new facilities or conversions of existing f~cilities are always possible and only includes
those that require Board jurisdiction under existing law.

● Production and Storage Facilities

-. Target Fabrication Facility for Tritium Producing Burntible Absorber Rods
(TPBARs)

-- Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT)

“ Set, e.g.. DNFSB/TECH- 12, Regulation and O\ersighr of Decomtnisxioning .-tcti~ities at Deparftnenr of -

Dt~etue !Nucleor Facilitie~, Au:ust 19, 1996, and the February 15, 1996, Memorandum of Undersfandirlg
G, ~Lerning Rdgularion and O\ersight of Department of Energ> Acri~ities in the Roclg F[ars Environmental

Technology Si~e Industrial A rea.
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.- Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility

-- Tritium Extraction Facility (TEF)

-- K-Reactor Vault

-- LANL Storage Facilities

● Disassembly and/or Testing

-- Pit Storage Facilities

-. National Ignition Facility (NE)

-- Contained Firing F~cility (CFF’)

The following facilities. while further from construction and operation than any of [he
fiacili[ies listed above, were identified in DOE’s Fimzl Progrmzma[ic Enlironmenf(il ZInpacr

State mentjor Stockpile Stewardship and ,14ana,gement:

Advanced Hydrotest Facility (AHF)

Atlas Facility

High-Explosive Pulsed-Power Facility (HEPPF)

Advanced Radiation Source(. ARS)

Advanced Recovery and Integrated Extraction System (ARIES)

An Assessment of Regulatory and Other Issues Associated with the Design,
Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning of Facilities That Are Not
Owned by the Department of Energy but Which Would Provide Services to the
Department of Energy

An Assessment of the Role of the Board, If Any, in Privatization Projects
Undertaken by the Department

Questions ( 12) and ( 13) have been combined for convenience, Over the past several years.
DOE has been considering the privatization concept for some of lts defense-rel~ted activities.

The word “privatization” has been used to describe a broad range of governmental
initiatives designed to transfer portions of government property, activities, or services to private-
sector control. The term includes such action as directly transfeming ownership of property to a
commercial entity, which then performs services previously executed by the government on that
propert}. The term also includes a variety of other government/private cooperative efforts.
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Resolving the legal and policy issues raised by transferring ownership of. or otherwise
priva[izing, defense nuclear facilities depends upon the exac[ form that the privatization takes.
C“n[ilthe Board receives a more concrete description of the legal structure for the privatized
facilities, the Board cannot speculate on such complex issues, or meaningfully assess how the~
should be resolved.

The Board notes, however, that “privatizing” defense nuclear facilities does not necessarily
obviate Board statutory oversight responsibilities for existing defense nuclear facilities. The
A[omic Energy Act provisions delineating the Board’ sjurisdiction were analyzed in detail in
response to reporting item 2. Those statutory provisions direct the Board to review the content and
implementation of DOE safety standards, and to o~’ersee safety activities and programs at defense
nuclear facilities throughout their entire life cycle, ~s The statute specifies that the life cycle
includes design, construction, operation. and decommissioning of “defense nuclear f~cilities. ” As
analyzed previously, defense nuclear facilities include “production” and “utilization” f~cilities
operated for national security purposes under the “control or jurisdiction” of the Secretary of
Energy and “waste storage” facilities “under the control or jurisdiction of the Secretary of
Energy.”:g

The Board, therefore, would retain jurisdiction of existing defense nuclem f~cilitie~. such

a~ the Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS) Lt Hanford. even if aspects of the TWRS were
“privatized” and owned by the private sector. so long as the TWRS or its nucletir [materials
remained under the “control or jurisdiction” of the Secretary of Energy.

In the glossary section of the request for proposal (RFP) for TWRS, “privatized facility”’ is
defined as one which is “privately developed. financed. constructed. owned, operated.
decontaminated. decommissioned, and closed under the requirements of [RCRA].””() DOE”S
Office of Environmental Management (E\l) h~s defined the term “pri~atiz~tion” in this manner:

Contractors, under contract with DOE to provide a service, use private funding
to design, permit. construct. operate, decontaminate and decommission their
o~’n equipment and facilities to treat tank waste. and receive payments when
producing products meeting DOE’s performance specifications.~’

While ,. contractor owns the “privatized facilities. ” DOE retains ownership of the land
where the f~cility is located. and ownership and control of the nuclear waste loctited in the facilit>.

DOE also retains responsibility for the safety of the facility. Congress may wish to clarify this
issue.

‘q -$2 U.s.c. $2286:.

20 Draf[ Request for Proposal No. DE-RP06-96RL13308 J[ C-54, ?[\l\ember 16, 1995.

31 Concept of the DOE Regulaton Proce~-s for Radiological and Nuciear .Sufefi for TWRS PriLatiwrion

Conrrac-rors, Richland Operations Office, Rev. A. I Draft, November 1995, at 1.
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14. An Assessment of the Role of the Board, If Any, in Any Tritium Production
Facilities

Defense nl~clear facilities which produce tritium for use in nuclear weapons should be

subject to the oversight Jurisdiction of the Board.

Accelerator produced tritium is not a source. special nuclear, or byproduct material as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act. Therefore, an accelerator tor production of tri[ium is not a

production or utilization fdcility. The Board believes that the sense of Congress is that tritium and
tritium production safety oversight is the responsibility of the Board. The radiation hazards posed
by the APT are considerable and similar to those posed by a commercial utilization facility. The
Board has asserted jurisdiction over DOE tritium production and reprocessing facilities located on
defense nuclear facility sites. The Board believes that its safety oversight of such facilities, both
existing and planned. should be continued.

The Boord continues to follow and monitor the two current options for production of

[ritium-the accelerator and the light water reactor. The Board plans to continue this oversight

An Assessment of the Cotnparative Advantages and Disadvantages to the
Department of Energy in the Event Some or All Department of Energy Defense
Nuclear Facilities Were No Longer Included in the Functions of the Board and
Were Regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Board has already addressed the major advantages and disadvantages of oversight
versus regulation in response to item 4. Briefly, these are: weakening of national defense,
additional cost. and no added value. Therefore, this response will focus on additional
considerations. advantages, and disad~antages which are triggered if .NRC is to be designated [he
regu]a[or,

● The first disadvantage is the termination of the traditional separation of resylation
of commercial nuclear facilities from oversight of defense nuclear facilities, dating
from the creation of NRC and the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA). Beginning with the Ator-”c Energy Act of 195-’
Congress has mandated that military and civilian applications of atomic energy be
regulated and managed separately. Though the Atomic Energy Commission had

responsibility for both from 1954 to 1974, the Atomic Energy Act provided for a
“Division of Ivlilitary Application” separate from other divisions which were
assigned “primary responsibilities [for] the development and application of civilian
uses of atomic ener:y. ”q~ The Energy Reorganizfition Act carried this separation

one step further, by creating the NRC, with jurisdiction limited to regulation of
civilian applications. Regulation and management of military applications were

,

3Z42 U.S.C, $2035
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assigned to ERDA.3~ The Energy Reorganization Act con[inued the
compartmentalization of military applications by creating a statutory position.
“Director of Military Application.”34 These functions were finally transferred to

DOE by the Department of Energy Reorganization Act of 1977, Section 203(a) (5).’5

Once again, Congress required a separation of civilian and military applications by

designation of an Assistant Secretary to manage defense programs and national

security functions.3c

● A second disadvantage is that combining commercial nuclear regulation with
regulation of the defense complex under a single set of commissioners would create
several administrative, management, and efficiency problems. First. the admittedly
complex task of overseeing and regulating the defense function could get lost in the
even broader scope of activities NRC currently conducts relative to commercial
facilities. While the Board’s expertise is currently directed at defense nuclear
issues. NRC commissioner expertise is directed at commercial issues. particularly

nuclear reactor safety. Defense complex issues would compete for commissioners’
attention with commercial issues with which NRC commissioners are most
familiar.

● When regulation by NRC was first proposed. Chairman Shirley Jackson
acknowledged that NRC regulation of the national laboratories would present o
conflict of interest, since NRC relies upon the laboratories for research and
technical support of NRC’s regulation of commercial facilities.

● Even the various DOE proposals for external regulation have equivocated on the
issue of transferring all defense nuclear facilities to NRC regulation and licensing
because of inherent technical difficulties, national security issues, and cost.

● htroduction of regulatory authority could provide an opportunity for civil processes
to delay and draw out national defense issues indefinitely.

~~ Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, Section 104d) (42 U.S.C.5 581J(dJ)

‘~ Id. $ 102(g) (42 U..S.C. $ 5813:)).

~: 42 LT,S.C. $ 7133(. a)(5).

36 42 USC. $ 7158(b).
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16. A Comparison of the Cost, as Identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
That Would Be Incurred at a Gaseous Diffusion Plant to Comply with
Regulations Issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with the Cost That
Would Be Incurred by a Gaseous Dijjfusion Plant If Such a Plant Was
Considered to Be a Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facility as Defined
by Chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. $2286 et seq.)

The Board does not believe that it is necessary for existing gaseous diffusion plants to be
designated as defense nuclear facilities or for the Board to be given jurisdiction over them.
Sufficient highly enriched uranium is available to meet national security needs, and additional
supplies are not needed.

The NRC completed the first certification review for these plants in November 1996 and
Issued its first annual report to Congress on January 5. 1998, reporting on the status of [he plants
and indicating whether these plants are operating in compliance with NRC’s standards. The NRC
u ill recertify these plants at least once every 5 years. in ~ccordance \vith the United States
Enrichment Corporations Privatization Act (USEC), to ensure that the plants are in compliance
with NRC regulations and that the USEC in operating the gaseous diffusion enrichment plants
ensures adequate protection of the health and safety of the public and \vorkers. the eni ironment.
and the common defense and security.

To verify operational safety and assess licensee performance, the ,NRC conducts a program
of scheduled safety and safeguards inspections that relies on resident inspectors to provide on-site
presence and focus on daily operation, and on headquarters and regional inspectors to provide
specialized technical expertise in areas such as radiological/chemical safety, chemical processing.
material control and accounting, training, quality assurance, surveillance/maintenance, emergency
planning, configuration control, and management control. During FY 1998. the NRC also -
continued [o review upgraded safety analysis reports for both enrichment plants. The iNRC
provides security policy and classification guidance support for the protection of national securit)’
information and restricted data for licensing. certifying. or reglllating uranium enrichment
facilities.

The actual cost that would be incurred at a gaseous diffusion plant to comply with
regulations issued bv the NRC is not known to the Board. In an attempt to obtain these cost data.
the Board requested both the NRC and DOE to pmiide any information responsive to this
question. The NRC provided the follo~ving cost information in response to the Board”s request:
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The estimates of the cost of transitioning the two GDPs at Paducah. Kentucky. and
Portsmouth, Ohio . . . are:

Activitv

Application preparation $~o,ooo,ooo

Compliance plan 8,000,000
NRC certification fee 7,:00,000

Procedures and training 4.000,000
NRC reporting system ~50,()()o

10 CFR review and comment 85,000
NRC Office modifications 170.000

[Total $39,805,000]

Costs to bring the two plants into compliance with existing DOE orders. standards.
regula[lons and guidelines were excluded and were es[ima[ed [O be ab(]u[

!S200.000,000. The costs provided above. attributable to coming under NRC
jurisdiction, are for Portsmouth and Paducah. The actitity, “’NRC certification fee.”
includes 12 full-time equi~’alents (FTEs) per ~e~r for four vears including t~lo
resident inspectors at each site, and is for the inltiai certlficarion of the Pdducah dnd
Portsmouth Plants.~7

DOE provided the following cost estimates for the transition of the gaseous diffusion pltint
from DOE oversight to NRC regulation. The DOE cost estimates are approximately three times
greater than the ATRCestimate for direct. NRC-rela[ed transition costs.

The Department has developed cost estimates for the regulatory transition of the
gaseous diffusion plants from DOE to NRC certification. The total cost to bring the
plants into compliance with NRC standards was approximately S254 million.
Certain costs, such as equipment modifications and upgrades are well known, Of the
$254 million spent to bring the plants into compliance with NRC standards. the
Department spent $37 million on the initial certification application. certification
fees. and confirmatory security s~veeps. Additionally. another S34 million (inclusive
in the S254 million) in NRC-related upgrades were performed by the United Stares
Enrichment Corporation. Thus, $71 million of the total S254 million was spent on
NRC-related activities: additionally. it is estimated that other activities, e.g., multiple
procedure revisions and training to meet NRC rules. are estimated at an additional
$55 million for an estimated total of S 126 million for NRC related activities.

If’we extrapolate the cost of bringing the plimts into compliance with DOE standards,
then i! is estimated that approximately $128 million of the total cost of $254 million
would have been associated with compliance with DOE standards.~s

‘- Letter from S.A. Jackson, Chairman, NRC, to J. T. Conway, Chairman, DNFSB, July 1-$, 1998, p. 1. ?.

3s Letter from E.A, Moler, Acting Secretary, DOE, to J. T. Conway. Chairman, DNFSB, August 14, 1998.

Enclosure ?. p. 2, 3.



The direct additional cost to support the XRC” S uranium enrichment oversight and
inspections program was approximately S2.3 million in FY 1996. and is estimated to be in the

S 1.9 to S2. 1 million range in FY 1997 and FY ‘’98. The cost for general support of this program
is not included in these estimates .39 NRC estimates that for the continuing oversight inspection

and recertification of the two plants, NRC is spending about twelve ~Es per year, including two
resident inspectors at each site. This level of effort could be somewhat higher if .NRC were to
license the Gaseous Diffusion Plants (GDPs). Licensing of the GDPs could require three or more
ITEs in addition to those expended on the certification, to address environmental issues and the
learning process.~o

On M~y 29, 1997. the NRC issued a final rule establishing an annual fee of S2.606 million
for each certificate of compliance ‘issued to USEC to operate the gaseous diffusion plants.~i
Subsequent to the implementation of this final rule. the USEC filed a request for exemption from
the Annual Fee Regulation with the NRC on October 21. 1997, arguing that the combined annual
fee of S5,2 12.000 for the Paducah and Portsmouth Gaseous
and equitable allocation of the NRC costs .4: On March 23.
fee exemption request. The NRC’s FY 1998 annual fee for
S2.603 million.

Diffusion Plants is not based on a fair
1998, the NRC denied USEC’S annual
a highly enriched uranium facilit~ is

In addition, the Board conducted a search of the reports addressing the costs associated
with the external regulation of DOE facilities to find any references to costs incurred by DOE and

the USEC in transferring the gaseous diffusion plants to NRC reg~’latory oversight. In discussin~
the potential impact of external regulation on various proposals to privatize DOE facilities and
operations involving nuclear materials. the DOE staff provided the following comments.

When considering particular privatization in\ol\in~ nuclear ma[erid, DOE must

conduct a careful analysis of the impact of the transition to NRC jurisdiction. DOE
is not currently organized to regulate privatized operations. Consequently as was the
case with the Tank Waste Remediation System, privatization may require DOE to
establish entirely new regulator> units. requiring additional personnel, increased
funding. and substantial startup time. In addition. differences between DOE and NRC
requirements could affect fundamental decisions regarding site selection and facility
features and could significantly affect the cost and schedule of the privatization. For
example, the transition to NRC regultition of the ~a~seous diffusion plants in

connection with privatization of the DOE’s former enrichment enterprise could cost

39 L’.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. NL’REG- I I00. Volume 13. B//dger Esrimafes Fiscal Year 1998. February
1997. p. 71.73

10 Letter from S.A. Jackson. Chairman, NRC, to J. T. Conway, Chairman, DNFSB, July 14, 1998, p. 2.

1! R<~ision of Fee Sched[;!es; /007c Fee Recotery, FY 1997’. Final Rule, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

\lJ\ 29, 1997.

4: Request for Exemp[lon from Annual Fee Regulations Pursuant to 10 CFR $ 171.1 l(d). United States

Enrichment Corporation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October21, 1997.
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DOE more that $100 million to bring the plants into compliance with NRC
requirements.~~

The DOE staff provided further commentary regarding the estimated cost of moving to
external regulation in the above referenced report.

.

As there appears to be no realistic way to shift to external regulation in a way that is
budget neutral over the short term, the cost of moving to external regulation should
be viewed from a long-term perspective. It is clear from the DOE’s experience with
the gaseous diffusion plants that there will be startup costs associated with the
transition and in some cases this cost may be significant.~

In a briefing [o DOE staff presented by representatives of the USEC in December 1997.45
the following summary of specific actions taken to help Paducah receive its initial NRC certificate
was provided:

● Procedures Rewritten 1500

● Hours Required to do Procedure Rewrite 192.000 man-hours

● Specific Requirements Flowed Do\vn
Into Procedure Form 4700

● Commercial Nuclear Coaching Program 8 “Blue-Chip” Coaches for
~ years

● Senior Managers Replaced b)
Commercial Nuclear People 50 percent

● NRC Application Submitted 2300 pages.

While specific cost data were not provided in the above-referenced presentation, a
conservative approximation of the dollar cost for the 192,000 man-hours required to do procedure
rewrite can be made. LTsing staff cost data compiled by the National Academy of Public

Administration, $83,000 per work year or S40 per hour represents a very conservative COSt

4? Report of Deparrmenr of Energy Working Grol(p on E.rrernal Reg//larion, December 1996. Appendix I- 119

w Id., .%ppendix I- 103.

45 Key Steps to NRC Regdurion, Lockheed Martin -- USEC, December 1997, page 3
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factor for compensation and benefits, resulting in a cost of S7,680.000 for this procedures re~vrite
exercise.~b A more realistic estimate for compensation and benefits would be S121 per hour. the

professional hourly rate used by the NRC to fully recover costs incurred for their nuclear materials
and nuclear waste program in FY 1998, resulting in a cost of $23.232,000. The costs attributable

to the “Commercial Coaching” program and the replacement of 50 percent of the senior managers

(e.g.. severance pay, hiring expenses) cannot reasonably be estimated without further data from the
USEC.

As to the question of the cost that would be incurred by a gaseous diffusion plant if such
a plant were considered to be a DOE defense nuclear facility as defined by Chapter 21 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, this matter would have to be considered in light of the current
oversight authority and statutory mission of the Board. Even so. without the benefit of an actual
field assessment of the gaseous diffusion plants in question. the cost that the USEC and the Board
would potentially incur to implement specific Board recommendations to ensure that public and
worker health and safety would be adequately protected is speculative at best.

In genera]. [he Board’s oversight me[hods are less intrusive and less resource intensi~e th~n

NRC’S regulation methods. The Board believes the current set of generally applicable DOE

safety-related requirements are adequate to ensure the safety of [he public. workers. and the
environment when tailored to the specific hazards of the work being performed. The Bow-d would
not have felt compelled to promulgate new requirements following rulemaking proceedings or to
subject USEC to the formal certification processes that the NRC deployed.

One can note from the information provided by DOE that $126 million was spent for NRC-
related activities and $128 million for compliance with DOE standards. The $126 million is
equivalent roughly to the cumulative annual budget of the Board over the period of its existence
(FY 1989-1998) and its oversight of DOE’s entire defense nuclelr facilities complex during that
time.

Rather than imposing a regulatory structure on a defense nuclear facility, the Board works
with DOE to upgrade its existing requirements and guidance (e.g.. DOE safety Orders, Guides. and

Manuals) to ensure adequate protection of worker and public health and safety. However, the
NRC’s regulatory structure has already been imposed on USEC. Therefore, two factors work
against [he utill[v of the Board estimating [he c~.,, ~, oversigh[ of LTSEC facilities and actil’ities..
First, LTSECoperates under a rigid regulatory structure which would not lend itself to the Board’s
oversight methods without considerable “re[ooling” of the USEC safety management program. or
extensive changes to the Board’s oversight methods. Second, USEC is statutorily excluded from
Board oversight under the Atomic Energy Act. Even if it were not, it is doubtful that the U.S.
nuclear weapons program will require iso[ope enrichment services for the foreseeable future. given
the surfeit of enriched uranium currently available. Therefore, the Board does not expect that

L!SEC facilities will be declared defense nuclear facilities subject to Board oversight, and as a

result, a cost comparison would not be helpful.

‘b Etlsuring Worker Safe~ and Health Across the DOE Comple.r, A Report b> a Panel of the Nationa[ Academ! of

Public Administration for the Occupational Safe~ and Health Administration and the Department of Energy,

January 1997, Appendix A, page 106.
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IV. CONCLUSION

W’bile respectful of the views of those seeking change in the regulatory regime for DOE

contractors, such action, in the Board’s view. is hardly justified by the costs like]!’ to be incurred
for any benefits that might accrue. This is particularly true for defense nuclear facilities because

the costs include the real potential for undue interventions and delays that could effectively block

interminably the construction and operation of new facilities or the upgrades of existing f~cili[ies
that are needed to support the national security mission.

Accountability in government is often difficult to establish. but it becomes even more so
when fractionation and overlaps in responsibilities among a~encies occur. At this time DOE has’

clear responsibility for both mission and nuclear safetl. DOE should be required to fulfill those
responsibilities as integrated functions. DOE is committed to doin~ so. not on]> for defense
nuclear facilities under the independent oversight of the Bow-d. but also as a DOE-wide objectite.
DOE should seek to bring to bear the expertise of o[her federal agencies. if needed. to assist in the
fulfillment of its safety responsibilities without opting out on defining and enforcing good safet}
prtic[ices for its contractors. DOE, if it ad~ocates external regulation of nuclear health and safety.
would be diminishing its stature as a center of technical excellence in the nuclear field. much more
thm enhancing the credibility it seeks.

*
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APPENDIX 1: ITEMS REQUESTED BY CONGRESS

1

7-.

3

4

i-.

6

7.

8.

9

10

An assessment of the value of and the need for the Board to continue to perform the

functions specified under chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. $2286

et seq.).

An assessment of the relationship between the functions oi”[he Board and a proposal by the
Department of Energy to place Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities under the
jurisdiction of external regulatory agencies.

An assessment of the functions of the Board and whether there is a need to modify or
amend such functions.

An assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages to the DOE and the public of
continuing the functions of the board with respect to Department of Energy defense
nuclear facilities and replacing the activities of the Board \vith external regulation of such
facilities.

A list of all existing or planned Department of Energy defense nuclear F~cilities that are
similar to facilities under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that are in compliance with all
applicable Department of Energy orders, regulations. and requirements relating to the
design, construction, operation. and decommissioning of defense nuclear facilities.

A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear f~cilities that hale implemented,
pursuant to an implementation plan, recommendations made by the Board and accepted b~
the Secretary of Energy.

A list of Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that have a function related to
Department weapons activities.

(A) A list of each existing defense nuclear facility that the Board determines--

(i) should continue to stay within the jurisdiction of the Board for a period of
time or indefinitely; and

(ii) should come under the jurisdiction of an outside regtllatory authority.

(B) An explanation of the determinations made under subparagraph (A).

For any existing facilities that should. in the opinion of the Board, come under the

jurisdiction of an outside regulatory authority, the date when this move would occur and
themeriod of time necessary for the transition.
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11.

]~

13.

14.

15,

16.

A list of any proposed Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that should come
under the Board’s jurisdiction.

An assessment of regulatory and other issues associated with the design, construction,

operation. and decommissioning of facilities that are not owned by the Department of

Energy but which would provide services to the Department of Energy.

An assessment of the
DOE.

An assessment of the

An assessment of the

role of the Board, if any, in pri~’atization projects undertaken by [he

role of the Board, if any. in any tritium production ti~cilities.

comparative advantages and disadvantages to the Department of

Energy in the event some or all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities were no
longer included in the functions of the Board and were regulated by the Nuclear Regulator)

Commission.

A comparison of the cost. as identified by the Nucletir Regulatory Commission. that would
be incurred at a gaseous diffusion plant to comply with regulations issued by the Nuclear
Regula[o~ Commission, wi[h the cost [hat would be incumed by a gaseous diffusion plant

if such a plant was considered to be a Department of Energy defense nuclear facility as
defined by Chapter21 of the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. $2286 et seq. )
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APPENDIX 2: STATEMENT BY JOSEPH J. DiNL.TNNO’
RELATIVE TO THE

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON EXTERNAL REGCLATION~

I recognize the difficulty of achieving consensus on all aspects of a report of such detail,

given the diversity of backgrounds and interest of Committee membership. Ho\vever. I find so much
of that detail at variance with my own views that I cannot endorse the report w a whole I do
endorse a number of the principal conclusions and observations.

i!, With respect to the report in general:

1. The report in too many places. in
and objectivity that should obtain

my
for

vieiv, shows lack of factual rigor. impartialit~.
a report of this importance.

a. The report too often makes claims and assertions that are judgment calls.
representing viewpoints of either individuals or segments of the Commiuee.
but not necessarily the Committee as a whole.

b. Where the report summarizes factual information and published cri[iques of
Department of Energy (DOEJ and predecessor agencies by impartial en:i~ies.
it is quite useful and informative, The repor[ also identifies well major issues
that must be examined by the Administration and Congress. if they elect to
pursue the matter of increased external regulation as the Committee
recommends. However, the multiplicity of detailed solutions offered as
recommendations is another matter. They reflect too often the aspirations of
special interest groups. The detailed meeting records (transcripts) of the
spirited exchanges that tbok place a[ the Committee’s public. plenw-) sessions
attest to considerable differences in views on so-called detailed
recommendations which are offered in the report as Conzminee consensus.

?L. The report targets the statutory authority given to DOE and its predecessor agencies
to establish requirements for assuring radiation protection and then implementing
them (self-regulation) as the major source of difficulty. The assertion is that such
authority allowed mission objectives to be given greater priority than protection of
the environment, and that such authori[y led to environmental degradation, now the
subject of costly cleanup and environmental restoration efforts. That. historically.
there was substantial environmental contamination of sites and production facilities.
is indisputable. Howe\er. the report labors hard to make this case as the rationale

1 >Iember of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

2 Reporr of rhe Adviso~ Committee on E.rrert]al l?eg~~larion, U.S. Department of Energy, pp. 107-I IO.September
1996.



for advocating external regulation. implying that only such a measure will assure ti,~
DOE in the future would be more constrained from perpetrating environmental
damage than in the past. In evaluating this premise, I believe it important to bear in
mind the following:

a. DOE is subject today to many more statutory environmental requirements
than in the pre-1980 period in which most of the conditions requiring
remedial actions were created. The DOE mission today and the way it is
constrained in its operations are far different from the pre- 1980’s DOE. The
report should be read with the understanding that what the Committee reall~
addressed was not so much whether tl.ere is to be external regulation, but
rather uhether there is to be MORE external regulation.

b. Much of the fix sought by elimination of all vestiges of self-regulation b>
DOE has already been accomplished by environmental protection statutes.
For a large fraction of the current DOE mission (cleanup and enk’ironmental

restoration), problems identified do not stem from lack of regulation but
perhaps from too many regulators in o~eriapping roles. A large fraction of
DOE’s program today falls into this regulatory arena. More external
regu]a[lon will further complex not simplify [his problem.

c. The Committee’s deliberations on external regulation centered much upon
nuclear materials and [heir regulation under existing provisions of the Atomic
Energy Act (AE.A) and the Resource Conservation and Reco\ery Act
(RCRA). Since such special materials are crucial to the sustenance of the
weapons program, external regulation of their uses raises substantive issues
involving and potentially affecting national security.

B. With respect to principal conclusions and observations:

Notwithstanding the above obser~ations, there are concepts and conclusions presen[ed in the
report that I do endorse, some fully and others with qutilifications. Those I wish to highligh[
with commentary are the following:

1. Agree: There is no longer any reason, in principle, to allow DOE to continue to self-
regula[e its nuclear ac[ivi[ies, Wi[h [he excep[ion of certain aspects of defense nuclear

facilities still required to support the weapons surveillance and stewardship progrfim.

however: The added costs may provide a compelling reason for not so proceeding.
The cost penalty to achieve change will be a function of the specifics of any external
re:u]atory regime put in place, The value-added from additional regulation relative

to the costs still remains to be established. I recognize that the Committee did not

have the time or resources to analyze the costs relative to benefits of the regulatory
schemes suggested in the report. However. the report has taken the position that
costs for the legal changes recommended will be justified by increased safety and
operating efficiencies. Such assertions without substantive supportable facts are
particularly vulnerable to skepticism and discredit. It is critical in this era of Federal



budget austerity to be able to demonstrate that additional regulatory schemes will

generate the projected benefits in terms of increased safety of the worker and [he
public and do so at costs justifiable by those benefits.

Regula[o~ processes, including public pa~icipation opportunities such as those

provided for cleanup under environmental statutes, may “have to be limited for
security reasons in regulation of the residual defense nuclear complex and for cleanup
programs requiring expedited action. In my view some of the changes offered M
recommendations in the report are likely to lead to more, not less, administrative
proceedings and litigation of issues in the courts. Such implications deserve much

more scrutiny than was possible within the time and resource constraints of this

study.

In establishing the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB), Congress
determined that DOE defense nuclear facilities should be subject to independent.
external oversight. Some form of external oversight should be retained for aspects of
defense nuclear facilities not subjected to such external regulatory processes as might
be decided for non-defense nuclear activities.

-J-. Agree: External regulation offers the potential for enhanced public credibility and
greater stability in the framework and execution of DOE’s safet) management
program.

However: Although increased public confidence and assurance may result. claims for
significant increase in safety over a well-executed internal Environmental Safety and
Health (ES&H) program with DNFSB otersight are not supported.

3. Agree: Both the DNFSB and the NRC are existing agencies whose current acti~tities
make them lead candidates for assuming such additional external regulatory functions
the Congress may decide to authorize. Neither agency, as cucrently authorized and
organized. is viewed to be totally suitable to administer to the perceived future needs
for external regulation of the DOE.

However: The record of the Committee’s deliberations has shown a strong bias by
the drafters towards regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The
final report still shows some evidence to that effect although better balance has been
achieved.

The single new agency concept discussed in the report represents an ideal against
which possibilities for restructuring existing agencies might well be measured. The
weighing of pros and cons of restructuring using either the Board or the NRC, should
in my view, focus on the relative complexities of bringing one or the other closer to
that ideal. On this choice, Committee members could not come to closure. My own
views are that it is preferable to add to the functions and resources of the Board, a

small agency, more readily adaptable and already dedicated to independent external
oversight of the most hazardous of DOE nuclear programs than to divert the focus of
the NRC now dedicated to regulation of the commercial industry. On this,
reasonable persons might well disagree.
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4. Agree: In mo~ring to external regulation as a better way for assuring tha[ basic ES&H
objectives are achieved, the fulfillment of the nation’s national security mission is not
to be thwarted or unduly impeded. This is presented as the general ser e of the
Committee.

I-lowever: The fulfillment of this objective could be significantly affected by report
recommendations for specific language changes to existing pro~isions of both the
Atomic Energy Act and the RCRA. I do not endorse such recommendations. The
implications of such changes deserve much more scrutiny than the Committee was
able to provide, not only for their effects upon DOE’s nuclear activities but also upon
the commercial industry as well. These statutory changes include:

● Altering the basic safety mandate of the Atomic Energy Act (page 28”):

● Permitting state regui~,ion of nuclear facility safety, using standards
inconsistent with Federal standards (page 30*); and

● Provision for citizen suits directly against DOE and its contractors ~ addition
@ new layers of Federal regulation of DOE (Page 37;’).

5. AKree: DOE’s efforts to strengthen its internal system must continue, and any
transition to increase external regulation must be carefully thought out and managed.
The report underscores the need for an effective internal health and safety system and
urges the DOE to continue efforts a]ready underway [0 clarify and strengthen that

system.

6. AKree: Flexibility is a key a~tribute needed in any regulatory regime devised b~ an
external regulator to deal with the diversity of activities and facilities that make up
the DOE complex.

Efowever: Although this attribute is recognized in the report as essential, so much of
the detail presented as recommendations would deny such flexibility. (See
commentary under 4. above)
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APPENDIX 3: LISTING OF EXISTING AND PLANNED DOE NUCLEAR
FACILITIES. (.~ttachment to a letter from John T. Conway. Chairman,
DNFSB, to Shirley Ann Jackson, Chairman, NRC (July 22, 1998)
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iable 1. Priority Facilities and Activities

m 1997:

● (ha-see the safetyof the continuing dismant!anent of weapons md weapons eompbnents
● Monitor the safety of DOE’s programforsmdhmee of nuclear weapons
● A5sessthe ackquaq of sf’ety measures appliedto themanufacture of explosive charg= for nuclearweapons
● ObsemeDOE’sconductof specdlcnuclearexplosivesafetystudies
● &ess theadequacyof DOE’s imple=nhfion of R=~mAtion 92+ involving improvements in the

readiness review process for weapun operations
● Ovcrscethe implementation of integratedsafetyrnmagamt systemsunder Recmnrncndation 95-2
● Review the Ikmtial Standards Program

FY 1998:

● Overseethestiety of the continuingdi.smmti~mt andstorageof weapons and weapons mmponents
● Monitor the safety of DOE’s program for surveillance of nuclear weapons
● Evaluate the interfaces be[ween high-explosives saky and nuclear explosive operations
● Observe DOE’S conduct of specific nuclar explosivu safety studies
● Oversee the i.rnplem~tatkn of integrated safety managancnt systems under Rccommcndation 95-2
● Review the Essential Stiuidards Program

.“

Building 12-l16;S~ Staging New Facility - Moderate (at present):

F+!Y 0’%? we!+..F?c~itY) StafiUp in ~ 199! Plutonium, Umniurn, Tntium

FY 1997:

● Reviewthesa@ aspeetsof design and constmction
● Follow the development of the authorintion basis and integrakd safety management systcm
● Monitor preparations for startup

IIW 1998:

● ksess tie adequacy of the final authorization basis and imcgrated safety management system
● Review the safety aspects of design and ccmstruc[ion
● Oh-e preparations for startup and the Operational Readiness Review process

Data as of. O1/22/97

.
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997:
.

● C!osely monitor the irnplc.zncntntionof contractor md DOEcorrectiveacdonsideatif’edby assessments in the

areas of criticality safety, conduct of opratkns. and training and qualiktion as specified in the
implementation plan for Remtrun aldation 94-4

● Monitor the impkrnentation of i.ntegrakd s@y management systems under RceommencJation 95-2 for

enriched uranium operati-, component aseznb[y, disassembly, and evaluatim, and nuclear material storage

● Rticw the Ikential StarArds Program
● Monitor safety perform- under stockpile maintenance

FY 1998: .

● Ensure effcetive wmplction of carr@.ive actions associated WithRecomrn cndation 94-4

● Reviewthe implementation of integrated safe~ management systems
● Review the Essential Standards Program “
● Monitor safety performance Und= stockpile maintenance

, ... , .’: :.,:.’:”“.’ ,. :.:.’... ...
, . . . :.:::.’”. ,“:’,’,.~.:. ., ,’. Moderate

~-l,z: Highly Ea+hcdUr&tu”rn ; ;’.!:. : “:.”:,;,; Highly Enriched IJrai@rn; Hazardous, Toxic, and

Pmeeasing ‘ ; .’;: .:, ; “:,’: “.; :.;,:”’;:.. ~~operational Radioactive Matetiab

FY 1997:

● * the IntegratedSafetyManagementPlan
● Monitor the safety of restart activities for the enriehed uranium operations in Building 9212 to support

national sezu.rity tnsking (W87 Ltie Extension Program)
● Review DOE’s plan to process the excess in-p~s material “mBuildings9212 md 9206-

J

FY 1998:

s Monitor &e Operational Readiness Review for enriched uranium operations in Building 92 [2 and imitial
Opcratiom

9 Monitor progress in processing the in-process material in Buildings 9212 and 9206
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Tabk 1. Priority Facilities and Activ;tics (Continued)

FY 1997:

● Monitor the potential safety impacts of increased operational krnpo in nuclear weapon secondary
dismantlement operatio% and review readkss for dknarknent operations on newly retired weapons
systems

● Review the safety aspects of preparations fix the weaponMeextension program
● Monitor the irnpkmcntation of DOE’s Enhanced Swcilla=e Program for potmtial safety implications

FY 1998:

● Revkwathe authotition bases for Buildings 9402-2RE and integrated safety management systems
● Continue to review the safety aspects of r=diness for dismantlement operations on newly retired vs&rns
● Review the safety aspects of readiness for additional weapon life extension program activities
● Monitor the OpcrationalReadkss Review for quality evaluation activities in Building 9204-2E and initial

operations

..-.
.,. :.”.. ,..’”...” . .. ... . . ...”’.... .. .

.!, . . . . . . . . . .

Y-12”gnd ORNL:”””Maferial

Moderate:
.. . .. . . . . l-Iigbly.Enriched Uranium; Uranium-233;

S&rage ‘:,”” .. ~ .,, Operational Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Materials

FY 1997: . .

● Review the safety of Building3019 as the uranium-233 national “repxito~
● Oversee the development of a uranium storage standard for in-process makrial, canned subassemblies, and

uranium-23 3

FY 1998:

● Continue Board ova-sight of the above activities, as appropriate

K-25 Rernediation of Highly Moderate: ~
Enriched Uranium and Storage of . Mghly Enriched Uranium, Depleted Uranium,
Depleted Wraniurn Tailings Transition Hydrogen Ftuonde

FY 1997:

● Review progress on the removal of highly enriched uranium held up in piping and ~stems in gaseous
dif?kion plant equipment

● Review the establishment of the depleted uranium eyl”mdcr coating renewal program under Recornmcnda[ion

95-1
,,

FY 1998:

● Review the construction and loading of the depleted uranium cylinder sloragc yard



Table 1. Priority Facilitim and Activities (Continued)

IFY 1997: I
● Review integrated safety management syst~ and their initial implementation at the site level
● Review the adequaq of seismic design criteria
● Review the Essential Stidarrls Program

FY 1998:

I● Review the implementation of integrated safety managancnt systems
● Review the &ential Standards Program

. .. . . . .. . ......... .,, .::.,.. ,. .:, .,. .
‘JTA-$5, Plutoiiim’”F~c~~.~ ““j ,:,:” ,

J@fL’s rna~, faciiiq.for:R$D..:. ‘)’ ~~ :.: “.,.““” Mgll:
Plutonium, Chemical Hajr+rds, Nuclear Criticality~tid pr&@~”of platoqiurn:.:~: ...., ,. Oper?tlwal .,. .. .....-.

1“

IFY 1997: I
● Review integrated safety management systems, including the adequacy of hazard assessments for research,

development, and demonstration “projxts
● Review the Advand Reaktyand Integrated Extaction Syskm project for recovering plutonium from pits
● ’ Review the safety aspects oft-he Conceptual Design Rcpoti for the Capability Maintenance and Improvement

Project to prepare TA-55 for future pit production
● Continue to review the Nuclear Materials Storage Facility; review the updated preliminary hazards

assa.sment begin to review the preliminary design

IFY 1998: I
● Continue to review integrated tiety management systems
● Conk-me to review the Capability Maintenance Improvement Projec( and rclad activities for future pit

production
● Continue to review the Nuclear Materials Storage Facility (review the Preliminaq Safery Analysis Report and

the Preliminary Design)
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and .Activitk (Continued)

IFY 1997: I
● Review integrated safety management ystcrn.s, includi@hc adequacy of hazard ~ts for rcscafc~

dmwlopmcnl and demonstration projects
● Review the sakty aspects of the Detailed Design Report f6r Chcmistq and Mctdurgy Research Building

Upfplks

FY 1998:

● Review integrated safety management systems, including the adequacy of hazard assessments for research,

dcvclopmen~ and demonstration projects
● Review tie sdfety aspects of the Final Design Repoti for Chemis~ and Metallurgy Research Building

upgrades
● Rwkw preparations for activities rclatcxl to pit production to ensure safety

,:.,.,.,,,:.’..:. . ...’. :.

:T+l?; ~s””$l?.il!oscritical Moderat&

:Exjekk@’ti”Faciii@;” ‘“”’” ‘ ‘operational “‘ Nuclear Criticality

IV 1997: I
n Continue to review the adequacy of implementation of safety measures for criticalitycontrolsunder

Rcccxnmcndation 93-2 “

IFY 1998: . I
● Con&uc to review the adequacy of implementation of safety measures for criticality controls under

Recommendation 93-2
.

TA-16, Wc.k~ns Eu@cring Moderate:
Tritium Facility Operational Tritium r

FY 1997:

● Review proposed facility modifications

IFY 1998: I
● Rcvkw integrated safety management systems, including the adequacy of hazard asscssmcnk for research,

dcvelopmcn~ and dcmons~ation projects
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FY 1997:

● Reviewthe facility design and provisions for the safety management program

W 1998:

● Review readim=s for operation

FY 1997:
.

● Review the safety of activities related to the new defense nuclear mission

FY 1998:

● Review integrated W@ management systems, including tie adequacy of hazard assessments for research;
deve10pmcn4 and demonstration projects

:,
“~~kiator Produc@n”or,’~~.’ ,,~~ ,;:
Tfitium, To Be D+i~ed”by””; ~. .,.

@Alamos Na&’ual Labo+iory Moderate:

and Constructed at the ‘ Tritium, High-Energy

Savbnah River Sit.e Pred=ign Accelerator Beam

FY 1997:

● Review the safety aspects of the Los ALamosNational Moratory design

.

FY 1998:

● Continue the design review
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997 and FY 1998:

● Mocitor ongoing site-wide implementitia of provisions for *bilhtioo and diq=ition of special nuclear
mataials under Roanrncndation 94-1

● Moaitor ongoing site-wi& implcmeotation of provisions for handling low-level waste unda ‘
Remmmcndation 94-2

● Monitor ongoing site-mode impkrncntafion of protioti for Smckrds-b=cd safety management under

Rcmnrmndation 95-2
● Negotiate a mcsrmrandum of undastanding involving the = tie *te, and the Environmental Protcdion

Agency
● continue to review both DOE and contractor impkmcntation of integratd safety management systexrw

stadng with review of hazard analyses, followd by rctiw of Safety Analysis RCPOrISand Technical SafcW
Rqtients Qwlkularly for the arnaiciurn=urn vitrification activi~ and H-Canyon operations)

● Monitor safety aspects of the processing of plutonium metal in storage and of irradiated fuel and target
asscrnblics iq storage basins

● Review the content and implementation of site-wide S[an&mlsJRcqurerncnts Identikation Documents

,..,.
Dcfcnl$;w&te p*~&,l;, :::;;: ,. ,.

F~@-Tatik,P~~pita~~ri,:::.< “.””””.
Faq,~?High-~~cl Wti”te ‘ :” “. “’ High:
Tack,’:;’’.’” ““~~ ‘“.,: “’ ‘ :. ,Operatiorial Fission Products

FY 1997:

● Review DOE’s dcvclopmcnt ?f tic implcrncntation plan for a progam to gain undcrsta.nding of the

mechanisms involvai in benzene production under Rca-nrncndation 96-1
● Closely monitor cmrcctivc aclions defined by the Rccmnmcndation 96-1 implementation plan
● Cootinue to focus on efforts to understand benzene generation and rcka-sc mechanisms in the In-Tank

Prmipibwion process
● ASSCSSthe safety of ongoing startup activities and initial operation involving precipitate pr~ing in the

Defense Waste Proessing Facili~, assuming salisfac!n~ -solulion of benzene issues
● Monitor and assess ongoing high-kvcl waste tank farm operations
● Evalua[c safety issues associated with startupoftk Consolidakd Incinerator Facility
● k and obsenm activities for closure ofh.igh-kvcl waste tark

FY 1998:

● Con[inuc to monitor Defense Wxte Processing Faciliq o~era[ions, ptiIcu[arly during eUorls (o incresc
facility capacity (from 200 to 300 caniskrdycar)
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997:
.

● Reviewthe transfer of plutonium-239 solutioos fi-om H-Canyon to F-Canyon, arid ~e precessing of these

SO~UtiOnSto oxide in the FB-Line
● Monitor p~ g of plutonium-242 mlut.ion to oxide in the HB-Line
● Review the desi~ safety arralysk+ and construction of the amcricium<urium vit.riflcation project
● Monitor the pKXssill gofirmdiatdMark-31 targets to metal in F-Canyon and FB-Lmc - .
● Evaluate the operational readiness of H-Canymn for startup to process highly cnrichcd uranium spent fuel
● Review the dcsi~ safety analysis, and construction of mtilcations required to process highly tichai

uranium spent fiel in F-Area
● Monitor FB-Line modifications md startup for new characterization, digital radiography, repackaging, and

bagless capabilities for plutonium materials
● Monitor FB-Line opcrat.iorrs for processing of plutonium scrap metal

FY 1998:

● Review the Integrated Safety Management Plan
● Evaluate the operational readiness and monitor operations of americium-curium vitrification

.. ., .,.,-. ,,. ...”. ‘. ,’ ..’ .. . ,’;.. . ..,:.,; ,.: . ,,.:., .:’ :.. ; .:”<<.
,; :.””.. High:

.+ntium Facilities .. “ .“:” “ ““’:“Operational Tntium

FY 1997:
.

● Review t+e safely of activities associated with suategic stockpile loadouts
● &sess the adequacy of safety meisures invob.d in u-itiurn storage activities
● Monitor DOE’s decision-mhg process rcg~ding po[cn(ial mcthcds for new tritiurrt production to ensure

that suitable safety considerations arc taken into account
● Review safety aspects ofthc conceptual and prelirninaq designs for the selected ncw tritiumproduction

technology
● Review the cam-eptual design and Preliminary Safeq halysis Rcpoti for the new tritium extraction facility

FY 1998:

● Continue to monitor the safety of stiategic stockpile loadouts and tritium storage
● Review the safety of the design and construction of an expanded capacity for unloaded reservoirs ,
● Ovcrscc the safety of DOE’s expansion of tritium sw-ckTile suncillancc activities as these new activities arc

devclopai, approved, and implemented
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

IIT 1997:

● Monitor the safety of the removal of clef--related spent fhel from the basins for prcxxsing
● EvaIuatc the safetyhzad.$ of Mark l&22 spat ficl transfkrs to H-Canyon
● Monitor the safety of the removal of consolidated sludge fkorn L-Bssin
● Mooitor the vacuum condition of sludge in K-Basin
● Review the DOE-approved S&ty Analysis Repxt for the Receiving Basin for Off-site Fuel ‘

1’FY 1998:
.

● Monitor the safety of the removal of defense-relatal spent t%cl from the basins for proud.ng
● F&view the safety of the continued transfer of Mark 16/22 spent fuel to H-Canyon
● Review the Integrated Safety Management Plan for transition to d~ctivation (cxqt the Receiving B=in for

Off-site Fuel)
● Monitor the safety of the removal of consolida[cd sludge from K-Basin

.,, :... ... , “..,:”’.. Moderate:
.,. . “..

..;’.,.::.... . .. Mixed Fission Products,

K-R+c~or:.’. ;“:’. ! .“ ,:,.,. . . . .Cold Standby Activation Producti

FY 1997:

● Review DOE’s determination of hazards and their potential impact on long-term stuweillarw and
maintenance

● Evaluate plans for transition from cold standby to cold shutdown for potential impact on deactivation
● Evaluate the Integrated SafeY Management Plan for facility transition to deac(iva[ion

FY 1998:

● Evaluate the Integrated Safety Managemat Plan for facifity transition to sumcillance and main[cnance status
● Monitor the implementation of the sumcillance and maintenance program
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Actiyitics (Continued)

FY Ml:
..

● Rticw the design and safcfy analysis for the new Aclinide Packaging and Storage Facility

● R&W the safetyaspectsof amstruction of tic new Actidc Pack@ng and Stot=ge Facility. .

.,

●

. .
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997:

● Review intcrrncdiat.c and final elements of the upgraded authorization basis
● Assess the implantation of the integrated safety management system
● Ovcmee tkc ongoing waste characterization program
● Monitor the ongoing impkmcntation of systems enginaring

IV 1998:

● Continue to pursue DOE’s implementation of the integratd safcfy management systcm
● Continue to monitor *ems +mxring practi=
● Continue to assess the WAC characterization program and resulting disclosures regarding potmtial safety

issues
.

High:.,,
Plutonium Finishing Plarit ~~{::.:: ~ ‘ OperitionaI Plutonium

FY 1997:

● Review ongoing aspec~ of the implementation of provisions for stabilization and disposition of special
nuclear ma(crials under Ran-nmcndation 94-1.

● Closely monitor plans for Wcah-pent of plutonium residues
● Oversee prcpara[ions for stabilization of plutonium solutions. .

FY 1998.

● Closely scm[inize promssing of plutonium residues and solutions
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activitim (Continued)

FY 1997:

● OVcrsee prcpamtions for the transfa ofdetaioratig spent fuel. stabiltim of M rods, and cl-up of the
basins

● wav the adequacy of safety andyscs and dcsijps for the new Fud RetricveJ System in the K-B- the
Canista Storage Buildin~ aod the Cold Vacuum D@tg Facility

● Monitor tbe construction of the Fuel Retrieval Systezm tie Canister Storage Buildin~ and the Cold Vacuum
D@ng Facility

● Review the results of spent fuel and sludge characterization testing for suppoti of fuel conditioning

FY 1998:

● Continue ovasight of fhel transfer, stabilization, and cleanup activities
● Review authorization b= and authorization agreements for the Canister Storage Building and the Cold

Vacuum Drying Facility
● Monitor tlw completion of construction and stamp of the Fuel Retrieval System. the Canister Storage

Building, and & Cold Vacuum D@ng Facility
● Monitor the Operational Reads Reviews for the Fuel Retrieval System, the Canister Storage Building,

and the Cold Vacuum D~ing Facility

,.. .,. ,,.... ... .. ... ....... ... ..’..., “~gh:” ~~.“. ..’”. . . .. ..

PJJRX?URcdoxJZ33SIB-PIant ‘.’:”:; ‘ “Shutdown Plutonium, Mixed Fusion Products, Umnium

FY 1997:

● Review authorization bases and s+ety management planning
● Aw.cssthe adequacy of ventilation systems
● Review the design and in[c~ty-of gloveboxcs and building roof
● Review the adequacy of the design and operation of bridge cranes
● Review preparations for facility deactivation
● Evaluate readiness for transition to surveillance md maintenance status

FY 1998:

● Monitor tie impkmcntation of facility dcactiva[ion
● Monitor sumeillancc and maintenance activities
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and ~ctivitics (Continued)

IW 1997:.

● Continuetorcvhv indicatorsof thelong-trrrnintc@Vofccsiumandstmntiurncapsules
● Assess the integrity of the storage pool
● Review the capability to detect and handle a leaking container
● Initiate a review of the facility authorization basis

“1FY 1998:

● Complete the review oitkftility authorization bmis
● Continue monitoring of ongoing day-ttiay opaatiom

.

.

. .
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997:

● Assess safely management plans for &inventory activities
● &sess the implestmtation of the upgraded authorization ba.scs
● Assess the adequacy of the upgraded authorization bases and the Integrated Safety ManagementPlan
● Reviewandassessthe safetyaspectsof the plan for oxalatc pr=ipitation processing
● Evaluate the readiness of equipment prsonnel, and prorzdures for stabilization and packaging

FY 1998:

● Review and assess the safety aspects of the plan for oxalate precipitation prrxesing, as appropriate
● Evaluate the readiness of equipmen~ peawnnel, and prvcedurcs for proussing, as appropriate
● Oh-e DOE &d contractor readiness assessments for processing, as appropriate
● Evaluate the Integrated Safety Management Plan for deactivation

S@ion Proeusing’md Special :.. :“’. High:
Nuckar Material Consolidated “:’ Plutonium Solution, Special Nuclear Material,
Storag~Building371 ..Operating and Wrote

IV 1997:

● Assess the adequacy of the upgraded author-izition bases and tic Integrated Safety Managemen[ Plan
● /usess the implementation of tlm’uppaded authorization bmcs
● Review plans for and assess the adequacy md implementation of safety upgrades per the Reccm-unendation

94-3 Ln(egrated Program Plan
● &isess the adequacy of the process selected for processing ambustible residues
● Review and evaluate the adequacy of the design of the interim storage vault

FY 1998:

● Evaluate tie readiness of equipment, personnel. and prcadurcs for processing of combustible residues
● Review and evaluate the adequacy of the intti storage vault, as appropriate
● Assess the implementation of the upgraded authorization basis
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997: I
● ~ safety management plans for deinverttory of Building 776, and deactivation and decommissioning of

Building 779
● Independently assess the adequacy of the p~ selected fm p~ing of residues
● Evaluate the readies of cquipmen~ pezsonncl, and produres for pmeessing of residues in Btilding 707

● Obsawc DOE and contractor rcadiicss a.sxssmcnts for prcessing of residues

FY 1998: f

● Review and assess the deactivation and deunnmissioning of Buildings 779 and 776
● Independently assess the adquacy of the process selected for p~ing of residues
● Evaluate the rdincss of quipmat~ personnc], and procedures for processing of residues in Building 707
● Observe DOE and txmtractor readiness assessments for precessingof residues

,, ‘,.,:, i%foderate:

Wghl~,Enr~hed Uranyl Nitrat%’:, ‘“.<; .::” Highly Enriched Uranium Solution, Special Nuclear

Bui.Iding886 ““ ‘ “:..’ ‘Shutdown Material, and Wrote

FY 1997:

● Review the safety management plans for deactivation and decommissioning of Building 886

FY 1998:
. .

● Continue to review the safety ~pccts of tie deactivation and decommissioning of Building 886
.
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Table 1. Priority Faciliti* and Activities (Continued)

Fuiion Ptidudi; Urahiurn-235 ~‘

FY 1997:

● Reviewthesafetyaspectsof facili~ upgrades
● Monitor the experiment tding schedule

FY 1998:

● Review faciiity upgrades
● Monitor the experiment testing schdde

“..
@P-603 UndetiaterF,uel ., ~: , Mode~te

storage “’:”” “:’.” ‘:””: “j “;~?c;. Op’emtional Fusion Products, Uranium, Plutonium

FY 1997: ‘
● Ovcrscc fuel movements
● Monitor preparations for final disposition of the facility

.“
FY 1998:

● Monitor fuial disposition of the facility

CPP403 Irmdiated Fuel Dry . . hloderate:
Storage Facility .... . . .’ ‘ Operational Fission Products, Uranium, Plutonium

FY 1997:

● Review planned seismic upgrades
● Oversee the safety aspects ofopcra(ion of Lhccanning (drying) facility

FY 1998:

● Conlinuc to monitor facilily operation



Table 1, Priority Facilities and Activities (continued)

IFY 1997: I
● ASSCSStbe adequacy of the ShUCtUd aM@iS of the basins
● Review the safety aspects of the new fiselrack design
● Oversee the safety of the reracking of fuel

FY 1998:

● Continue ovtight of tic safety of fhel movements

Moderate: ~~.... ... .. ... . .. ,..’”
,“New Waste’ CaleinerTa@.litj .. ,. operational Fission Products, Uranium, Plutonium

IFY 1997: I
● Oversee preparations. for smup
● Review the authorization basis
● Monitor the Operational Readiness Review and the safety of initial operations

IFY 1998: ,

I● Comi.nueto monitor tic safe~’ of operations

I

.
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Table 1. Priority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

. . . ... ... . . . . ........ ........ . .. ...”..

.. a., ..... ... ...”... . . . . . -? .. . . . . . . . . . . - .

FY 1997:
.

● Reviewthe authorization basis and the Integrated SafeV Management Plan
● Review the seismic design of the building
● Continue to monitor criticality safc~
● Review the safety aspzts of tic heating, ventilation, and air mditioning gstem
● Monitor the implementation of Reemnmendation 94- I

FY 1998:
.

● Continue to monitor the safety of building operations

Building 2S1, Actinide Chernut,ry”: “,. Moderate:

Factiij ‘ : “:” Operational Plutonium, Uranium

FY 1997:

● Review the authorization basis and the [n(egra[ed Safety Managcmen[ Plan
● Monitor tie safety of building o~rations

.

FY 1998:

● Con(inue to monitor the safety of building opera[iom -
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Table 1. Pfiority Facilities and Activities (Continued)

FY 1997:

● Review the aukrization basis and the Integrated Safety Management Plan
● Monitor the safetyof the”initialsubcritical expahents

FY 1998:

● Monitor tie safety ofeontinuing subcnticd c-ents

.

Approaching High:
De&e:hsernbly.Facility ~. ~. ..,. Star+up Plutoriium/Uranium,,High Explosives

FY 1997:

● k the adequaey of closure of cmstmction issues
● Review the authorization basis and tie Integrated Safety Management Plan
● Review preparations for the Operational Readiness Review process
● Monitor the safety of tie lmnsition of operations tlom Area 27 to the Device Assembly Facility

. .

,
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IFY 1997: I
● Review integrated saf~ mmagm=nt systems for defense researchanddevelopmentactivitiesdeveloped

underRccanrncndation95-2
● Reviewcorrectiveactionsto the radiologicalprotectionprograminrcspomcto recentincidents

FY 1998:

● Review tie safety of reactor o~ations in Tcchnid Area V

4-28
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Appendix J

FACILITIES LIST

Note: The tables in this Appendix J were derived from the tables contained in the appendices
of the Report of Department of Energy Working Group on External Regulation. i The Bored
amended DOE’s tables by adding a column that divided DOE nuclear facilities into various

categories, including a category for non-defense nuclear facilities. This categorization is made for

purposes of convenience only and is not intended to define the Board’s jurisdiction.

1 Report of Department of Energy Working Group on External Regulation, U.S. Department of Energy,

Appendix J: Facilities List, pp. J-1 to J-SO, December 1996.
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. - DOE FACILITY/SITE SUMMARY

.

.

AGGREGATE DESCRWHON

FACILITY TYPE

ACCELEMTORS . Gemratorsof highuxrgy tilation or particl~ &Mi~
CxciusivcsupportbuiIdings. <’ —

Analytical Labomtoricsin WbM analyticalChuniitryand
LABOIUTORIES radidtunisiryarcpafocmuiin support of sitifaciihy

opaations- Inclodcsaliiration and standds Iaboraloric&
-.. . .~. - .—

CHEMICAL PROCESSING Facilitk whose purpose is tbc chemical production and

FAC’IUH13 P==@W==% of a nu~= -~ (sw-
IxuAadcs target Pmductiou fabrication and pmr=sing

ENRICHMENT FACILITIES Facilities utilid for. the enrichment of ucanium for use in
nuclear weapon “componentsor for use in commrmia( reactor

rcscmh, dcsi~ Or CkVdOfXWXi~ fncludcsd[ kOtOpC

sqxmtioa Miitics.

mowm-nw S- fadlhk and locations undergoing remedial

RESTOIWTION SITES investigation.dcsigm or cleanupin wbkh a tadionuclidc is
.

among tbc prhnaq contaminant% Lncludcs sites and

facilities and Idou ~v~ under the Compr4tiivc
Environmental RCSPOS Compc.nsatio% and !-iabili~ Act
(CERCLA) and tbc Resource Conscmation and Rccovay Act
(RCRA). Includes f=iliics und~oing decontamination and

. dccornmissa‘oning (D&D). Forrnuiy Utilii Sites Remedial

Action Program (FUSIWP) and Uranium Mill Tailings
Rrxnc&al Action (UMIRA) sks arc inc[udcd.

FISSKLE MATERLAL STOWIGE Faciiitics utilizrd for the storage of f~ile material. Includes

FACfLLTIES AND VAULIX “ storage fatilitics for scaled sourcci and for unim.diatcd

reactor fuel

FUSION FACIUTES Faciiiics utilizd for plasmaphysics researd and
development of tilon tdmology.

HOT-CELL COMPLEXES Facilities used for the processin~ nxachinin~ testing,
assembly. and disassembly of highly radioactive material for
use ‘msucamh or production rcactom. or other nuclear

PRODUCTION REA~ORS Facilities utihd for the production of plutonium and tritium
for usc in nuclear weapon research. design, enginting, and
production

J-3
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DOE FAC1L~Y61~ SUMMARY (cent_)

LADIOACINE l%ilitics usd for the fakication and pmcess”mgandlor
wfA~ ~ing of reactor M
:ABIUCATIOWPROCESSING
‘AC~

WIOACITVE WASTE FzK5Mk @ for the handIin&tl’eatmcnc&&lS-c
4ANAGEMENT FACKIITES dii of 10W4CV4twlsmf& high.kva-i-iaxcd

WasrcL Includes f%ilik Usedfor the -g of
radioacthc toxic Vmstes and doactivc cksi!%d wastes

WDIOGRAPHK FACEITIES FaciI&s used Cxciasivcly for the gamtion of X-nysfor.. .
diagnostic appbtions in suppott of faciity opaations-

U2SEARCH LABORATORIESRcsGuchanddevelopment(MD)fkmticsusedfor
xadioactiveand mmmhctm “ biomaiials basic S2im

Vimamcntal S15m criticality,hdth cfmss life Scknc% =
and akanative energy Soume rcscala fndudcs tcduaology

tmnsfa danonsiradon and testing sites.

UZSEARCH REAcfoRs F&oa tcactors used for aud.= physics ~ for isotope

~ for reactor material tcstin~ and for reactor design

evacuation. .

;PENT-FUEL STORAGE Facilities utilized for the short-or long-termstocagc of spent
‘ACILITIES filel fmrn atba production or Esr=Kh raKxQrs.

WPPORT Facilities I%ilks util-ki in d- support for nuckr reactor.

chemical prOc&ng faciliV. or otk nucbr facilky
funcfi- Exxnplcs arc adiig wala -ng and.
monibcing and exhaust air Prwa4ngff[itainghnoni[oring.

IRiTIUM PRODUCIION AND Facilities utilii for the ruovay, Storagq and processing of
RECOVERY FACIUflES tritium

WEAPON MANUFACITJRING, Facilities utih.’ for the cngi=ain~ production
ASSEMBLY, AND -UfhLth& assembly, tcstin& catifdom stowG and
DISASSEMBLY FACIHTIES dkasscd Iy of nuckar wcapun compoacds or mmpktc

nU&.X wqon.s. Inciudcs falti= u- in s~port Of

nuclear weapons in the stockpile Nso inciudcs high-
cxplosivcs llunufzhkn& ●ktin& and storage facihks.

WEAPON DESIGN AND R&D bcilitks utilii for the dcsigm cngincain~ assembly,
TESTING FACILITIES and tcsdng of nuckr weapon nuclear systans and weapon

suppoctmmponcnts. Inckks highepkxivs t=rarch.
production and storage facilitics-

OTHER IWDIOACrfVE Facilities involved in the management and/or processing of
FACK~ radhctivc materials that do not fit onc of the above

Categork
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cURRE~~WURE STATUS

#

OPERATIONAL STATUS DESCRIPTION

PLANNING, Facilities are in the conceptual design. prcfirnk -

CONSTRIJ~ON, STARTUP design (lltlc I), d&mitive design (lRle IQ. under
. construction (“Ilk ~. or in facility o~ti~~al sty-tup

stage or stagq %- “—

OPERATJNG Activitk at a DOE facilky arc associated w-ih—&
ongoing. dcfind and funded mission such as rmarch.
Includes site support functions lhd m =cssary for
the continued function of ihc site, arc% or facility in the
@ormancc of an ongoing mission.

STANDBY T%cfacility has no ongoing opmtions associated with
a defined missiorL but is king mabincd for possible
reactivation to sipport a future mission. Sumeillancc
and maintenance are the primary functional operation
undeway.

DEACTIVATED . The facility is undergoing a plannc4 controlled, and.
permanent cessation of opcratioIu The facility has a
rcducd level of surdlancc and rnaintcnana activities
and is bchg prepared for D&D. Such operations could
include rcmovalkonscdidation of remaining
radioactivcfhazardous/SNM matcnal.
removaUiiolation/mitigation of pcrsonnc[ or
environmental hazards, and removal of quipmen(
related to an opcmting mission.

. .
SHUT DOWN All opctationdactivitics at the facility have ccascd. No

plans exist to resume operations (i.e., the mission of the
facility has been terminated and no new mixjon exists).
TIIe facility is awaiting transition to D.&D.

DECONTAME ‘ “TION AND The facility is in tbc process of removal of
DECOMMT.SS1ONING contaminated systems and quipmcnt and removal of

contamination from buildkg stmcturcs. The facility
may bc schcdukd for dcmolitiom

SITE CLEANUP AND Faciliticskitcs which arc undergoing some phak of
RESTORATION rcmc&al investigation.

OTHER Facilities with an operational status which dots not fit
any of the above categories. Such facilities could

include Icascd facilities, abandoned, or orphan facilities.

.

●
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OFFICE OF DEFENSE PROGRAMS
NUCLEAR FACIJXHES, ACCELERATORS, & IL4DIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

0peratIon9 Site Facility Humd A~gregate Current Future Remarks

Otlke Catelory Faculty‘I’me statu8 Statua

AL LANL TA- 18,Bldg. 127,Pukd Accclermtor 2 Accclerstms Opcrdirlg Operlting
B

AL L4NL LOSAJsrnosMeson PhysicsFacility NIA AcA%stm Opersting Opcrltim

AL LANL TA-I 8, Bldg.129, Cdibm(ion 2 Ar@lid L4LmrItories . operating operating
hbomtory

AL LANL TA.35, Bldg.2, Lebmtory - sealed 2 Anllyticelmorltories Opereting operating
Sources

AL LANL TA-3. Bldg. 130, Irtsuurnem 3. Amlylicd LAmrstories Operlting
CslibrstionFacility

operating

AL LANL TA-48, Bldg. 1,Rsdiochernis~ 3.’ - Amlfiicsl L.4bomtories o~dng Operlting
Ldxmtories & Hot Cell

AL LANL TA-41, Bldg. 1,Main Vm.r!t 2 FissileMkrid Storage D~ctivdcd Shutdown
(UndcrgroundVault) F~cilitics& Vaults

AL” LANL TA-55,Bldg41, NUCkU Mnkrid 2 FissileMaterielStmge Dcsctiwlcd Shutdown
StorsfleFtcility F~cilities& Vmrhs

AL L/w. TA-I 8, Bldg.23, Cd I SNM Vmrh 2 ~ FissileMstes-islStmgc Opcwing Opining
(l(iVl 1) Ftcilitics& Vmrlts

AL LANL TA-I 8, Bldg.26, HillsideVmdI 2 FissiloMIkrhl Siorege Opem[ing operating
(T%jsfi10Site) Facilities& Vculh

AL LANL TA-18, Bldg.32, SNM VWI( @Vl 2) 2 Fissik Mdcrisl Stmge Opadng opting
Facilities& Vaults

AL LANL TA-3, Bld8.65, Seeld SourceStor~8e 2 Fissik,Mst&d Storage Opswing Opemting
: Ftcilitia & Vmrlts

AL LANL TA.I 8, Bldg.247, SCdedSouru 3 FissileMitm”d SIomge opCfltil18
Storege

0~atin8
Fsciiitiss& Vds

AL LANL TA-3, Bldg. 159,ThoriumStormge 3 Fissik Mttezid Stomge Opmting 0~ltis18
Facility Facilities& Vmrlts

AL LANL TA-3, Bldg,66, Sigm COIT,JCX. 3 Ok Rsdiotc[iveFtcilitics Opcreting Opcmling
Storageof6S MT DU .— —



OFFICE OF DEFENSE PROGWMS
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operatlonl Site Fscllhy Huard Axgrqate current Future
om~ Cltefon

Remarks
FaeUltYTyDe

category
Statul status

‘one ftcility

AL-

AL

AL

AL

AL

LANL TA-55. Bldg.4. PIuIoniurnFacility 2 Rsditivc Mdssislsfl%cl QP=@I Opcrdirrg I
(PF-4) Fabri@iwPrvcAng .

Fscilitics

TA-8, RsdiograpkyFdity, Bldgs.22, 2 RsdiogrtphicFtcilitics. operating Opcmting I
23,24&70-
TA-18, Bldg.248, NItkrrel Ssfegusrds 2 Rcscuch LdxX~tOriCS 0~th8 Shutdowr v
TrainingFacility(MIX irupcdor

LANL TA-3, Bldg.29, CkrnicAI 2 “ -Reseu’chIAborllories Operllirsg Opcrding I
MetsllumicslR- (CMR) Faciliw

LANL ITA-3, Bldg.40,

M ITA-3S, Bldg.27, Nuclcu Ssfeguerds v

LANL TA-S3, NuclearActivitiesIt LANSCE 3 Resurchbbor~torics 0w11it18 @crsIing

.1
I.A-6 Mope Production,PIE Pion

SCAucsirrgExpuinmL ER1 Actinide

LANL TA.2. Bldg. 1. OmcgtW& Rescbr 3 Rckch Reactors Shu[dmwt D&D ml
(OWR)

LANL TA-33, Bldg.86, High-Pressure 2 WcsponDcsi~ & Teslin8 Dcsc[iwted Shutdown lIB
TritiusnFscility(TritiurnHendling Fscilitics
Fscility) -

LANL TA- 16, Bldg.205, Wcspons 2 WctponDesign& Tesling Opcrsling Operiling I
EngineeringTntiurnFsciliN(WETF) Facilities



OFFICE OF DEFENSE PROGIUMS
NUCLEAR FACKLITKES,’ACCELERATORS, CQIDIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operations site FacUIty Hazard Aggragste Current Futura
t3Mct Cntczom

Remark
FacUltyType status Status

AL LANL TA-16,Bld~411, Rat Houx 2 wcapottDesign& Tating OpualiDg Opcratk.g
Fscilitia

AL LANL TA-21, Bldg 209, TntiIM Sckncc& 2 wcqxxsDesign& Testing Opu-sting -k
Fabricati(mFmiMY(TNT) Fscilitics

AL lANL TA- IS Phasms Wupca Design& Ts@ng Opalting Opcsmislg
Faci.litics

& MN1. TA.}5 Dual AxisF.adiogmphic WcsponDai@ & Tdng Unda Opaahg
Facilities Corufnmtion

AL Pantcx Zone12, Nuclm*StagingBldgx 26 2, Fide MstcrialStorage Opcraling operating
PV, B!d& 44- Cell-8,Bldg 58.Bays4, ., F~cilitia & VmlLI
S,Bld& 42S-Sou!hVmlL NOSUSVauk
Bldg.60- Bays3,4,5,&6

AL Pantcx he 4 Nwkax Staging(Jglc@, 2 Fksile Mstuial Storage Opcmting Opcllling
B!dgx 19.21,25,30-.101.142 Facilitia & Vtults

AL Pultcx Zone12, Nuclcu StagingBldg. I I 6 2 FissiluMatcsialStorage Planning. operating
Facilities& Vaults Consmctifm.

startup

AL Pamex NuclearExpIosiwaTransferFacilititi - 2 WeaponManufwtusin8, Operating Opualing
Lmdiig Dock Znne12,12-98,99, Assembly,Disassembly
Il~he 4,4-26 Facili[ics

AL Pankx Zone12, Nucleu ExplosiveBays 2 WeaponManufacturing, Opcnting Opcraling
64,84,99,104 Assembly,Disassembly

,. Facilities

AL Pmlcx’ ZOnC12, Nuclar ExplosiveCells 2 Wapon Manufacturing, Opaa(ing operating
44,85,96,98 Assembly,Diaa.sscmbly

Facilities

AL pullcx Zone12, Nucleu ExplosiveSpecial 1 WcqmnMmufacturing, Operating Shutdom
PurposeFscilitia Bld& 26. Bays Assembly,Disasscmbty
27&28, Bldu.41, Bldgs.50,60,94 Facilities

.



OFFICE OF DEFENSE PROGRAMS
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operations site Facillty Hsz..md
Omm Catetory

AL Pultcx b 12,B1d&104A 2

1 I
AL PMlcx Zaoe12, Nuclcu ExplosiwsTraosfcr

Facility,Bldg. 117

AL

AL

SNL-NM MUUAIIONucku Mda-ids Staage
Bunkaa,CumcntBid@.:(37011,
3704S,3705S, 370S7,37063,37118)
FutureBldgs.: 07003,37007, 37C08,

SNL-NM ITA-5, Bldg.6580, HotCell Facility

AL SNL-NM TA.5, Bldg.6588, GammaIrradiation
Facili~ (GE)

AL SNL-NM TA.5. Bldg.6S90. SandiaPukt
Reactor111(SPR till

AL SNL-NM TA.5, SrxntFuelSIorsRCHoles

OAK LLNL ExplosivesFtig BunkcT,Huh Xray
UNL Bldg.801

OAK LLNL Explosi= Ffis Bunk, LINAC,
BldE.g51

OAK LLNL Physics,100 MeV LI’NKAC,Bldu.194

OAK LLNL Physi~RcscuchLab, VuI deGrsff,
Bldg.190

OAK LLNL RadiographysndHE Md&irtg,
lMeV )bly Mtchinc, Bldg.809

OAK LLNL RadiographyFacility,Linhc, Bldg.

2

3

-.

2

2

2

3
NIA

NIA

NIA
N(A

N/A

N/A

Acgrtgate current Futurs Remarlu category
FdlJtY TYIM status Stltus

WUpocIMmufaeturin& Plumin& -g I
ksmbly, Disassanbly ~w

Facilities Stutw
WUpoo Mumkturhg Pluming. Opcding 1
Amcmbly,Disusanbly CQ@rwtion,

Facilities Sflrtur)

FissileMatuiII stOfS8e 0JX4118 Opalring I
Fklitia & Vaults

HotCell (kmplcxes Opcraling Opcllling I

OUKTRadioactiveFscili~ I operating I Ikctiv.!cd I I Im

Rtich Rcac[ors
I

operating
I

operating
I I

I

SpentFuelStoraUeFacilities OpcralinR opal ting I
AccclcrItors Opmling opcrltiig I

1 1 ! 1

Ac.cdcrators Operating Opcrl(ing I

Acz.ckrItors Opcraling OpcrslinR I
Acc-clcmmrs 0pcralin8 operating I

Accelerators
I

Opersting
I

Opcn[ing
I I

I
I I 1 1

Awclcrmrs Opefating Operating ,1



I OFFICE OF DEFENSE PROGRAMS
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FA(XLITIES

,.

Operdont Site Facltity Hez.erd Aggrcgata Currwlt Future Remarks category

OMct Cntelom FacllltY~tn status status

OAK LLNL Buildings2311233 3 Fide Mttuial Stcx-age @-ifw - I
Fditia & Vaults

OAK LLNL Building334 3 WceponDesign& Testing f%=ti Opmtirlg
Fecilitks

1

OAK LLNL PlutoniumFacihty,B332 3 Wcpn Design& Ttxting Opcnting Opcrlhlg I
Facilities ‘

OAK LJNL Building251 3 Wupm Design& Testing Stendby Shutdown
Fsciliti=

[m

OAK LLNL TritiumFacility,B-33I 3 WeaponDesign& Testing Stlndby S[uidby
Facilities

Im
-.

OAK LLNL RtdiogmphyFscility,Bldg.239 NIA Wcqom Designmd Tdng Opalting Opmting I
Facilities

OR ORNL Bldg.3019. Radicclmkd 2 ChemicalPmces.singFacilities operating Opaating I
DevelopmentFmilitY

OR Y-12 Bldg.9212, Wd Ckrnkry, Cuting, 2 ChemicalProcedn gFacilities Opc@lg operating I
Storage

OR Y-12 Bldg.9206, EnrichedUrmium .2 ChcmicelProcessingFacilities Shutdow D&D Im
ChcmkalPmoAIu

OR Y-12 Bldg.9720-5. WuchouseOpa*tions 2 Fkile MIIcriIl Storage Opcaling Opcflling I
Facilities& Vaults

OR Y-12 Bldg.9720.12, Wmhousefor 3 Oticr RsdioectiveFacilities Opcdng Opalling
RecoverableSIIVSRC

I

OR Y-12 Bldg.9720-8, DepletedUranium 3 OtherRadioactiveFscili[ics Opeding operating 1
Warehouse

OR Y-12 Bldg.9204-2E DisasscmblyOpcntions 2 Wc+on Manufacturing, O~aling Operating I
Assembly.Diss.sscmbly

Facilities



OFI
NUCLEAR FACIUTIES,

c
Opcmtbnt Site FacUlty

Omct Cnttzom
OR Y-12 Bldg 92044, QualityEvxluica 2

1-
OR

OR

Y.12 Bldg.9215, SNM Processing& 2
FAridioa @ld& 9998, H-1 Foun&y-
machedtoBldg.9215&krcsufcty
documcdatim.CM3 facility)

Y-12 Bld&9201-S, Dcph%dUranium 3,
MWning. Arc Mc14Casting

Hutford Pm (T’lutoniufnFii Pllal) 2

I RL Hmford PFP(wutoniunlF*g Pklt) 2

1 1 I

t SR SRS lTritiumInvdoq Storage~ Bld~ 2

SR SRS TritiumIsotopeSquatioat I 2
PuriGc.dionFacility,I.ina MI. Bldz
232000H -“

CE OF DEFENSE PROGW
ACCELERATORS,& ILWIOGRAPEUC FACILITIES

Aum@ Cul’rttlt Fuium Remdu Cdqory
Fdltty TYva status Stacuc

wL?apCaMalufUxal!iO& D&D 1:
kuxnb~, Diwscmbly

Faciliti=
WcqxmMMufac!ul%& . -g @@@ 1
Awaubly, Disusernbly

Fdlitk “

Weqma h4Muf@luilt& 0pa81ing Opaating
Axwnbly, Diw.wtnbly

1“

Facilitia

RKiiwtiw MNawwl%cl Shutdowl D&D .JIA
FdxkxtIcw%xusiig

Fscilitiu

RadioactiwMatcdWucl Shutdoun D&D IIA
Fabric&a@mcAig

FaciIitiu
TritiucoProduction& Opemting operating 1
RecoveryFacilities

TntiumProduction& ,Opcding Shutdown klcbdu Tntiumsup- I
.Raovcq Fuilitk Fxilitiu:-232-H Exhmst

Suck Iina I/11.232-H
ExhaustS* Line In-

.’ 232.H Swdby Diesel
Oalffltof EmIOstuc

,
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OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCJ :AR FACKLITLES,ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operation: silt Faclllty Hamrd Aggre@e Currtnt Future
om03

Remm%u Cafego~
Catego~ FxtlItY Type Stltul Status

AL IANL TA-50, Bldg.1, RadioactiveLiquid 2 RadioactiveWade Operating Opcd.ng JJA**
Wuto TreatmentFacility(RI.WTF) ManagementFaciliti~

‘AL LANL TA+O, Bldg.2, RsdiosctiveLiquid 2 RadioactimWeste operating Opdng, ●*
WasteTreetmmt. lowIcvcl liquid MmagemmtFecili~iea .,
intlucncatanka,treatmenteffluenttanks,
lowlevelsludgetanks

AL LANL TA-SO,Bldg.90 M[oactive &e 1 IWioIctiyo Weste operating Opmting
Treatment- Holdingtank

●*

ManmmcnI Ftcilitk

AL LANL TA.54, AreaO, LQW-LaIelRtdioactivv 2“ I@iioactiveWeste operating Operating Iv
Wuto Dispel k TRU Waste!$tortge Mamgerrmt Facilities
Sile(SWMF)

-.

AL IANL TA-54 TransurtnicWasteJnspcdsble 2 RadioactiveWaste Operating Shutdown
StoragePmjcc4(TWISP) - TRU Waste

lIA
Mamgcm.nt Facititia

RcmodintionProjcd

AL IANL T’A-63,ReplaocmcntRadioactiveLiquid 2 RadioactiveWaste Plamling operating Repkxrmnt Facility(w IL4 —
Wutc TreatmentPlant Mantgemcnt Facilitia Cofutruclion, TA-50- 1

Stefw
AL LANL TA.50, Bldg.190,LiquidWasteTank 3 RadioactiveWeste operating Operating ●*

Mamgenmt Facilities

AL LANL TA-50, Bldg.& Ra&otctiveWaste 3 RadioactiveWaste operating Opcm!ing
Tredmcnt- Acid& ceusticwasteholding

●*

ManagementFacilities
tanke

AL LANL TA.50, Bldg.69, WasteCharactcrktio~ 3 - R~dioactiveWute o~ting operating Fonnaly CalledTRU
ReductiorI& PackagingFaciiity

HA
hanaganmt FseiJitie: WesteSizeRe3uctiort

Facility(SRFI

AL LAW TA.54, Bld& 38, Rdiosctive Assay 3 RadioactiveWaste Ope.rlting operating NA
NondutructiveTesting(RANT)Facility MuIagancnt Fscilitia
- TRU Wute NDEfNDA

*• Onefacility

.



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Opera[Ions
OfllCt

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

AL

CH
CH

CH

site ‘1 Facll[ty I Hazwd
CateEoq

LANL T’A-54,Bk@. 2,48, 49& 153, 3
Rsdiotc[iveWasteStorage&DIspoml
Ftcilitv

LANL TA43, M.ixcdWasleSta~geBldg. 3

I I
Pinehs Itie 1, Area 132,TritiumRccovcry 3

km I
Pinellu Zone1.Areas 108.TubcExhaustRoom 3,

Pinc1113 tic 5, Bldg. 1010,90 Dcy Radioactive 3
Wute StoraRc- WasteTreatmentFscility

Pincllls Zcme5, Bldgs.10@O.RadiooctivcWMlc 3
!Nomge.RsdioactivcWasIeTreatment

t
‘AWL-E Bldfi 200, M-Winu HotCCIIS,D&D NIA

ANL-E RsdionctivcWute Stcfagc Aret Bldg. 2
331
I I

ANL-E ]Arca317-B, waste StorageArcs- Beiow 3
[Omde -~

Agtrezate Currwt Futurm Renwlu Category
FncllhyType Stare Stltul

RadioectivoWasto Opcdng Operating IIA
MsnagcmcrttFicilitics .

RadioactiveWute
‘1

Plsnning,

I

Opcrlting
I I

[h
MsmgcsncnLFaciiitics construction,

startuP
RsdioactlvoV/astc Opcrlling Dcactivatcd None Irn

Manlgmcnt Facilities

RdiosctiveWute Operating Deaclivttcd Nono [m
MsmgcmcntFecililics

Rdioactivawuto Opedlrg Dcactivatcd None m
MtIMgIXWtt Fecil{ties

RsdiotctivoWUIC Opcming Ihctivmd None im
Mans~ancntFacilities

RadiotctivsWaste Opcrlting Opcmting Convating37057 and IA
MamgcmentFaciiilics 37063 fromnuclcsrmalm”al

storage@p) toonlywute
Storaue

Rdiotctive Wute Pluming, Operating Iv
ManascmcntFacilities Corlstnlction.

. Stsftup I
Hot CeliCCXIIplexes Shutdom D&D
Rdiomtive WasIc Planning, Oprsting

ManagementFacilities Construdion,
stamp

RsdiosctiveWuIe Opcm[ing Opcrsting
MmsKcmcntFacilities



,
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operdlons Site Faclllty
.omce

HuArd Aggrvgata
Category Facility Type

CH ANL-E Bldg.306, WasteManagement 3 Rdioactlva Waste
OperationsFacility ManagementFscilitics

CH ANL-E Mixed Radio*cLiveWasteStorageAm.+ 3 hdiodivo Waste
Bldg.303 MamgerncntFicilitica

CH ANL-E Area311-~ WasteStorageArc&- Above NIA Radioactive Waste
Oracle ManmwmdttFacilitica

CH ANL-E Bid@.212. D-WingO]ovc &)XU D&D N/A. ReseuchLbomto(ica
CH AIWE Bldg.330, CP-5 Rmctor.D&D 3, ResearchRticton

CH ANL-E Bldg.331, Expcrknttl BoihnsWater NIA - Rae.archRcactora
ReactorD&D

CH BNL Stor:gevaults . NIA FissileMttcrial Storage
Fscilitics& Vau3ts

CH BNL @xisting]HusrdousWute Mamgana}t 2 RadioactiveWaste
Facility(HWMP) Man#EernentFacilities

CH BNL New WasteManagementF~cilities 3 RadioactiveWastrJ
MamgernentFacilities

CH BNL Bldg.6SO& Verti4 Pi~, Holes& NIA Rsdiowtive Waste
TruIctIcs Manwwnent Facilities

CH PPPL PrimxtonPkm PhysicsLIboratoty 3 . FusionFtcilitica
(TPPL)(SiteD) /’

D MEL CPP402, -620,417,-637 ICPP 2 AnalylicslLabmtorics
Idmratory Fscilitia

m INEL CPP-684,RemoteAnalfiical bbmtoty 3 AnalylicaIIAormries

ID 3N’EL CPP451, Unirradiitcd FuelStorage 2 RadioactiveMatcriala/Fuel
Facility Ftbricdiocvl%xxaing

Fscilitics

Currmt Future Rernmh
status

Clltegofy
Statua

Opaating operating
.

Phnnirl& operating
C4mttudon,

Oprlting
I

Operating
I I

Shutd~ D&D
D&D D&D
D&D D&D

—operating
, 1 1

I
Dperlting

I
I 1 I

operating D&D

Planning, Opxating
Constmclion,

Shrtltp
Shutdom D&D

1 I

Opcrlting I Opemting
I I I

Opining Operating HA
1

Opcratirm HA
Operating ]*

.

.



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & IL4DIOGRAPHXC FACKIXITES

Opemtloni Site Faculty Huard Aggqate Current Future Remark category
om= Cnte~ory Faculty Type status status

CD INEL cPP401 @RP),Ful P~ing 1 RadioaclivoMAtcrMmuel Shutdown Ductivlkxl IIB
Complex Fabric4XvPmccssing .

Ftci!itics

●Isa burrkcruscdtostoruHEU .,

co iNEL CPP440@RP),Hudmd PrcxzMing 2 RadioactiveWaste Deactivated D&D IIB
Plult MUrIRCMat Faaiiiics

U) l_N’EL CPP-6S9,New WastoCalc”tig Faciiity 2 RdioactiwaWaste Opc$Iting Opcrwing HA
Mantmr urt Facilities

iD INEL CPP-742,-746,-760,-765. Calcincd 2 fbdioactivoWute Operating Opcrtling SingieFacilityLkxrIsc iiA
Soii& !ltorlgeFaAlitics . . MUMscmentFacilities (OrmupA)

ID INEL ICPP,A&bornoWlste systems 2 fidios~vo Wute Operating Opcmtirrg HA
hha~crnmt Facilities

ID lNEL RWMCT’fuuuranicStorageArea 2 RadioactiveW~o PiInningo Opcmiig HA
Rcu-icvclhC!MU1’@ MsnagcmcntFaciiitics Construction,

Slartw

ID INEL CPP-633WasteCalcining 2 RtdioaclivcWaste Deactivated D&D im
MmagcmcntFacilities

D [NEL CPP-(ERP),HighL.CVC1WasteTank 2 RadioactiveWaste Operating operating SingleFacilityLi.xmc IIA
Farm Mammmcnt Facilities (OrouPA)

iD INEL CPP-741,Ctlcird solidsStorageBin 2 RadioactiveWaste
SetOne

Opcrsting operating SingieFacilityLictrrsc IM
MIIMRCtIIeIItFsciiitics (OrQUPA)

D INEL CPP-791,CIlcincd*lids SlmageBin 2 ? RadioactiveWtste Opmting Opcmling SingleFsciiityLicense IIA
SetSix Mul:RcmcntFacilities (Omw A)

ID iNEL CPP-79S,CalcincdSolidsStorageBin 2 RadioactiveWaste 0pCr8ting I C@raling *ASingieFacilityLiccnsc HA
set seven MUitRCI-IWItFacilities P

lD INEL ICPP Ocncrll 2 RndiotctivcWaste Opcmting OpcrNing IY.A
ManagementFacilities

ID iNEL lCPPIntamcdittoLevelLiquidWrote 2 RadimctiveWutc Opading operating SingloFacilityLiomsc
Swtems

irA
Mmtmrnertt Facilities (OrouPA)



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACIL17TES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACDXITES

L

Operations Site FsclliIy
omti
-m INEL Rdiosctivc W-e Mamgcmcnt

timplcx (RWMC)
m MEL RWMCPit9 Project

● RWMCactivitiesincludessfestorsgcof wutc forshipmenttoWIPP (II
m INEL lCPPLowLevel LiquidWssteSystems

m MEL RWMCWesteStorageFacility(WMF -
628, 4S3S)

m iNEL Bldg.TRA460 AdvsncdRe.ec@iry
MeuuranedFsciNyKouplcdFM
ResuivityMeuumxn t flcility,
(ARMFICFRMF)

ID i’NEL PowerBunt Facility(PBF)
m lNEL CPP-603-& UnderWIIcrFuelRoxiving

sndStorage
D INEL CPP403-B, lrndialcd FuelsStorsge

Fmility
ID iNEL CPP-666. Flourinelmd FuelStorage

m iNEL CPP-749,Dry WellFuelShxtge

m lNEL ICPP,FissilcJRsdioectiveMs[crid
TrsnsPon (l%schBonomCUks)

m MEL [CPPFissildRsdioactiveMalerisl
TrsnsPort(STR&iUC Cmk)

m NEL TestArcsNorthOperations

Huard Aggre@e Currtnt Futurt Rema~ C
Catego& Fdilty Type status statuB

2 RsdiosuivoWeme Optrsting operating u
MsnaganentFscilitics

2 RsdiosctivoWM@ Plsnningo operating
Msmgcmmt Faciihies Qmstnlction,

I I startup I I I
, Cnvironmentdrutorstion of Pit 9 Area (II i), endparnmcnlrepositoryforsomowesto(W)

3’ RsdiowtiveWuto Opmting Opersting SingleFacilityLiccnw
Msneganmt Facilities (OroupA)

3- RsdioactivaWeste Operating Opcnting
MsnegemcntFacilities

2 RmcamhResctom Stlutdovwl D&D

I I I
2 RcsesrchResews Shutdo&-
2 SpentFuelstorage operating

Facilitlcs
2 SpentFuelStorage Opcrlting

Facilities
2 SpentFuel Storage Opersling

Facilities
2 ‘ SpentFuelStorage Openling

Fscilitia
2 Spent Fuel Stomge Opcm(ing

Facilities
2 spent FuelStorsgc Opdng

Ftcilitlcs
2 SFcntFuelStoregc Operlling

Facilities

I 1-

D&D
D&D !hgle FecilityLiwrme

(OroupB)
operating SingloFecilityLknsc

(OroupB)

Opedng SingleFacilityUccnsc
@muv B)

operating SingleFacilityLicense
(OroupB)

Operating

operating
I I[ I

D&D

.

.



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACIZJTTES, ACCELEIWTORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FAC13JTKES

1

Operations Site Faclllty Hazard Aggngate current Future Remarlu category
ofnct ‘ Categoty FSe(lltyType status st8tul

m INEL TRA MaterialsTestRcscIor(M’tR). 2 spentFuel Storage Shutdown D&D 15
Cmal & PlugStorageHoI= 1+2(TM - Fccilitics
603/6S7) .

.*AhhOUh Ihescfacililie$UCforWXOueof spentfuel.tht ticl is rd fromrmductionrcac(ors.Accordingly.fbnc(iontue cksified asHA [ssfestorm) andnotstmmrdshi~lnttiondsmritY anddcfcme(1)

-.

.,

.-

,
.
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OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACLIJTIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operstlons Sk Faculty Huard
omct Catqory

OR ORNL 7878A Tcmpor=yWasteStorBgeFacility 3

OR ORNL Bld&7813B, Tanporuy WasteStomgc 3
Fwility

OR ORNL Bldg.7823C, Tanpmy W&e Storage 3
Fscility

OR ORNL Bldg.7823D, TcmporuyWute Storage 3
Facility

OR ORNL Bldg.7823E, TcmporuyWasteStorsge 3: -
Facility

OR ORNL Bldg.7824, Wa.@cExaminationmd 3
ASCBYFacility

OR ORNL Bldg.7827, ShieldedDV Well Facility 3

OR ORNL Bldg.7829, ShicM~ Dry Well Facility 3

OR ORNL Bldg.7834 TRU Drum SlorageF~cili~ 3

OR ORNL Bld& 7842 Tcmpxuy LOw-hvd Waste 3
StoraReFacility

OR ORNL Bldg.7842A LWSP11Solidif ‘. WSSIC 3
StoragePsd

OR ORNL Bld&7842B SWSA6 TemporswWISIC 3
StoraReFacility

OR ORNL Bldg.7877, LLW SoIidificstionFacility 3

OR ORNL Bldg.7878, SWSA6 Facili~ 3

Aggregate Current Future Remm4(J category
FacUltyT~e status status

RadioactiveWuto Opcrlting Opcmting
Muugancnt Fscilitiw

Ibdiodive Wti . Opcrlting Operating
MmagcmurtFcciliti~

Rldbctivc Wilte Operating Opcating
ManagementFacilitic~

RsdiosctivoWaste Opcmting 0pcr8ting
Mmwmcnt FAli[ics

fbdiotctive Waste Operating Opcraling
MmagcrncntF~ilitics

RcdiotctivcWtcte Opcraling Operating
MmaRcmcntFacilities

RidiotctiveWaste operating Opcra[ing
MmsgcmcntFacilities

RadioictivcWIstc operating O~ating
ManagcmcntF~cilitics

RadioactiveWrote Opemling Opcratirrg
Mmqwmcnt Fwilities

Rtdio8ctivcW~ste Opcmling Opcmting
MmagcmcntFacilities

. RtdioscliveWaste ] Opcmting OPcmting
“MMtRCMd Facilities I - - ] - - I I

RadioactiveWaste \ Operating Opcmting
Mmlmrncnt Facilities j I I I

RadioactiveWaste Operating Opcmting
ManqpmwntFacilities

RadioactiveWaste Operating 0pcr8ting
MmagcmentFacilities



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT .

NUCL~AR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGWPHIC FACILITIES

Operdom site Faclllty Hurd
om~ Cate~ory

OR ORNL Bld& 7879 TRLJA.LWSt@ng Storage 3
Facility

OR ORNL Bldg.7934, PhotographicWastestorage 3

OR ORNL BV CollectionHesdcr& Vlh’C %XCS 3

(VIA,2,243)
OR ORNL LiquidLLW Systan(iicludes: 2099, 3

MCS for bldg.2026 (tsnkF-l 401)
OR ORNL PrivateecctorRH-TRU sludgetres[ment 3.:

facilities

OR ORNL 7572 CH TRU Wuse StorsgeFacility 3

L
OR ORNL 7S74 RadiotctivcWsweStorageFacility 3

I

OR ORNL 7883 RH TRU StorsgeBunker I 3

!

OR ORNL Bldg.2649, TmnspoficdWaste
1]

‘eiving~
OR ORNL Bldg.7S03,Mohui S*II Rcoclor 2

Exmcriment(MSRE) Building

OR ORNL Bldg.3010 BulkShieldinKReactor 1

OR oRNL Bldg.7700-7708 TowcrShielding 2
Resctor

OR oRNL Bldg.7S11, MSRE FillerPit 1

OR ORNL Bldg.~S12.MSRE E~hous!Slick 1———

Agcregate
FacllItyTYPt

Rxhsctive Westo
MsnagcrnustFscilitics

RsdiowtivaWaste
MsnsgcmcntFacilities

Rdioectin Weste
MsnaKcane@F~cilities

RsdiowtivoWsste
MmegementFacilities

RadioactiveWeste
MsnagerntmtFacilities

RedioIctiveWsste
MsntgcmentFtcilitics

RadioactiveWe.ste
MsnagcmenlFacilities

Redioac[iveWsste
ManagemcmFacilities

RadioactiveWaste
MsnagemcntFacilities

“ Rcscsrchfhlclors

Rcsarch Resctors

RcscsrchReactors

Supporl Facilities
Suppofl Focililics

Current Fuhm Remarks
status

Cltetory
status

Opcmting Operating
I I I

. 0p4mting Opcdssg

Opcdng Opcnting

Operating opting

Phnncd Opcmling

●PIenning, Operstisss
Construction,

Slerturs”
‘Plsrming, Opcralirlg

Constnsction,
sleSWp”

“Plenning. Opcrsting
Construction,

SttiUD” .—— —
“Plesuting, Opmting

Constnsction. .“

!htup”
DAD D&D

Dmc[ivatcd D&D
Deactivs[cd DAD

l)&D

1

D&D .-. . _ .-..__., _______
D&D D&D ——



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELEmmRf$ & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILH’IE-S

1-Opcrltlons
Orllce

OR

b-
F
I

OR

1-
OR

OR

*

OR
RF
RF

l==
b-

I
RF

Site FlullJty Hezard
Catwory

OIWL Bl~ 7514, MSRBSupplyAir Fiitcr 2
Ham

Portlmdl BId&X-34 S;SNMStoqc 2

PortsrooutbBldg.X-744-O, W StomgoBuilding 2

PorlsrnoulbBld& X-326, “L’ Gge inX-326 2

Port.n-noulhBld~ 3(-744-W Buk Stmge 2
Building(UmsfmzaO

. . .

Portmoulb Bld& X-7723,Ra@dkanbly 2
BuildirM(R/A)

Y-12 Bld& 9S25-1& -Z DepletedUruaiurn 2
oxide Stamtc Vlu!t

Y-12 Bldg.9995. P1mtbbcmtow 2

RFETS BldK.559 PlutcmhnnAndvk.el bb 2

RFETs Bldg.881, Emimrmm td Tcsing 3
lAbomtory

RFETS Bldg.371 pkmium 2

RFETS Bldg.771, PlutoniumRcsovetyFacility 2

RFETS Bldg.903 OpcmbleUNt 2
I

3
, ,

RFETs Bldg.903 Opmble UniI 2 3
I I

RFET’sBldg.991 ProdudWxIge Facilify 2

I Aggmgete current
FacUitYM status

SuppcrtFecititiu D&D

Fide hhtaid Storego. Opcdng
Fxilitia & Vmlts

Fide Mstaiel Stomge Opalting
Fecilitiu & vaults

Rx!idvc Waste OpeWing
Mmuanent

mdiowivo Wute Opcming
ManagementFdlitiu

SuppmtFuilitia mf@l

Future Remarks Cekgery
status

D&D

1 I

Operkg I
I I

operating nA

Opedng
I I

IIA

Opaatiig
I I

I
I I I I

OtherW.dioaciiveFscilitia operating Opdllg m
I I I I

OtherSbdioxt.ke F~cilitia fk Opaating I M
AulylicalLAoralm”a @ Opcalting nA
Anllylicel Laborlloriu operating Opmting ~b

Chcmkd Pmccssing
Ftcilitks

ChcmhxlProcessing.
,’ Fmilhk

EnvironmmtARestoration
Sita

i%vironnmtd Restoration
Sits

FltsileMaterialStorage
Fecilitia & VtulK

1 1 I

operating Op@ing [IA

Shutdown
I

Deectivttcd
I I

m

SiteCleuIup& SiteCleanup& m
Rcstmtion Restoration

SiteClunup & SiteClc8nup& 111
Rutcration Restorxticn

-% Opcnting nA
1 I 1



Opwations
om=

SR

SR

SR

SR

OFFICE, OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & WDIOGR4PHKC Facilities

S[te Faclllty

SRS F Cmyo~ Eldg 2210CQF

SRS F CmyonOutsideFacilities,Bldg.
2I1OOOF

SRS FIWine, Bldg.221000F

SRS H Canyon,Bldg.221000H

Hazard A~grtg~ta
Cste~on Faclllty Type

2 chaniuy Pfoauing
Fscilitia

2- ChanicalPmwssing
Facilities

2 ChemicalProcasing
Fscilitics

2 ChemicalProcasing
Facilities

,“

SR I SRS h-EM-ine,Bldg.221000H \ ~ ChemicalProcessing
F~cililics

SR SRS HUVYWatrxRewmk FinishBuilding, 2 ChemicalProcasing
Bldg.421000D Facilities

SR SRS A-Line,Bldg.221001F 3 ChemicalProcessing
Facilities

current
status

Q=Ml

Opcming

Future Remarlu
Stltul

Opc@lg FCanyooSupput
Fscilitiu-(kdng Water

. ReturnBuin-Cooliig
WmtcrReturnhlllp ~uin-
(%oIingWcta Monitohg
HouM-Coolii WstcT
MonitoMg-F Canyon
Stsck.FCmyonExhaust
FanHouse.Vcucl Vent Fm
House-DieselOcncmtor

Opcraling

Opcaing

Opcmling

Opmling Includa H canyonsuppoIl
Fscililicx-Mmhring
House-CcmlingWater
McmimringH- (6
howcs)-HCanyonSt@ck-
CcnyonExhaustFm
House.VewclVentFm
Howe.Fm HouseBuilding-
S!ackMonitoring
EquipmentBuilding

“operating

opting

operating

Shutdown
I

a–.-.

Categoty

UA’

11A

11A

[IA

11A

IIB

11A
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OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FAC13JTES, ACCELEIWTORS, & R4DIOGIL4YHIC FACILITIES

Operation] Site Faclllfy Hum! Aggregate Curreat Futusw Remwlu
OMce Catetory FacllltYTYPe Statul Statu,

RF RFETS B\drt 884. U/w, RCRAUniI 13 3 Oth Rsdioadiw Facilities OVedrrK OPa’athl DqsletcdUraniumStorage

RF RI’ETS Bldg U4, Depldcc!Umniunr(DU) 3 OtherRsdiodive Facilities Shutdown Deactivated M@ DepletedUw”um
Manu.fIcturing(iludes Suppall , storage.
Buildkm 4S0,455)

RF RFETS Bldg.447, Dcp!etcdUranium(DU) 3 Other Rsdioaclive Fscilitics Shutdown Ductivated Mfgr, DepletedUranium
Sbippi@torage (iclud- support Storage
building451)

RF RFETS Bldg.44?..UrmiumShivpinmtoraue 3’ OUrwRadioactiveFacilities Shutdowm Dctctivsted Dcple(cdUranium!Xorage

RF RFETS Bldg.883, UraniumRoM%rming 3: - OtherRadioactiveFacilities Shu!dows Detctivatcd D@@ Urm”umStomge
Opcntiorrs(includessupportbuilding
879)

RF RFETS Bldg. 374, WasteTrmtmcnlFacility 2 RadioactiwWaste Operating Opcmting
Msrwemenl Facilities

RF RFETS Bldg.%9, CrateCountingandS(orage 1 RsdioactivoWule Operating operating
Fccility MsnagemcntFacilities

RF WETS Bldg.664, WsstcSIuragc& Shipping 2 RadiosctivaWaste Operding operating
Fscilitv ManagementFacilities

RF RFETS Bldg.774, WasteTrectmentPlam 2 RadioactiveWaste Operating Operaling
MMagementFacilities

RF RFETS B440, TRU WasteStorsgc 1 Radioa~tiveWU[C Shutdown Operaling
MuItRcmat Fscili\ics

● IIAB. Excessbuildingbutbeingusedforssorwc(counledas11A)

RF RFETS BId& 906, CenLralizcdWISICStorsgc 3 RsdiotctiveWmIa Operming Operating
Fscilitv ManagementFtcilitica

RF RFETS Bld&%4, DrumStorsge 3 RadioactiveWaste Operating Opcraling “
MSTISRCMCmFscilitics

RF RFETS Pads750 & 904, S(orsge Psds 3 RadioactiveWasIe Operaling Operating
MansgcmcrrtFacili[ics



[-

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGMPHIC FACILITIES

OpcratlOn~ Site Faculty Hazard Agxqate Current Future Remarks
om~ Cltezory Facultympe status

category
status

RF RFETS RCRA Unit 15A(904) 3 SbdiosdivaWestc OpCrSting Opalting IIA
MsmgcmentFscitities

RF RFETS Bldg.8S6 Nwhxr SsfcVFscili(y 2 Re.swchMoratoria Shutdown Dcactivsted lm
@WiOlldy CriticalMsssRcsuuch
lfAboraLotY)

RF RFETS Bldg.707 PlutoniumthufAcfurirIg 2 W+on Msnukturing, Opersting operating IIA
Bldg. Assembly,Disusanbly

Facilities

RF RFETS Bldg.176n77, MnrufacluringBld& 2, WeaponMenufscturing, Opcrsling Dcectivstrd M# Shutdown,Operating HA
. . Ably, Disssscmbly (WssteOps)

Fscilitics

RF RFETS Bldg.719 PlutonitsnPrwcssirrg 2 WcsponMwmfacmring, Shutdown
DevelopmentBldg.

Dcsctivatcd IIA
hscmbly, Disssscmbly

Facilities

RL Hsnford EMSL @W- rd Mokculu 2 Accclmton Plsruling! Operstion
S&mm !-sbmstay)

Husrd cslegoryis v
Constructio~ estimlled.

Slsrlup
RL Hsnford 222.s bbomlofy 3 AnalylicslLAcOtories open ting Operating

Hsnford N ReactorComp]a
lL4

RL 3 PruiuctionResctor D&D SiteCleanup& RetiredFtcility (BHl Ire
Restoration intendstoCM esRF in

future)

RL Hsnford REDOX 2 Chcrnic4PrOczAng D&D SiteCleanup& RetiredFscility(BHl.“ Ml
Facilities Restoration intendstoest.m RF in

hmre

RL Hsnford PUREX(PIuloniudhnium Es(rsc[ion 2 Chemk.slPruassing Trmsition D&D IIB
Ftcility) Facilities

RL Hsnford 2718- E CriticslMISSStorsgc ? FissileMstcrialStorage Operating Opersling [IA
L Facilities& Vsults

.



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

1-Opcrdon9
OMct

RI.

l--
RL

RL

RL

l--
RL

RL

l--
RL

RL

I
RI.

k
RL

RI.

RL

=-l====
Hmfad ColdVuxxumDryingAnnex(Future)

Htnfcml CSB+ Hot vmnxn hying AIUICX
(Future)

Hanfad B Plmt

Hanford U03 (Oliy blChKkST Hoppersandcribs
- rut ofU03 trunitioncdto ER)
,

Hanford 242-A Evqomta

Hanford K BasinsFmility(IOOKArea)

Hmfcfd SWBO(SolidWastoBurislOmunds)

Hsnford Tank Farms(SST,DST.DCRT.204-AR
Wute UnfoadingFacilities)

Hanford TRUSAFUransumnic Staage md
ASMYFacility)

Hsnford 340 Facility
I

Hanford CWC (Catral Wti Complex)

Catefory
3

2

-
2,
. .

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

Afgrtgate
FacUitYTYW

Ftie M~tafdStmae
Fditia & VQUIta

Rdiowth MAAIwFuel,
FdmirxticdPmcssing

Fmilitia .
Rdiowtivo Mdaid@Fuel

FdxiCkl/PIY)cC&g
Facilitia

Rsdiactivo MdcriaMFuel
Fabrication@mccssing

Facilitica
RadioactiveMaterials/Fuel

FabricdiontPrccusing
Facilititi

Rdiowtivo Waste
Mmauancnt Fmili(im

RadioactiveWMC
ManagementFuilities

RadioactiveWaste
hkagement Fwilitics

RmJiodvc Waste
ManagementFac41ititi

Radioacth Waste
ManagementFacilitiu

RadiotctivoWaste
MuIa gcmmtFacilities

RadiowtivcWaste
ManagementFacilities

Curmat Future Remarks
status Statu,

Opa$ting Shubhll

Slutuu
PlaUlk& Opcrltirlg

~m
Stutuv

Shutdown D&D

Shutdown D&D

I I r
Operating shutdown

, , *
Operating Shutdowl

I I

Opcding
I

Opcrsling I -
It 1 1

Opcrl!ing D&D

operating D&D
r I I

OpcAng I shutdown
I

Opcnting Opaaling



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & IDIOGRAPHIC FACILI’ITES

Operations Site Faculty Hucrd A~gre@ Current Futur8 Remarlu Catqoty
Omce category FaeilltyType Statut Ststul

RL Hdord T Plant(Dc.umtuninitiouF~cility) 3 RadioactiveWute Opalting Shutdown UA
MI.Mganent FaciIitia

RL Hmford 242-S Evqxmtcr. 242-T Evqwmtor 3 Rdiouiivo waste Shutdown D&D “ tm
MurwcmrntFaciliti=

RL HIIJord Oroul 3 RAioccliveWute Shuldown Shutdown [m
ManagementFacilities

RL Hm.ford W-1 12 Project- Enhmcc.dRadioactive& 2 Rdioactke Wrote Pllnning. Operation Hsmrd categay is HA
Mixed WssteStoqe Facility,Phue V Muugerrmt F@cility Construction, alimalcd; (mfcty
(Future) Stulup dccurnentttion10be

. . inrmporstcdintoCWC)

RL Hanford WESF (Wute Eaapsuhtionmd !kqe 2 RuliOactivaWUIC Opcrlti.ng operating HA
Facility) ManagementFacilities

RL Hmford HighLevelWtie Vilrific.alien 2 RadiooctivcWaste Otk Operating [IA
MmqymwntFacilities

RL Hanford LERF (LiquidEtllucrdRetention 3 RodioictiveWaste Openting Opcmting IIA
Fscility) ManagcrnmtFacilities

RL Hmford 100Area Reactors 3 ProductionReackm D&D D&D IIB
Shutdown

RL Hanford u Plull (221.U) 2/3 Radioactive Shu!don DAD IIB
MataidslPmsing

Fscility

RL HM$ord LowActivityWmtcThermal ~cah-ncn[ 3 ; RuiiotctivoWrote Pllnning. operating Est FY 2000; tobeprivate
Fscility

[IA
Mmagcrncn[Facilities coTutnJction,

startup

RL Hmford W426 Project- WasteReceiving& 3 R4diotctiwWaste Pllnning. Operation Haud utegcq is
Procchg Module(WRAP)

[IA
MuwgancntFacilitie Constmction, Ulimttcd.

Stutup



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUC’ AR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operetlons Site Fuulty Hazard Atg~gate current Future
Otfkt

Remmks category
Catexory FaeuItY‘M e Stroll status

RL Henford W-113Pmjti. SolidWestcRc&icvel 3 Rxlioeuivo Wts’ta Plelrnirl&
FeciIiry,Phe.scV

-g Hti cxtcgmyi, UA
MmugcmartFacilities ~m atirne~ Ncgothtioa(-

Stmtup FY2000)

RL Henford 200 ERF(ESlumtT-trnmt Fecility) 3 RadioactiveWesta Opcratirrg Opcreting [v
ManagunrntFwilitiu

RL Henford 3odw. MetcrielsDcvelopmc NIA RcccemhMoratuics Operlting Opcmting v
LebcxltolY

RL Henford 324 Building 2. Reacdt LeborelwY OPcrctim Shutdown nA

RL Henhrd 325 Building 3! Rac.archLdxxet~ OPcrerh Shutdown rlA

ILL Henford 327 Building
. .

2- Rcscuch LAorctory -.Opcrcung Shutdowr flA

RL Hdord FFTF(’PestFluxTat Facility)and I RcscamhRc@oIY Shutdown Hut Stiy BackupforTntium I
MASF(McintcnencaandSlmegc Production
Facility)

RL Henford 308 Building 3 R- Rc.ectom& pu Shutdown D&D Rerminsnuclearfmility m
P1’fXXtig duetoPu inducts

RI. Henford CSB(Canker StomgeBuilding](Future] 1 Spent Fuel Stomge Plenning, Opemting Dry Spent FuelStongc HA
Facilitia c-on,

stamp
RL Hcnford 3ME Building NIA Weep& Daign & Tating other Othff [

Ftcilitics

SR SRS Prcrus Control772-Fbborat~
..

2 Anahlic.elLeboretories Opcratinu oPCf8iillR IIA

SR SRS PKIXCSControl772-IF bborabry 3 AnalyticalLaboratcfies operating OpcratinK IIA

SR SRS WaterQualityLebunkny,Bldg. 3 AnalyticalLdorlkll-ies Operating D&D lm
77XXMI

SR SRS RetctmMaterialLeb.Bldg.32tXOOM NIA Antlylicd Labomtorica Shutdown Shutdown UB

SR SRS Metallurgicalbb, Bldk 322@X)M NIA An@ccl Leborattics Shutdown Shutdowr :E3

SR SRS 2I I .H OutsideFmility 2 Chemkd Procasing Openling ope!mting HA
Facilities



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEIWMT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & WIOGR4PHIC FACILITIES

Operatlwu Site Feclllty Hazard A~qnte current Future RemarJu Category
Omcc Category FdlltY Typo Stetus Statua

SR SRS SUM Saucu:-FCWB DixhMg~ Bld~ NIA other Ikliosctive Fscilitics -* H IIA
241097F.HCWB DischugGBldg.
241I03H-FRB Diig< Bldg
281OO8F-HRBDisclwge,Bldg.
281OO8H

SR SRS C-Ructor, B1dg-105COOC 2 ProductionRc&Y Shutdown Shutdmm rm.

SR SRS K-Reactor.Bldg. IOSOOOK 2 ProductiotiReacton Shutdown Silutdowo IIB

SR SRS LReacmr, Bids. 10SOOOL 2. ProductionReactors Shutdown Shutdown

SR SRS P-Rc$ctor,Bldg. 10SOCOP 2, ProducthmReectrm Shutdown shutdOWt Im
SR SRS R-Reactor,Bldg. 105OOOR NrA’ - Prodm”onRcmom Shutdown Shutdown IIB

SR SRS FuelFabricationBuilding,Bldg. 2 Radioac& MitetkWFWl Shutdown Shutdown
321CXMM

Im
Fabrication/Rocusing

Ftcilitia

SR SRS Old TergetFebrichonFacility,Bldg. NIA fbdiotctive MatcrieiWucl Shutdown Shutdown Im
313000M Fabricatic@rocessing
I 1“ 1’ Facilities - I I I I

SR SRS IF TMI( Fum WestcSlorsgeTank20 2 RuliomtivcWaste Deactivated shutdovm KB
MuttRurImt Facilities

SR SRS SW?@ EngineeredLowLCVCITrcnchcs 2 RadioactiveWUIC Deactivttod SiteClcsnup& Hi
MmlRanent Facilities Restoration

SR SRS DefmseWesrcPrcccssingFaciiityoBidg. 2 WdioactiveWute Operlting 0p(x8til18 iiA
221000S MarugerncntFacilities ..

SR sRS F Tank Farm PumpPits:FPP1,FPP2, 2 RadioactiveWute Operating operating iiA
FPP3 MantRcmcntF*cilitics

SR SRS F Tenk FarmW@ SloregeTanksi7.19 2 RadioactiveWaste Opewhg Shuk!own im
Mmaganent Feciiities



I

I
SR SRS

SR SRS

SR
I

SRS

SR I SRS

I

-1-SR SRS

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERA’IY)RS,& RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Faeluty

: Tmk FumWasteS-go TanlKK-
rankxl-8-TuJu U-28-TMIS 33,34-
rti 4447

: TMICFarmWut.eTruufcTsystem
)ivcrxiomBoxu:-FBD-I thmufi FBD-6

MassWasteStmge Facility,Bldg,
Isoooos
{TankFumPumpPitAIP? 14

{ TankFum WsstcS[ortgeTsnks:.
rmlu9-15-TMlc921-24-Tmks29-32.
rm 35-39-Trek 43

+TankFumWutcTransferSystcm
)iwion BoxM:-HDB.IIIuoughHDB-8
4 Tank Fum W- Truwfcr system.
‘roeesaPumpPit41nmntrateTrsnsfcr
System

2: .

2

2

2

2

2

Aggrtgab
FadMY TYPO

RkiioactivllWu!e
~F~ti=

RdioIctive Wute
MuwmmttFacilities

RadioactiveWute
MmstpmtmtFacilities

RadiOaOtiveWme
MansmammtFuilitics

~osctin Waste
Muqpmwnt Fxilitics

Curtwlt
Swua

-h

Opuating

opting

Future Remarh
status

-g fncluda F TankFmm
WasteTrader Sy@n

. SupportF&lhicc.F Tank
Fmn ckntrolRooM-2F
Eqwntor CcatmlHcnM.
Wuta RQnovdControl
House-Emqency
VcntihtiooStcfage&
SupplyBuik!inR

Opcdng

operating
I

=+-=-k&

Rdomtive Wutc Opcmting
ManagementFxilities

SupportFuilitics-:-Chmge
HcnMc(TM Hill Cmhl
Room)-WasteEvIpera@r
#l ControlRoom-Wute
RemovalControlHousc-
EmcrgmcyVcntilstion
Storage& SupplyBuilding

Operating

Rdiodvm Wute operating Opclwing
Mmagcmmt Facilities

Categoty

IL4

nA

nA

HA

M

HA

nA



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & IDIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Opcrat[ona Site Faclllty Hazard
om= csteKoty

SR SRS ITP/ESPWasteStortgcTanks:-Tti 2
4042-Tti4S-51

I I 1

SR SRS LateWashFsciliY,Bldg.S12000S 2

I I I

SR SRS LowmPointPumpPi4 Bldg.5110COS 2,

SR SRS SRTCIkfioactivc LiquidWaste .2 -
Handling(I A4A). Bld~.778000A

SR SRS SWMF TRU WasteSlomgePds 2

I I I

t

SR SRS WasteEvqmrsiw2F 2

1 [ ,

t
SR SRS WasteEvapmtw 2H 2

SR SRS RcplmcrncntHLW Evspora!or 2

SR SRS SWMF Old BurialOmund(Includa 2
SolvmtStorsEeTanksI-22)

SR SRS WasteEvqwrstorIF 2

I 1 1

t
SR SRS Wtic EvqmmtcxI H 2

SR SRS SWMF Mixed W-c Manigcmm[,Bldg. 2
643028E

Ag~m;ate Curmat Future Remark Cetego~
FscllltyType Stetus Ststut

maective W* Opulting Opemling Includu ITPEP Supp IIA
MsnsgcsmntFacilities Facilitia:-Emcrg~

VcntitationSlmsge&
. Supply13ui1di.ng.Contd

House,BldK.241082H

RadioactiveW~tc Operating Operating HA
ManagementFtcilitics

RmiiosctiveWaste Operating Operating HA
MsnagcrnmtFtcilitics

RadioactiveWaste Operating Opcfaling llA
MmSRCMmtFacilities

RadioactiveWaste 0pCfllk16 Opcdlg MA
MsnagcrnmLFacilities

RadioactiveWaste Operating Opcla[irig lIA
MMMRmICd Facilities

RadioactiveWaste Opcllling Operating HA
MsnagcrncntFacilities

RadioactiveWaste Planning. Opcraling HA
MenagcmcntFacilities Corslsuction,

Stemlp
RadioactiveWssk Shutdovm Silt Clc4rwp& 111

MsnagcrncntFacilities Restoration

: RadioactiveWaste Shutdown Shutdown [El
MsnaRcmcnlFacilities

RadioactiveWrote Shutdown D&D [m
MmagcmcnlFacilities

RadiosctivcWaste SiteCleanup& SileClunup & HI
MmaKcmcntFacilities Restoration Restoration



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELEMTORS, & IDIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Opcratlonl Site FuIUty Hazard Aggm@c Cumsst
omm CateRory Fdllty fipe Ststw

SR SRS H TsnkFsrmWsstcStcageTudc 16 3 RsdiosctivoWsste Dw4ivstcd
Msns~ @ Fsdiitics

SR SRS SWMF soh’eotStcageTti 29,30 3 R#iosdvo Ws.ste “ Dcscdvatd
Msnsm-mat Facilities

SR SRS CtF (%llpUtm Buildin~Bldg.2S3rlY3H 3 RsdiowtiveWsste Opcmting
Msnsgunbt Fscilitics

SR SRS E-ha Intcnmdistc LevelNon.Tritium 3. Rsdiodvc Wsste opers:ing
Vlldt MsnaEcrncotFacilities

SR SRS E-AreQlnbmncdi~ LevelTriliumVaul~ 3. . Rsdiolctive Wlste Operating
MsnaRcmentFscilitics

SR SRS E.AreaImng-LivedWsstcStorageVault 3 Rsdiowthe Wute Opcrdillg
hfmmnentFacilities

SR SRS E-Areabw ActivityWroteVauh 3 RsdiomtiveWaste operating
MsnagcnsentFacilities

SR SRS EffluentTreatmentFacility(ETF) 3 RadioactiveWaste operating
Trcatnvm(WItcrStaageTsnk-Trcttcd . MmagcmentFacilities
WctcfStorageT* Bldg.241018H-
TrcstcdWaterStcmgeTsnk Bldg.
2410I 9H-TrcAtcdWaIm StorageTsnk,
Bldg.241020H

SR SRS ETF TreatmentBuilding,Bldg.241081H 3 RadioactiveWaste Operating
~MsnagancntFacilities

SR SRS InlcrimTreltmentSlor18cTsnks-Treks 3 RadioactiveWaste Opcraling
M425.100-I to-lo Nkfw@ncntFacilities

Fututx Remark
status

Shutdowt

SiteClcsnu#&
Rcstorstion
DeUtivlted

Opcrsting
I I, 1

Opcsming
1 1

Opcfsling

Opcrsting

Opcmting

Opclating

Shut&um
I I



Operation:
Omcc

SR

.—
SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

SR

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACIMTKES,ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACIH’ITES

Site I FacUltY I Hazard I AIzm@e I Curmrrt I Future
Cltefory Fac-~ty-~e sbtw Statul

SRS Ok BTF TerkZ0310@JAP OH 3 RsdioaclivaWeste *W opting
TsnkContimt-EVAP Coodmsa MusqtunerrtFacilities
Turk COO@UnaIGEVIPCXhXFeed
TA&WsstcWataCollectionTsnk
CcdnmcnI.McmJSYRcmovslmd
CruboLSTsnkArce

SRS Ssltstcacb Building,Bldg. 3 RsdioactivcWeste Opcrlting operating
210000Z MmaRcmmtFacilities

SRS SahstoncVnrhs:-VmhNo. 1(ti[tS A. 3, RadioactiveWaste Opcrlting operating
F)-VmdtNo. 4 (CMlsA-L) (Previously . . MmagcmcrrtFacilities
vaults6&7)

SRS SRTCSolidW@ Husdhng(1A. 2A 3 RsdioactivcWaste Opining Operlting
6A),Bldg.778000A MuragemcntFacilities

SRS sSHT7FWRT,Bl~ 201Mx3Z 3 IWioactive Wsste Opaetirsg Opcmting
Minl$$ment Facilities

SRS . SW7XFE-Ar~ Trenches 3 RadioactiveWWe Opating Opcmting
MmtKemcntFacilities

SRS SWMF MixedWtie Storsgc,Bldg. 3 RmlioactiveWestc Opcmting operating
643029E Mmapmvmt Facilities

SRS SWMF MixedWurc Storsgc,Bldg. 3 RadioactiveWaste Opcmling OpcrMing
643043E Mmaumwnl Facilities

SRS SWMF, N-Aru, Mixed WssteStorage 3 . Rs.diotctiveWaste operating Opcraling
Bldg.,Bldjt.645~2N Mantgemen(Facilities

SRS SWMF NIVII ReactorComponent 1 RadioactiveWaste operating Opemting
stOrlxfJ/%1 MsrsagementFacilities

SRS SWMF UsedEquipmmtStorageArea, 3 RadioactiveWeste operating Operating
Bldg.643c07E Msnagcmen[Facilities

SRS SWMF WsstcCatifution Building, 3 RadioactiveWeste Opckrrg Opcrsting
lBldg.724008E Msn$Rcrncnt‘*~ilil;@~ I - - I - -. . ......-

Remarks
I

category

[IA

I HA

I
HA

I
HA “

I
HA

I
HA

I
HA

I
HA



OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

R
1’ I

I
t SR SRS

H=SR SRS

SR SRS

I

I SR SRS

b=t=-
F=F=
k--l=
El=

Faculty

CIFtiquid Wuto Storage,Bldg.
12621XIOH

CIF MainProcessBuilding,Bldg.
261OOOH

SW New solventStorageTanks

Hazard
Categofy

3

3

3

SW Omtcr t%afmrnentDisposal Y“ -

SRTCMainTcchnkalLab, Bldg. 2
773000A
SRTC!hnti bb, Bldg.736000A 3

SRTCTestin@rsdistion,Bldg. 3
774000A

,~ustiont EquipmentDevelopment NIA
Ftcility,Bldit.6781XX)T
SRTCRsdiologial& Environmcnial NIA
Sciencehb, Bldrn.735000A

TNX Building677 NIA

OldExpcrimen[slRcsctorFacility,Bldg. NIA
777010A

HcmyWtIcr ComponcnkTcsi ReacIor NIA
~CTR), Bldg.77000WJ

Aggregate Currat Future Rtnmrh
. Facluty fipe Statul Stttua

Rldiodve Wute Plmnill& Op@illg
Mamguncnt Facilities ~m

Stntup .
Radictack Waste Pllfurklgo operating

MmagcxncdFseilitics ~m
Stutup

RuiiouiivaWs.ste Pluming. OpcAng
Mmsganent Facilitia Cof@vdm

Stutup
RsdiOactivaWaste Shut&wn SiteCk.qnup&

Mtnagcmat F~ilitics Restoration
RadioactiveWute D&D D&D

ManagementFwilitics

Rdioach waste Shutdown SiteClanup &
Manwmcnt Fscilitics Restorati~
Researchhboratorics operating Opcrlting

, I 1

R~h IAcwamries I operating Opaalinl
ResearchMoratcxics operating Operating

I I I 1
ResearchLabomtwies Opmting Dpcding

I I I I
RcsmrchLaboratories Opcwing Opcraling

Research Labommrics operating Omalirru
ResearchRactors D’elctivlld Demtivmd

1 1 1 I

Resmch Reactors Shutdown Shutdown

.

,



hr-

F
SR
SR
SR

FSR
SR

t--

SR
SR

1=
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

F=
SR
SR
SR
SR

ESR
SR
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OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
NUCLEAR FACHJTIE$, ACCELERATORS, & lUDIOGR4PEfIC FACILITIES

IOpemtion9 site FacUhy Hemrd Aggregate Current Future Remark Catego~

Omct - Cattlory FacllltyType Stltui Statue

SR SRS VendorTrufmcadFccility,Bldg. NIA Suppal Fditk Planning,
34100gM

Shutdow m
CaY$@cAoll

.

. .



OFFICE OF ENERGY RESEARCH
NUCLEAR FACILITIES, ACCELERATORS, & RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Operatlon~ Sk FuUity Hs?.ard
om= Catezory

AL IANL 3 MeV Pclldroo(? Alaislsciences NIA
LAborlmrY)

AL H TA.21, Bldg. 155,TritiumSyslcrrrs 2
TestAssemblyCIXTA)

CH AMEs AM?SLsbmlory NIA

CH ANL-E AdvsnccPhotcmSourc8 NIA

CH ANL-E AdvsncedPhotonSoumc NIA

CH ANL-E ArgonneTsndanLimc Adcralor NIA .
.$yslcrn(ATIAS), Bldg.203

CH ANLE HVEM - TsrrdenrFscility(Chcm N/A- “
Scicnccs,Bldfl.2]2)

CH ANL-E lnkmsePulseNeutronSource NJA
(IPNS), Bldgs.381,391,375

CH ANL-E LINAC -20 MeV (ChcrnSciences, NIA
Bldg.21I )

CH ANL.E Vsn DCGrMIT. 2 MeV (Chem” NIA
Scicn=, Bldg.203)

CH ANL-E VsnDCGrdT. 3 MeV (Chan NIA
Sciences,Bldg.211)

CH ANL-E Bldg.315, StorageVluh 40 NtA

c1{ ANL-E Bldg.212, AlphaGmunt Ho{Cell 1
Ftcility(AOHCF)

Cii ANL-E Bldg.205, G-wing& Kwing 3
Complexes

CH BNL 2 McV Vsn deOradTIBldg.S5S1 2

CH BN’L IO McV ElccuonIinac lllldg. S55] NIA
B

Aggrqate Currtnt Futurw Remarks
Faculty TYPe Statu, status
Accelcrt[orx Opc@ng Opcmling

I I I I

Rcscmh IAorstories . ~ting opaaliI18,

Rc.wur.hLdOfltOfiCS Opadng OpeWin~
Acdcmtom OPsrstinlt OPcratim
Aocc!crk Opatting Opaatlng
Accckmtors Opadng Operating

Amderdors
I

Opaaling
I

Operating
I I

Accclcrdors
I

Opcrdng
I

Opaling
I I

1 1 I I

Acc.clcrtlors operating Opmting

Acderslors
I

Opcraling Opemling
I II I I I

AccelcrtIors Opcmling Opefding

FissilcMateritl S~orrngc
Fscilitics& VSUIIS

HotCell Complexes
~>i I I I

I&arch L.dxmtones Opcraling Operaling

Accdmlors Opcrding Opadirrg
Acdertlors opattinR Operating

I CH BNL 12McV Vm deGmsITIBldfl.5551 1 NIA Acc.clcm[ors I ~cra[in~ 0pcrs41in~— L..—-L_____

.
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Operatlonl Site FdIity Hazard Ac~rcgato Current
om~

Future Remarks
Cate~ory Fdllty Type

category
Stntul status

CH BNL 3 McV DyrtsmitrooAcAcrttor NIA Aodcmtors -h Cz=@l
~ldE. 901 W

CH BNL ArxdcmtorTestFmiMy(ATF), NIA Accekmtors Opmlting opcmtiog i
I_Bldg.820] .

CH BNL AllcsmtingGrsdicdSjnchrokon NIA Arxclcrakxx operating Opcrltirlg
(AGS), IBldm,91Z 913]

CH BNL Brookhsvcn LifltC fmtopc Produc.cr NIA A@xk@ors ~ 0pCr11iI18
(BLIP), p ldg.931]

Opcrsling

CH BNL CyclokonFlcility (BNL 50”md 4I” NIA Accclcrttors Opcral”mg operating
Cyclotrons),Bldg.$01

,,
. .

CH BNL NationalS~chroUWLightSource NfA Acahntors Operating o~a!ing
(NSLS),fBId&72SI

CH BNL RelativisticHeavyIcaCollider NIA Accclcmtors Pluvling, Opcmfirlg
(JzH7C) construction,

Slcrtup

CH . BNL DepletedUrsniumBlaks VmJII N/A Fkile MIfaial Slomgc Qxrlting Opcmting
Facilities& Vd.s

Cu BNL Bldg.403 Confmlld Em.iwrment N/A RcscsrchLSbOfIIMCS Opcraling Operating
RadiationFacility

CH BNL Bldg.490 Wkk BodyNcutmn N/A ResesrchLsbomkx+es Opcrsling Opcmting
lrmdittiortFacility

CH BNL Bld& 830, GunntaIrmdisdion NfA Rcsarch LAomforics Opcm!ing Opemling
Ftcilify

CH Em EnvironrncnldMwcnwn[ NIA RcscuchLsbamtorics Operating Opcmling
Ldmmtory(EML)

CH EML EnvimnrncnldMcssursrncnts N(A Rescsrchbbora~orics Opcmling Opcmling
Labom[ory

CH FNAL FermiNationalArxxlcra!or NIA Auekmlors Opcmting Opcmling
Lebordoty(FNAL)
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Opemtlont site FacUlty Huerd Aggregate Current Future Remarks C~tegory

Omce Catttom Faclllty Type status status

CH . NDRL Lmlc No. I NIA Acukmtom Opaltiw Opcrding
c1+ )4DRL Linlc No. 2 NIA Accclcrstom Opcrding“ Opcmting

CH NDRL Vsssdeti~O. 1 NIA Accelcrstosx oPcrltinK Opuahg
CH NDRL VcndeOraSKNo.2 NIA Awlerstom Owmting Opcrlting

CH PPPL TFrR 3 Ftion Facilities . Opcm!inll operating

OAK LBNL 889 Cyclo- Blrk 88 NIA Acoclualom OPCMthR OPCMtiSSll

OAK LBNL AdvsnocdIlr,ht Some, Bldg.6 NIA Accclerstom Opcrltinu Opcrtting

OAK LBNL BiomcAcalIsotopeFacility,Bldg. NIA -. ArxxJcrslors Opcrlling Opcmting
S6

OAK LBNL Rdiation fisusmnt Cdibmtion NIA AnslyticslLsbomtorics Operating Opcrltiig
Fscility(RACF)Bkk. 75C

OAK LBNL Shipping& Rcaiviag, Bldg.69 NtA Otier Radioactive opcrding Opcmting
Facilities

OAK LBNL LsbomloryBuildinKBldR.83 NIA RcscsrchLsbomtorics Opcmling Opcmting

OAK LBNL Bldl. 70 NIA Rc=h Lstmmttics Opcrl!ing I OpcratinR

OAK LBNL Bldg.70A NIA RmcarclrLsbora!ties Opcmtinfl Opmting

OAK LBNL Bld& 7S NationalTsi\iumLabeling NIA RcscsrchLaboratories Opcmting Opcmting
Facility(NTLF)

OAK LBNL CslvinLsb.Bldg.3 NIA RescsrchLdroralorics OpcralinR Opcrdilw

OAK LBNL Doncr Lab, Bldg.1 NIA RcscuchLsboratorics Opcmling opCMtiSIR

OAK LBNL ~MIO Bldg.Bldg 934 NIA RescuchLsboratorics Optfltin17 Opcm[inll

OAK LBNL HurnsnOcnomeCcnscr,Bldg.74 NIA R~h Ltboralories OpcrctinR Opcrlting

OAK LSBh-W IAoratory ofStructml Biology& t41A Rcscmh Lsbom!orics Opcrsling Operating
Molcculsr!kdicinc

OAK SLAC LinesrAcceleratorFacility NIA AccArrstors OpCfltinfl OperatinR

OAK SLAC StsnfordSynchmtsusRsdia[ion NIA Accclcrators Opcrsting Opmating
Lsboralov(SSRL) i
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-“

0perafJon9 SIfe Fadtlty Hazard
omct category

OAK SLAC Cdibrs[io.~Flcilify,Bldg.24 NIA

OAK SLAC RadioactiveMat&d StwMe Yerd NIA

Om SLAC RadioactiveWsstEStoisgeArci NIA

OR ORNL HollifieldHwy kmRe=rch NIA
Facilify/Radioactiwlm km
(HH2RFIR123),m

OR ORNL Oek RidgeLineuh-lcra!or NIA
(ORELA),6010

OR ORNL SurfaceModiIlcadatmd NtA
Chtrscttition Rcwxh

OR ORNL Tndcrn P@icle Aculatlor, 5S00 NIA

OR ORNL TSiDIOIonBeamF=ility (T’lBF) ?WA

OR ORNL Bldg.2026, Rsdi=!iw Mdcriak 3
- Analytical Leb

OR ORNL Bldg.3027. SwcislNuclcsr 12’

—
Aggregate Current Future Remark Category

FscllltyType Statut status
Anel@e41LAmrstoria operating Opcrlting

other operating operating
Radioa&c Wute Pkrning, Operating .

Mmtgencnt Ftcilitics Construction,”
Stlmlp

Accelerttom Opertting Operltiirg

Aocclcmtom
I

Opemting
I

Opertting
. . I I I

Ac=krstors
I

operating
I

Operating
I I I

Acdcrttom OperAng Opemling
Aw4erIIorY Operating C@f~ting

Anllylicll L4bmfories opmting Opcmling
. .

FissikMaterialS[orsgc Operaling
M&iQls VIUII

Operating
Ftcili!i- & Veultx

OR ORNL Bldg.3S25, trrsdi~ Fuels 2; HoI Cell Complexes
E..eminationLsbosa

Opcrtling Shu!down
ory(IFEL)

OR ORNL Bldg.302SE, IrrI&Ic4 MIteriIls 3 I Ho[Cell Complexes OpcrOling Opcrsling e
Ikrninn[ion & Tc&ngFtcility l“-, .__-.–.–..— L..

OR PortsmouthBldg.X-7725 RecyleAssembly 3 SUpporlFlcilitics Opcrnling Opcrn[ing
StorageYard- South
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Operatlom site Fs~ Hazmd Aggrcg?te Current Future Rem-rka
Offla Catezory Facility Type Statut

Category
Statue

Al. SNLNM TA.5. Bldg..6588. A!Ullh tic 2 ResearchReactors operating Opaating I
ResearchR-c@

CH ANL-E Bldg.205, O&K W- Gmplex 3 Hot till (bmplcxa OPcrttirrz“ Opcrltirlal “
CH ANL-w Lsb& OfiiccBldg. 3 Ar@lical LArstw”es operating Opcrdrlr?
CH AM-w FuelGnditioningFacility(FC~ 2 Chemicalprocessing operating Opcrdtlg

Facilities

CH ANL”w ZYPRWorkxtisuh 2 Fissile,Maleritl Storage Shutdows D&D
Facilities& VSUILS

CH ANL-W HotFuelExsminatimFscility 2 Hot’Cell Complexes Operating Operating
(HFEF)

cl-t ANT/w RadioactiveScrap& Wute faciliry 2 Olhcr Radioactive Operating Opera(ing
Facilities

CH ANL-W ContaminatedEquipmentStoregc 3 OtherRadioactive Operating Opertling
Facility Facilities

CH ANL.W OutsideRadioactiveStorageMCI 3 OtherRadioactive Opcrsting Opertling
Fscilitics

CH ANL-W ZPPRMmterishCusuol 3 Odwr Radioactive Shutdown D.&D
Facilities

CH ANL.W ZPPRMod.wp 3 Otmr Radioactive Shutdom D&D
Facilities

CH AN1..W FuelMmufsc!uringFacility
—

2 RadioactiveMs[cmls/Fuel Opcraling Opcrsling
FsbhcltiorMhccssing

Facilities

CH ANL-W ExperimentalBrada ReactorII I RcscsrchReactors Shu{dovm D&D
(EBR-11)

CH ANL.W NeukcmRadiographyReactor 2 ResearchRcsctors Operaling Operating
)

CH AN’LW TransientReaclorTCSIFtciliry 2 RcscuchReactors Shu!dowr D&D
(TREA17
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Operation] Site Fm4Xtty Huard Aggregate Current Future Remark category

om~ . Catezory FacllltyType Statul

CH BNL

Stltus
HighFIJXBcunR-w (HFBR) I RcscamlsResckms Opasting

CH BNL BrooklmvatMcdkxJResem-ch 2 RcscuchRetctors Opersliog
Ractor (T3MRR)

ID cNEL Nuclcu Mitcrisls Inspectionmd 2 Fis.sileMsttiLI Storage opcrltin~ Op@ing
Stor*RefNhUS) Fee@

Fuels
Fecilitics& Vaults

ID INEL (7TtAHC), TestRcec&rAret HoI 2 Hot (MJ Complexes &llhg Opcrlting
cells

ID INEL TRAEfJlucnt Trcetrmntend J RadioactiveMIIeri81s/Fucl OpcAng
ProcessingFacilitia

Opcradrsg.
Fa$ricdrm?roassing

-. Etcilitie$

ID INEL Advuwd TestRcatw(ATR) 1 Rcxuch Relctor~ operating lA

ID INEL Advarmcd Test ReJdnr Critical 2 Rescm-chReac[ors Operating
Ftcility (ATRCF)

IA
.

OR K-25 Bldg. . K. 1066-B,UF6 CylinderYud 2 OUIcrRtdiosclivc Opmting
Facilities

Opmling HA

OR K-25 BldgI - K-1066-q LJF6Cylinder 2 OIJScrRsdioac[ivc Opcrllissg Opcmting
Yud. Northof K-832 Fecilitic~

IIA

OR K.25 Bldg. . K.1066-F,UF6CylinderYud, 2 Okr Rtdionctivc Opcrlling OpcrIting
NortJsof K.1025 Facilities

[IA

OR K-25 Bldg. . K. 1066-J,UF6 CylinderYard, I 2 Ohcr Radionclivc Opcrltislg Opcming
Norxhof K.1025 Facilities

I&l

OR K-25 Bldg.- K-1066-K, LJF6Cylinder ‘” 2 Ok Rsdio#c[ivc operating Opmting
Ysrd, PortIl 8

11A
Facilities

OR K-25 Bldg. K.1066-L UF6 CylinderYerd ~ 2 OtlscYRsdio~c[ivc Opcrsling Opcrlting
Facilities

[1A

OR ORNL Bldg.7920, Rsdiochanicd 2 ChcrrricdPrmxssing Operating Opmdng
EngineeringDcvcloprncnl Ccnlcr Facilities

OR ORNL Bldg.7930, Rsdiochcznical 3 ChernicdPrcccssing Opcrlling
!%ginocfiR &vctopmentCcnlcr

Opaaling
Facilities
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Oper~tbn$ Site FacUlty HA?.ard
om~ Catecory
OR . ORNL B1cQ.S50S,Trwuranic Rucuth 3

Laborxtoq(3RL)
OR ORNL BkQ 7$03, HighFluxIsotope 1

Reactor(HFIR)
OR Psdti PdxxlI OmoouSDibion PluIt 2

(IWI-USEC fmilitk]

OR Poltmloulb Patxnouth 0~ Di5usion Plant 2
(nm-USEC facilitia)

OR Portsmouth X-745-4 C,& E UF6 CylinderYsrd 2

I I I
t CH NBL !NewBrunswickLaboratory 1

Aggrt;ate
Faclllty Type

R- bbCdOtiU

UuMuocnt Facilities

E@hrncnI Fecilitk

. ‘b&r Radiotctiw
Facilities

AnalW”c4-1bbordories

Currtnt [ Future I Remarks 1 Catego~
Status Statu9

operating Opaaring
1 1 I

Opera*, Opcding “
I I t

Ophng operating UA

Opcmling
I

Qxming
I I

UA

operating
I

Opcrttiig
I I

HA

Operalinu I OperelinjzI I



APPENDIX 4: DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BOARD
CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION ‘

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, (o Shirley Ann Jackson, NRC Chairman. April 9.1998.

Shirley Ann Jackson, NRC Chairman, to John T. Conway. DNFSB Chairman, July 14, 1998.

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, to Shirley Ann Jackson, NRC Chairman. July 22, 1998
(see Appendix 3 for enclosures).

John H. Austin, NRC. to Kenneth M. Pusateri. DNFSB, August 25. 1998 (w/o enclosures).

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, to Shirley Ann Jackson, NRC Chairman. September 9.
1998 (w/o enclosure).

John T, Conway, DNFSB Chairman, to Shirley Ann Jackson, NRC Chairman, September 30.
1998 (w/o enclosure).

A4- 1
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Hakt JohnCcdl K.cuts

62S Indiana-$venue, NW, SUlte 700, Washington, D C 20004 @
JohnELMansfield (202) 208-6400 “%..~+:

April 9,1998

The Honorable ShirIey Ann Jackson
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingto~ DC 20555

Dear Dr. Jackson:

Congress has asked the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) to prepare a
report with evaluations and assessments of proposals to externally regulate the Department of
Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities. The Board and its MThave been working on
responses to the sixteen items that Congress specified for the report in section 3202 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for FY-1998 (ses Enclosure). Congress referred to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in items 5, 15, and 16 and asked the Board to provide:

(5)

(15)

(16)

A list of all existing or planned Department of Energy defense nuclear
facilities that are similar to facilities under the regulatory jurisdiction of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission;

An assessment of the comparative advantages and disadvantages to the
Department of Energy in the event some or all Department of Energy
defense nuclear facilities were no longer included in the fbnctions of the
Board and were regulated by the Nuclear Regulator Commission; and

A comparison of the cosg as identified by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commissio~ that would be incurred at a gaseous difision plant to comply
with regulations issued by the Nuclear Regulatory CornmissioL with the
cost that would be incurred by a gaseous diflhsion plant if such a plant was
considered to be a Department of Energy defense nuclear facility as defined
by chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. $2286 ef
seq. ).

In addition, Congress asked for evaluations of issues and problems associated with
proposed “privatization” of certain DOE defense nuclear facilities, such as the Tank Waste
Remediation System (TWRS) at the Hanford Site, Richland, Washington. NRC is listed as
licensing body for Phase II of TWRS in DOE’s drafl request for proposals.
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.,,

The Board and its staff have, to date, relied upon published information in beginning to
evaluate these and other issues regarding proposals to regulate defense nuclear fkilities. To help
the Board assemble all the facts necessrq for its repom the Board would appreciate receiving
from NRC copies of such dat~ reports, information and expressions of views as the Commission
believes are relevant to the Board’s consideration of the items listed and external regulation in
general. Among other things, the Board requests NRC to provide the following specific
information:

(1)

(2)

(3)

A list of all existing or planned-DOE defense nuclear facilities which NRC believes
are similar to facilities currently under the regulatory jurisdiction of the NRC. For
each DOE facility deemed similar, please identifj the analogous category of NRC
facilities, the current NRC regulatory requirements governing those facilities the
basis for determining that the facilities are similar, and the direct and indirect costs
incurred by NRC to license and annually regulate each facility type deemed similar
to a defense nuclear facility.

Since regulatory costs will be affected by the assumed regulato~ (e.g.,
certification vs regulations without licensing vs licensing) fbrnewor~ what
framework does the NRC envision as appropriate for existing defense nuclear
facilities? For new construction? For decommissioning?

NRC performed a certification for the Paducah Gaseous Difision Plant pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. $2297 et seq., and 10 CFR Part 76. Please provide the direct and
indirect costs that were incurred by (a) the NRC, and (b) the United States
Enrichment Corporation to develop the regulations and certification process, to
implement the certification process, and to achieve compliance with the
certification standards at the Paducah Gaseous DiffLsion Plant. Using the gaseous
difision plant as a reference nuclear facility, what is NRC’s estimate of the direct
and indirect costs that would be incurred if such a plant were subjected to:

Case 1, Ml commercial licensing by NRC, including comprehensive
construction/operational licensing, together with compliance activity and
enforcement;

Case 2, NRC certification of plant as compliant with NRC requirements or
equivalent as a condition of operations, together with compliance activity and
enforcement; and

Case 3, independent NRC assessments with advisories andlor recommendations to
the Department of Energy.
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The Board is in the process of draflhtg responses to Congress that encompass the specific

questions asked and would appreciate receipt of the information identified above as soon as
possible. To be usdd, as much of the itiormation as possible should be in our hands within the
next 60 days. As our work progresses, we may have need for additional ifiormation from NRC.

If you or the other NRC Commissioners have any questions about this reque~ the other
Board Members and I are available to answer your questions and would be available to meet with
you and the other Commissioners at a time convenient to you. NRC staff may mntact the
Board’s General Counsel, Robert M. Anderse~ at (202) 208-6387 at any time regarding this
information request.

Sincerely,

//
/ ‘/y.

John T. Conway
Chairman

Enclosure

c: The Honorable Nils J. Di~ Commissioner
The Honorable Greta Joy Dicus, Commissioner
The Honorable Edward McGaffigan, Jr., Commissioner’



National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998

SEC. 3202. REPORT ON EXTERNAL REGULATION OF DEFENSE NUCLEAR
FACILITIES.

(a) REPORTING REQUIREMENT- The Defense Nuclear Facilities Stiety Board (in this
section referred to as the ‘Board’) shall prepare a report and make recommendations on its role in
the Department of Eneq#s decision to establish external regulation of defense nuclear facilities. The
report shall include the following:

(]) An assessment of the value of and the need for the Board to continue to perform the
fimtions specified under chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2286 et
seq.).’

(2) h assessment of the relationship between the functions of the Board and a proposal by
the Department of Energy to plaw+Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities under the
jurisdiction ofextemal regulatory agencies.

(3) An assessment of the finctiorts of the Board and whether there is a need to modi~ or
amend such finctions.

(4) An assessment o}the relative advantages and disadvantages to the Department and the
public of continuing the fictions of the Board with respect to Deptiment of Energy defense
nuclear facilities and replacing the activities of the Board with external regulation of such
facilities.

(5) A list of all existing or planned Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that are
similar to facilities under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(6) A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that are in compliance with
all applicable Department of Energy orders, regulations, and requirements relating to the
design, construction, operation, and decornmissionin~ M defense nuclear facilities.

(7) A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that have implemented,,
pursuant to an implementation plan, recommendations made by the Board and accepted by
the Secretaty of Energy.

(8) A list of Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that have a tinction related to
Department weapons activities,

(9)(A) A list of each existing defense nuclear facility that the Board determines-- :

(i) should continue to stay within the jurisdiction of the Board for a period of time or
indefinitely; and

(ii) should come under the jurisdiction of an outside regulatory authority. .



(B) An explanation of thedeterminations made under subparagraph (A).

(10) For any existing facilities that should, in the opinion of the Board, come uncle- ‘he
jurisdictionof artoutside regulato~ authority, the date when this move would ocmr and the

period of time necess~ for the transition.

(11) A list of any proposed Department of Energy defense nuclear ficihties that should come
under the Board’s jurisdiction.

(12) h assessment of regulato~ and other issues associated with the desi~ constructio~

operatiou and decommissioning of fkcdities that are not owned by the Department of Energy
but which would provide sewices to the Department of Energy.

(13) An assessment of the role of the Board, if any, in privatization projects undertaken by
the Department.

(14) An assessment of the role of the Board, if ~y, in any tritium production facilities.

(15) h assessment of the comparative advantages and disadvantages to the Department of
Energy in the event some or all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities were no
longer included in the fimctions of the Board and were regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

(16) A wmparison of the cost, as identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Cornrnissio~ that
would be incurred at a gaseous difision plant to Wmply with regulations issued by the
Nuclear Regulatory CornmissioL with the cost that would be incurred by a gaseous diffusion
plant if such a plant was considered to be a Department of Energy defense nuclear facility as
defined by chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2286 et seq.).

(b) COMMENTS ON REPORT-Before submission of the report to Congress under subsection (c),
the Board shall transmit the report to the Secretary of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The Secretary and the Commission shall provide their comments on the report to both
the P“trd and to Congress

(c) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS- Not later than six months idler the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Board shall provide to Congress an interim report on the status of the implementation of this
section. Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and not earlier than 30
days after receipt of comments from the Secretary of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
under subsection (b), the Board shall submit to Congress the report required under subsection (a).

(d) DEFINITION- In this section, the term ‘Department of Energy defense nuclear facility’ has the
meaning provided by section 318 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U. S.C. 2286g).
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UNITED STATES ‘~rd l!t?q’afir:

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,
WASHINGTON.O.C.2Q==0Q~
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JUIY 14, 1998

The Honorable John T. Conway, Chairman mo;;:$:i:
U.S. Defense Nuclear Faalities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700 Uq [1’ ~o 1~8 \u

Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Conway:
OFFICEOFTHEcHAIR~Ar!.“

I am responding to your April 9, 1998, request for data, reports, and information on external
- regulation of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities. The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) has focused on the potential for. external regulation of non-
.defense program faalities. There are no present pkIJ,S for the NRC to provide external
regulation to Defense Program (DP) facilities.

In order to accurately respond to Questions 1 and 2, DNFSB shou[d provide an updated list of -
which DOE facilities the DNFSB considers defense faulities, alon9 W a description of each
faulii’s activities. Such a list would allow mmparisons w exi~-ng facilities under the NRC’s
jurisdiction, and allow the estimation of direct and indirect costs to regulate each such facility
type (Item 1, page 2). After receiving the lists as described, we will be pleased to respond to
Questions 1 and 2.

Question 3 asked for the NRC’s estimate of direct and indirect costs that would be incurred
using the gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs) as a reference nuclear faUl@, if such a plant were
subjected to: (a) full commeraal licensing; (b) certification as com~liant with NRC
requirements; and (c) independent assessments with advisories ancUor recommendations to
DOE.. This is a hypothetical question for which we have no direct experience. The review and
certification of the GDPs were unique and any extrapolation of the casts incurred has great
uncertainty. Therefore, the following should be taken, at bestj as an educated guess.

.

The estimates of the cost of transitioning the two GDPs at Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth,
Ohio, (as provided in the August 9, 1996, letter from J. Dale Jackson, DOE, to Walter S.
SchwinK NRC, enclosed) are:

Activity $. thousands

Application preparation 20,000
Compliance plan 8,000

NRC certification fee 7,200
Procedures and training 4,000
NRC Reporting System 250

10 CFR review and comment 185

NRC Office modifications 170

Costs to bring the IWO plants into compliance with existing DOE orders, standards, regulations
and guidelines were excluded and were estimated to be about $200,000,000. The costs

provided above, attributable to coming under NRC jurisdiction, are for Portsmouth and



,.

Paducah. The” activity,
for four years including

2

“NRC ~~fication fee,” indudes \2 till-time equival:flts (nEs) per year

~.~:~resident inspectom at each srte, and IS for the m[tial certification of

the Paducah and Po~mouth Plants. NRC believes ~is cost would bean upper limit for

regulating nomDP facilities.

For the continuing oversight impectio~ anct r=tifiCatiOfl Of the two plants, NRC is Spending
about 12 FTEs per year, including 2 resident inspectom at each ske. ~is level of effort cdd
be somewhat higher if NRC “were to ii~nse the GDPs. Licensing of the GDPs could require
about 3 or more tTES in addition to those expended on the =~fication, to address
environmental issues and the learning process. Conversely, there may be some savings of
resources in a licensing review since the technical issue resol~on is better defined. The

continuing oversight and inspection costs would remain the same. However, we have no

estimate of the costs to baddit licensing requirements on the GDps. Because of the
uncertainty of costs in this area, and since the GDPs were already constructed and had
operated for several decades, the certification option was chosen. If NRC were to just be an
advisor ma~ng recommendations concerning the GDPs, the resources would be less and
would be very dependent on the extent and Wmplexity of any requested assistance.

...
In general, the costs for external regulation of a DOE facility will vary according to the regulatory
mechanism applied and the means chosen to implement it. nere are a variety of possible
regulatory mechanisms that could be used to regulate DOE fau.Jities in~uding a specific license,

a general license, a broadsmpe license, a Master Materials Li=nse, mncurrence, orders, and
certification along the lines of the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) model. On the
basis of NRC’s experience and practice in appiying these mechanisms to existing regulated
facilities, NRC would implement these options in different ways, depending on the
characteristics and risks associated with a DOE fadlity or =@vity under review. Since DOES
facilities and hazards differ videly, a “one size fits all” HJJkitOrY approach would not work For
example, broadscope licenses may be suitable for research facilities, and a specific license
could be issued for spent fuel storage facilities. NRC and DOE are about to complete the first

pilot project which has taken place at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).
Among the preliminary findings are: there would be value added by NRC regulation of LBNL,
the best regulatory mechanism would be through issuance of a broadsmpe materials license
under 10 CFR Part 33, there would be cost savings to the tax payer, and NRC’s rests would be
about 0.6 HE to transition to NRC regulation of LBNL and about 0.2 HE per year thereafter.
NRC believes this represents the lower bound of NRC rests to regulate DOE non-DP nuclear
facilities. Further, NRC anticipates backfitting requirements only where it is necessary to
improve safety.

I trust this reply responds to your concerns.

Sincerely,

Shirley Ann Jackson

Enclosure: As stated
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Hr. Halter S. Schwlnk
United States tiuclear

Regulatory Comrnlssion
US T8A33
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Haryland 20852

Department of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. BOX2001 @cq/Ee,Oak~idge, Tennessee 37831— 8651 98Ju[/6 ~h .

August 9, ?996
O#F SAF ‘:39

“ %04RD

C)eartjr. Schwink:

0EPART?4EHT OF ENERGY ESTIK-4TEOF COST IHPA~ FOR TRANSITION OF REGU1.JITORy “
AUTHORITY OF THE GMEOUS DIFFUSIOH PMS FRWTHE DEpAR~E~ OF EMERGY TO THE
HUCLQ4R REGUMTORY CO+Q41SSIOH

Refer to the memo from :& concern,...‘-o the ~@ject transition costs dated
June 19, 1995.

This information {s being proyided to update the cost information provided to
you on June 12, 1995. TheDepa@nent of Energy (WE) Regulatory Oversight
Group has reviewed the previous estimate for the cost ~mpact of regulatory
transition of the Gaseous lliffusion Plants (GOP) a~.Portsmouth, Ohio, and
Paducah , Kentucky, from DOE to the Hu”clearfiegulatory Commission (NRC), and
updated it based on current information and forecasts. The revised estimates
for these costs are shown below.

Iect
Application reparation

!Compliance P an
NRC Certification Fee.
Procedures and training upgrade
NRC Reporting System
10CFR76 Review and comment
NRC Office Codifications

$20,000,000
$ 8.000.000
$ 7;200;000
$4,000,000
$ 250,000
$ 185.000
$--lzQmQ

Total $39,805,000

Excluded are those costs estimated to bring the plant into com liance with
existing DOE orders, Rstandards, regulations and guidel~nes. T e estimates
address only those activities necessary for initial’certification and for
compliance with requirenxnts in 10CFR76 ~hich are either more rigorous than or
are not addressed by the DOE requirements. Neither does the estimate include
costs for ongoing annual reports to Congress, etc.

This ii currently the best cost estimate available. Xore accurate data will
be collected as the GDPs certification finalizes.
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If you have any questions or need additional i.,fomation,please do not
hesitate to give me a cal1 at (423) 241-3208.

Sincerely, “

P+.Dale Jackson
Regulatory Oversight Manager
Office of Assistant Hanager
for Enrichment Facilities

.

~!-fl. DeYault, EF-20TRPK, IX’E/ORO
J. U. Parks, EF-20, k E/ORO
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The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman
Nuclear Regulato~ Commission
Washingto~ DC 20555

July 22, 1998

DELI VERED

Dear Dr. Jackson:

We have received your July 14, 1998, letter responding in part to the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board’s (Board) April 9, 1998, request to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for daa reports, and information on possible external regulation of the United States
Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities. Your letter states that “[i]n order to
accurately respond to Questions 1 and 2, DNFSB should provide an updated list of which DOE
facilities the DNFSB considers defense facilities, along with a description of each facility’s
activities.” Your letter goes onto explain that once in receipt of this information, NRC will be
able to protide the idormation requested in Questions 1 and 2 of the Board’s April 9, 1998,
letter.

As indicated below, mos~ if not all, of this information is available to the public or has
previously been discussed with NRC staff. -

Defense nuclear facilities are statutorily defined in the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, at
42 U.S.C. $ 2286g

. . . [T]he term ‘Department of Energy defense nuclear facility’ means any of the
following:

(1) A production facility or utilization facility (as defined in section
11 of this Act) that is under the control or jurisdiction of the Secreta~ of
Energy and that is operated for national security purposes, but the term
does not include--

(A) any facility or activity covered by Executive Order No.
12344, dated February 1, 1982, pertaining to the Naval nuclear
propulsion program;

(B) any facility or activity involved with the transportation
of”nuclear explosives or nuclear material;

(C) any facility that does not conduct atomic mergy defense
activities; or
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(D) any facility owned by the United States Enrichment
Corporation.
(2) A nuclear waste storage facility under the control or jurisdiction

of the Secretary of Energy, but the term does not include a facility
developed pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.
10101 et seq.) and licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Cornm.ission.

In 1991, Congress enacted the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1992
and 1993 (Public Law 102-190, Dec. 5, 1991) which amended the Board’s enabling statute to
include oversight of facilities that canduct assembly, disassembly, and testing of nuclear weapons.
Thus, there are currently three basic categories of defense nuclear facilities: (1) DOE facilities
which produce or produced special nuclear materials for national security purposes, which now
also include facilities that assemble and disassemble nuclear weapons; (2) DOE facilities which
utilize or utilized special nuclear materials for national security purposes, such as defense-related
reactors, and now include weapons testing facilities; and (3) DOE nuclear waste storage facilities
not licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. By statute, the Board has oversight
jurisdiction for these facilities throughout their entire life cycle, from design, constructio~ and
operation through decommissioning regardless of whether these facilities are under the control of
the Assistant Secretay for Defense Programs. The Board, in its Seventh Annual Report to
Congress listed priority defense nuclear facilities and activities. A cmpy of the relevant portion of
that report is enclosed.

Because defense nuclear facilities have been defined by statute to include items as small as
“arty equipment or device” or “component part designed for such equipment or device,” the
Department of Energy and the Board have, for the most part, aggregated such equipment or
devices at the building level, and have referred to the building or room as the “defense nuclear
facility.” DOE’s December 1996 Report of the Department of Energy Work Group on External
Regu/a[ion cited in your Memorandum of Understanding with Secretary Pefia contains a list in
Appendix J of DOE nuclear facilities managed by the Oflice of Defense Programs. In addition it
includes those facilities managed by the OffIce of Environmental Management, and the Office of
Energy Research.

In a presentation to NRC staff on January 21, 1997, Board Member Joseph DiNunno
used, and left with your staff, view graphs that designated facilities as category I, 11~ HB, 111,IV,
and V. A copy of Appendix J, annotated to show this categorizatio~ is enclosed. Facilities
marked I include operational defense nuclear facilities in the weapons program required to
support the weapons mission. Those marked 11Aare high hazard defense nuclear facilities
required for safe materials stabilization of radioactive residuals of weapons production, waste
processing, and safe storage. Defense nuclear facilities marked IIB, III, and IV are former
operational facilities that are the major targets for deactivation, decommissioning, cleanup, and
environmental restoration. Facilities marked V are non-defense nuclear facilities which do not fall
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under the Board’s oversight jurisdiction. For purposes of responding to the Board’s Questions 1
and 2 of April 9, 1998, those defense nuclear facilities designated as I or IIA are of principal
interest.

With this additional information from publicly-available documents, the Board hopes NRC
will be able to promptly respond to initial Questions 1 and 2 contained in the Board’s letter of
April 9, 1998. If you or your stafYhave additional questions in responding to our initial request
for inforrnatio~ please do not hesitate to contact me by phone at 202-208-6400.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

c: The Honorable IWs J. Diaq Commissioner

The Honorable Edward McGa!Tigiq Jr., Commissioner



UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. ~1

August 25, 1998

Mr. Kenneth M. Pusateri
General Manager
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20004

Dear Mr. Pusateri:
.

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of August 24, 1998, establishing a meeting time of
10:30 a.m., on August 31, 1998, in your office, to discuss our information needs that would
permit us to estimate the costs of regulating the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Defense
Program (DP) facilities. This information is in addition to the information provided by John T.
Conway, Chairman, U.S. Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) in his letter to
Shirley Ann Jackson, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regl ‘latory Commission (NRC), dated July 22,
1998.

NRC regulates on the basis of individual radionuclides, quantities of those radionuclides, and
the nature of the activities conducted at facilities, as well as other considerations. An example
of the type of information we need for each facility, so we can develop accurate, regulatory
costs, is shown in Enclosure 1. NRC developed this information so as to best identify which
program codes, regulatory regime, and fee categories would apply to each Oak Ridge National
Laboratory facility assessed during the Pilot Project of simulated regulation conducted there in
the past few months. Similar information is needed about the DP facilities, so we can complete
a similar analysis.

NRC has reorganized (Enclosure 2) the facilities that DNFSB provided according to the types of
facilities listed in the attachment to the letter dated July 22, 1998, namely, “DOE Facility/Site
Summary.” From this reorganization, NRC has identified current licensees or program codes
that most closely fit those types of facilities (Enclosure 3). As can be seen in Enclosure 3, a
wide variety of current licensees or program codes could serve as a basis for estimating
resource needs for regulating DP facilities. Resource needs for regulating this variety of
licensees differ by a factor of five or more, depending on the particulars of each licensee. This
would be true for DP facilities, as well. H may be that existing program codes are not
appropriate for DP facilities. If not, then the level of effort is dependent on the extent to which
the “areas of review” identified in Enclosure 3 are applicable to individual DP facilities. The
areas of review, in turn, are dependent on the identities of radionuclides within each facility,
possession limits for radionuclides, and the nature of the activities (e.g., hot cell activities, glove
box activities, hood operations, and potential for criticality), and the role of structures, systems,
and components in ensuring safety.
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I look forward to meeting with you on August 31, 1998. If you need to contact me before then,
I can be reached at (301) 415-7275.

r

Sincerely,

#AL4L-k
J&hn H. Austin, Deputy Chairman -
External Regulation of the Department

of Energy Task Force

Enclosures:
1. ORNL Radiological Facilities

(other than REDC)
2. DOE Facility/Site Summary
3. Costs to Regulate DOE DP Facilities
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Jo& T. (Imway, C3airman

AJ. Eggcnbcrgcf,VICCChairman

JosephJ.DiNunno SAFETYBOW
HerbcrlJohnCecilKou& 625 IndianaAvcnuq NW, Suite700, Washington,D.C. 20004-2901
JohnE Mansfield (-2U2)20S-6400

September 9, 1998

The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Jackson:

As set forth in previous correspondence, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board is in
the process of completing a report on external regulation of defense nuclear facilities as required
by Section 3202 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1998. In this regard, the
Board has sought the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) views on the questions posed by
Congress concerning the comparative advantages and disadvantages to the Department of Energy
@OE) in the event some or all DOE defense nuclear facilities currently subject to Board
oversight are subjected to fill regulation by the NRC. Specifically, the Board requested from the
NRC any direct and indirect cost data that the NRC had readily available for selected categories
of NRC facilities deemed similar to the defense nuclear facilities referenced in my letter to you
dated July 22, 1998.

The Board has reviewed the enclosed letter from Dr. Austin of your staff explaining
NRC’s regulatory approach and additional data needs in order for the NRC to develop meanin@l
cost data that are responsive to the Board’s original request. In addition, the Board’s staff met
with Dr. Austin on August 31, 1998 to discuss the scope and magtitude of the effort required to
research and develop the data base envisioned for projecting NRC’s costs for regulating DOE

defense nuclear facilities.

With the benefit of Dr. Austin’s letter and his meeting with the Board’s staff, the Board
now has a better understanding of the dif%culties the NRC has in being able to provide the Board

with reliable cost estimates. Dr. Austin explained that there are few NRC facilities that are
analogous to proposed or existing defense nuclear facilities, and that attempts to extrapolate
regulatory costs from NRC’s traditional regulatory base to those for defense nuclear facilities may
result in a significant underestimation of the cost of regulating defense nuclear facilities. Dr.
Austin stated in his recent letter that the NRC regulates on the basis of individual radionuclides,
quantities of radionuclides, and the nature of the activities conducted at facilities as well as other
considerations, It would be difficult at best for the Board’s staff to apply the NRC program codes
and regulatory regime to the DOE nuclear weapons stockpile stewardship and management

operations, which include nuclear explosive activities and unique experiments involving co-
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located high explosives and nuclear material. Unlike the facilities under ~C regulation, the risks
at these defense nuclear facilities are not solely a fimction of the quantities of nuclear material
present and associated criticality safety concerns, but more importantly, the material processes
involved and the potential for explosive dispersal of radioactive materials or inadvertent nuclear
detonation.

.

The Board understands that NRC believes it would be necessary to review information on
each defense nuclear facility on a case-by-case basis in order to develop an estimate of the
regulatory costs. The Board is concerned that a time-consuming and expensive effort by NRC,
DOE, and Board staff to collect data on DOE defense nuclear facilities for use in extrapolating
possible regulatory costs will be of questionable value for this Congressional reporting
requirement. Before engaging in a review of this depth, the Board intends to solicit the views of
the House and Senate Defense Oversight Committees.

The Board appreciates the NRC’s attempt to be responsive to our request for projected

cost data. ln view of the submission date for this Congressional reporting requirement, the Board
plans to reference the information provided by the NRC to date in its report to Congress.

Sincerely,

/p~zd //47”

John T. onway
Chairman

Enclosure: J.H. Austin to K.M. Pusaten
letter dated August 25, 1998

c: The Honorable Nils J. Diaz, Commissioner
The Honorable Edward McGafflgan, Jr., Commissioner
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JoscfhJ DtNunno
SAFETYBOARD

HertmI JohnCad KOUIS 625 IndianaAvenue.NW, Suite700, Wasbingba.D.C. 20004-2901
JohnE. m~ridd (XT?)2wal

September 30, 1998

The Honorable Shirley Ann Jackson
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washingto~ DC 20555

DEI WFXED

Dear Chairman Jackson: .-.-

In accordance with Section 3202 of the National Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998, I
am sending you a draft report by the Defense Nuch.r Facilities Stiety Board (Board), which
includes a response to 16 specific inquiries from the Congress evaluating External Regulation of
Defense Nuclear Facilities.

AS you will note, the Board does not believe additional external regulation of Defense
Nuclear Facilities is in the best interest of our Nation. The Board is continuing to obtain
additional material and will welcome any comments you may wish to make. Your comments will
be included in the final repofi together with your earlier letters of July 14, 1998, and August 25,

1998. While our final report may differ somewhat in details from the draft enclosed, this basic
conclusion is firm.

Sincerely,

Enclosure



APPENDIX 5: DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BOARD
CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

1.

‘7-.

3

4.

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, LOFederico F. Peila, Secretary of Energy, Dece,.. Jer 23,
1997.

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, to Federico F. Peiia. Secretary of Energy. May 14.1998.

Elizabeth A. Moler, Acting Secretary of Energy, to John T. Conway. DNFSB Chairman,
August 14.1998.

John T. Conway, DNFSB Chairman, to Bill Richardson, Secretar> of Energy. September 30.
1998 (w/o enclosure).
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Josc@IJ.DINunno SAFETYBOARD
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625 Indiana Avenue,NW,Suite 700,Washington D.C.20004
Jdln!ZM.ansncld (202)20S-6400

December 23, 1997

The Honorable Federko Pefia
Secretaxy of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washingto% D.C. 20585-1000

Dear Secretary Peiia:

As a part of the Department of Energy’s (DOE) implementation plan for the Defense
Nuclear Facilities Safkty Board’s (Board) Recamrnendation 95-2, DOE and its contractors are
moving forward on a demonstration program. This program will systematically establis~ for ten
priority faciliti~ the controls mutually agreed upon by contractors and DOE to be needed for
safe facility operation. These controls are beinb tilored to the hazards of the activities conducted
in those facilities to ensure protection of the public, workers and the environment. This
integration of work planning and safety planning for the ten designated ftilities is proceeding
reasonably well. The results are providing an experience base that illustrates not only the merits
of such an integrated approac~ but good examples that can be used to enlarge the range of
applications for safety management programs.

The Board is aware that the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary are looking to the
Secretarial Program Officers to aggressively implement integrated sdety management (ISM)
concepts in the conduct of their programs. The Board commends top management leadership’s
emphasis on safety and believes the time has come to move beyond the ten pnority/demonstration
facilities toward a wider scale application of the ISM concept at other defense nuclear facilities.
The Board believes that DOE and its contractors have much of this concept already in place for a
substantial number of facilities and activities, although not in a form that is readily identifiable and
demonstrable. The Board wishes to collect information on all defense nuclear facilities and
activities that represent substantial potential safety risks, to determine their current operational
safety bases. The objective is to ident@ needed upgrad~ if any. The Board intends to work
with DOE to bring all such facilities and activities into compliance with the ISM concept.
Enclosure A identifies those facilities the Board considers to be an appropriate set. DOE may
wish to add to the list.

Enclosure B identifies requisites for demonstrating that an integrated safety management

program is indeed in place for a facility or activity. The Board wishes to know the status of each
of these key elements for each of the facilities/activities listed in Enclosure A

Therefore, pursuant to 42 U.S.C $ 2286b(d), the Board requests for each of the facilities-.
and activities listed in Enclosure A the following itiormation:

● The status of each of the requisites for an integrated safety

shown in Enclosure B. Where requisites are considered to

. .

management program as

be already sa&fied, the
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data provided should include the reference documents in which evidence of such status
can be confirmed and the date upon which DOE approved or otherwise indicated
acceptance (e.g., SARS, BIOS, TSRS, LCOS, etc.).

● If DOE and contractors determine, for any of the facilities or activities listed in

Enclosure B, that the elements identified as requisites are not presently sufficiently

well-developed to pass verification reviews, provide the following:

What is the completion status?
What is the schedule for upgrades?
What compensatory measures are or will be in place pending the upgrades to
ensure safe continuing operations?
Which facilities or activities listed in Enclosure A are considered priority targets
for Authorization Agreements? On what schedu/e?

Most of the facilities listed in Enclosure A are currently operational and presumably are
operating under controls that DOE and its contractors deem acceptable for ensuring adequate
radiological protection of the public, workers, and the environment. Hence, much of the
information sought should be readily available. However, the Board realizes that in light of the
number of facilities involved and the number of questions relevant to each, it may be difficult to
assimilate the information and coordinate a response in a short time. The Board requests that a
complete report be provided within 60 days. In the interest of obtaining as full as possible a
response in that intewal, the Board’s staff is prepared to assist in any way that will be helpfil.
Furthermore, the Board encourages DOE to submit partial responses earlier, where that is
possible, rather that waiting until all information is available for a fill response.

This report will assist the Board in preparing a report requested by Congress, as a part of
the Fiscal Year 1998 Defense Authorization Bill on the state of compliance of defense nuclear
facilities with applicable DOE safety requirements. The Board believes this status report also will
be essential to DOE in planning its path forward for complex-wide integrated safety management.

If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Jfi’’2f;f
Chairman

cc Mr Mark B Whitaker, Jr

Enclosures
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ENCLOSURE A

FACW I LIFECYCU STAGE’ I HAZARDS’

SAVANNAHRIVER SITE

F-CanyonFB-Lind Operational (EM) HIGH

FA-Line Plutonium, Uramum, Transuranics, HLW
H-Canyon/HB-Lme/

HA-Line
235-F Vault

DWPFflTPEP Operational (EM) HIGH

HLW Tanks Fission Products

RBOF, L-Basin, K- Opcrational (EM) MODER4TE

Basin Plutonium, Uranium, Fission Products

Tritium Facilities Operational (DP) HIGH
Tritium

HANFORD

lilgh LCvClWasIc Tank Operational (EM) HIGH

Farms Fission Produc[s

K-Reactor Area Fuel Operational (EM) MODERATE
Storage Basins Spent Nuclear Fuel and Sludge

Plutonium Finishing operational (EM) MODERATE
Plant Plutonlum

Waste Encapsulation Operational (EM) MODERATE

and Storage Facility Ccsium & Strontium

ROCKY FLATS

solution prwessing and Deactivation (EM) MODERATE
SNM Storage Building Plutonium Solutlon, SNM, and waste
771

Solution processing and Operational (EM) HIGH
SNM consolidated Plutonium solution, SNM, and waste

storage
Building 37 1/374

Residue Processing and Operational (EM) MODERATE
SNM Storage, Building Plutonlum residue SNM, and waste . .

707

A- I
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LXFECYCLESTAGE’ HAZARDS’

Residue Processing and
SNM Storage Building
776

Building 559, Analysis
Laboratory

Building 774, Waste
Processing

Deactivation and
Ilexxmmissioning (EM)

Operational (EM)

Operational (EM)

MODERATE
Plutoruum residue SW and waste

MODERATE
Plutoruum solu(lon, SNM, and waste

LOW
Waste plutonium solutions

INEL

HIGHAdvanced Test Reactor I Operational (NE),.
I Fission Produc~, Uranium-235

CPP-603
UnderwaterFuel
Sloragc

Operational (EM) MODERATE
Fission Products, Uranium, Plutonium

Irradiated Fuel S[oragc
Facility (Dry SNM
Storage)

Operational (EM) HIGII
Fission Produc[s

Ncw Waste Calcmlng
Facillty

Opcratlonal (EM) HIGH
Flsston Produc(s

CPP-666, Underwater

Fuel Storage

Operational (EM) HIGH
Fission Products

Radioactive Waste Operational (EM) MODERATE

Management Complex Some Fission Products, Uranium, Plutonium

Unu-radiated Fuel Operational (EM) LOW
Storage Faclllty Uraruum

PANTEX

Nuclear Weapon
Asscmblylllsassembly
cells

Opcratlonai (DP) HIGH
High Explosives, Plutonlum, Uranium, Tntium

Nuclear Weapon
Assembly /Dlsassemblv
Bays

Operational (DP) HIGH
High Explosives, Plutonium, Uranium, Tritium

Building 12-116, SNM
S(aglng Faclllty (Nc\v
nuclear facillty)

ConstructIon (DP) MODERATE (at present)

Plutonlum, Uranium, Tntlurn

A-2
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ENCLOSUREA

FACI.LJTY LIFE CYCLESTAGE’ H.AZARDS2

Building 12-104A, Gmstlllction (DP) MODERATE

Special Purpose Bays Wcnpons hazards Radiation Generating Device

mew nuclear facility) (LINAC)

Building 12-66, Pit Operational (DP) MODEWTE

Storage Facility Plutonium

Dynamic Balancer Operational (DP) HIGH
High Explosives, Plutonium, Uranium, Tntium

Weapons Operational (DP) HIGH

Dmnantlcment High Explosives, Plutonium, Uranium, Tritium

Programs (W56, W69,
W76, W78, W79)

Paint Bays, (BIdg 1241) Operational (DP) HIGH
High explosives, Plutonium

NTS

Abel Sltc, Area 27 ([o Operational (DP) HIGH

bc replaced by the High Explosives

Dcvwc Assembly Plulonlum, Uranium, Tntium

Facility, Area 6)

Radioactive Waste Operational (DP) MODERATE

Management sites m Plutonium, Uranium

Area 5, Area 3 and the
TRU Pad

U Ia Complex Operational (DP) HIGH
High Explosives
Plutomum, Uranium, Trihum

LANL

TA-55, Plutonium Operational (DP) HIGH

Facility, LANL’s main Plutomum

facility for R&D and Chemical hazards. Nuclear criticality

processing of
plutomum

TA-3, Chemistry and Operational (DP) HIGH

Metallurgy Research Plutonlum. Uramum. Chemical hazards,
Bulidlng, an R&D

faclllty

A-3



PRIoR~y FACILITIES AND ACTIWTIES
ENCLOSURE A

.~ACILIIY ‘ :LJFECYCLESTAGE’ HAZARDS2

TA-18,bS AhKllOS Operational (DP) HIGH

Critical Experiments Nuclear criticality

Facility

TA- 16, Weapons Operational (DP) MODERATE.

Engineering Tntiurn Tntium

Facility

Defense Nuclear ConstructIon (DP) HIGH.

Activities at TA- 15, Dual Radiation generating devirx Explosions. Depleted

Axis Radiographic Uranium Chcrmcal Hazards

Hydrotest (DARHT)

Defense Nuclear Operational (DP) MODERATE

Activities at TA-53, Los Radia[lon

Alamos Nuclear
Scattering Center

LLNL

Building 332, Plutonium Opcralional (DP) MODERATE

Facility Plutomum, Uranium

Building 231 Complex Operational (DP) MODERATE

(Vaults) Plutonium, Uranium

Building 251, Heavy Operational (DP) LOW

Element Facil;ty Transuranics

Building 331, Tntlum Operational (DP) LOW

Facility Tritium

OAK RIDC..

Y-12:~ghlyEnriched Operational (DP) MODERATE

Uranium Processing. HEu
Building 9212/92 15 Hazardous, toxic, and radiological materials

Complex)

Y-12: Dm.sscmbly and Operahonal (DP) MODERATE

Assembly. (Buildings HEU, hthmm

9204 -212E Hazardous, toxic, and radiological materials
,.

Y-12: Quallty Operational (DP) MODERATE

Evaluation (Ehldmgs HELJ, lithium

9204 -2W4) Hazardous, toxic, and radiological materials

A-4
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PACILTTY “1 LIFE CYCiE STAGE’ HAZARDS’

Y-12: Material Storage. Operational (DP) MODEIWTE
(Building 9720-5, HEu
9204-2, 9204-2E, Hazardous, toxic, arrdradiological materials
9204-4,9212,921 5)

K-25 HighlyEnriched Deactivation (EM) MODERATE.
Uranium Remediation HEU, DU, HF
and Depleted Uranium
Tailings Storage

ORNL: Mata-ial Operational (DP) MODERATE
Storage (Building 3019) U-233

Hazardous, toxic, and radiological materials

ORNL: Material Deactivation and MODER4TE
Storage (MSRE) Decommissioning (EM) U-233, CXF,HF. hazardous, toxic and radiological

materials

K-25: HEU Deactivation (pre- MODERATE
Remcdiation Decommissioning) (EM) HEU, hazardous, IOXICand radiological ma[enals

K-25: Depleted Deactivation @re- MODERATE
Uranium Tailings Decommissioning) (EM) dU, HF, hazardous, toxic and radiological materials
Storage

SNL

Reactor (ACRR) Operational (TIP) MODERATE
SarrdiaPulse Reactor Highly eruiched uramum fueled reactor
Facility

A-5
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ENCLOSURE B

For each of the foUowing questions, indicate Yes or No wherever possible. If Yes, name the
vehicle/document used to provide the fi-mction and date executed. If No, provide the anticipated
completion date, status of completion (i.e., percent complete+), and the status of interim
compensatory measures.

1. ISMS DEVELOPm

1.1

1.2
1.3

1.4
1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

Does the contract currently contain a set of applicable safety requirements (e.g., DOE
orders, regulations, statutes)?
Have the requirements of the DEAR Clause been incorporated into the contract?
Has the DOE Contracting Officer provided guidance to the contractor on the
preparation and content of the ISMS description?
Does the contractor have an outlineJplan for its ultimate institutional ISMS structure?
Has the DOE Contracting Officer established a date for the contractor to submit the
ISMS description?

1.5. I What is the established date?
1.5.2 Has the contractor submitted the ISMS description?

Does the contractor have an approved requirementdstandards set (e.g., List A/List B,
S/RID, WSS)?
Does the approved requirements/standards set address all stages of the life-cycle:

1.7.1 Design/construction,
1.7.2 Startup,
1.7.3 Operations,
1.7.4 D&D?

Has the approved requirements/standards set been promulgated via a system of
institutional implementing procedures (e.g., manuals of practice, essential standards --
in other words, the ISMS or equivalent safety management program), or via
facility/scope of work-specific procedures?
If the requirements/standards set is not institutionally implemented, describe the
approach bei~ taken. In particular:

1.9.1 Have finctions and responsibilities been assigned, as required, for the various

components of the ISMS (e.g., work planning and authorization, radiation
control, waste management, independent review, etc.)? Describe the
organizational structure and key personnel for executing the ISMS.

B-1
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ENCLOSURE

1.9.2

1.9.3

1.9.4

1.9.5

Does the ISMS contain a commitment to ensure adequate qualification and

training of individuals with responsibilities for safety management that are
called out in the ISMS?
Does the ISMS include a feedback and improvement fbnction that measures
the effectiveness of all components of the system and that will result in
continual improvement of the implementing procedures, as needed?
Are the implementing procedures (institutional, facility/scope of work, or
other) subject to a configuration management system to ensure continual
compliance with the requirements/ standards set as either the set changes or the
implementing procedures evolve?
Is there a resource loaded sc!.dule for fill implementation of the described
ISMS and are those resources committed?

2. ISMS DESCRIPTION. DOE VERIFICATION

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Has the DOE Contracting Officer established a date and the
ISMS Phase 11Verification Review?

2.1.1 Describe the approach to be taken.

scopeJexpectations for the

Has the DOE Contracting Oflicer selected a team leader for the ISMS Phase I
Verification Review?

2.2. I If Yes, provide the planned/actual review team membership.

Has the ISMS Phase I Verification Review been conducted?

2.3.1 If Yes, provide a copy of the report.
2,3.2 Have all needed contractor corrective actions been completed and verified by

DOE?

Has the DOE Contracting Officer approved the contractor’s ISMS documentation,
based on the ISMS Phase I Verification Review recommendation, and pending any
needed contractor corrective actions?

3 ISMS IMPLEMENTATION/EXECUTION

*Phase I is a term used by DOE to describe verification of ISMS development, Phase 11is
a term used by DOE to describe verification of ISMS implementation.
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ENCLOSURE B

3.1 Give the status for each facility, in terms of the following fimctions:

3.1.1 Is the scope of hazardous work authorized for each facility formally and
explicitly defined?

3.1.2 Are the hazards of all work identified and analyzed?

3.1.2.1 Via an authorization basis analysis (SW BIO, ~ etc.)?
3.1.2.2 Via day-today work planning analysis (job hazard analysis, work

permits, radiation work control permits, etc.)

3.1.3 Are controls developed to address the hazards identified that ensure protection
of the public, workers, and the environment?

3.1.3.1 Design controls?
3.1.3.2 Administrative controls?
3.1.3.3 Personnel training?
3.1.3.4 TSRS, other facility controls, operation-specific controls?
3.1.3.5 Standard Operating Procedures?
3.1.3.6 Other? (Describe.)

3.1.4 Are controls implemented at the work level?
3.1.5 Describe how controls are implemented for each facility/scope of work

3.1.5.1 Via TSR implementation and surveillances?
3.1.5.2 Via execution of implementing procedures (institutional,

facility/scope of work or other; describe)?
3.1.5.3 Via verbatim compliance with work procedures that contain the

controls?
3.1.5.4 Other? (Describe.)

3.1.6 Is readiness for safe operatiow within specified controls, including personnel
readiness, verified prior to work initiation?

3.1.6.1 By the operators?
3.1.6.2 By a supervisor or other line manager?
3.1.6.3 By facility personnel?
3.1.6.4 By ES&H support personnel?
3.1.6.5 By DOE, via formal operational readiness confirmation and/or

work authorization protocol?
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3.1.7 Has an Authorization Agreement or other DOE authorizing protocol been

executed?
3.1.8 Is continuing operation periodically monitored to explicitly confirm that

specified controls remain in place?

3.1.8.1 By the operators (check lists, etc.)?
3.1.8.2 By a supervisor or other line manager?
3.1.8.3 By facility personnel?
3.1.8.4 By ES&H support personnel?
3.1.8.5 By DOE, via operational awareness activities?

3.1.9 Are the work definitio~ hazard analysis (including use of the Unreviewed
Stiety Question process), controls development, and controls implementation
finctions (including the configuration management system for controls)
periodically reviewed, and deficiencies/opportunities for improvement
identified?

3.1.9.1 By line management?
3,1.9.2 By facility personnel?
3.1.9.3 By ES&H support personnel?
3.1.9.4 By an independent institutional organization?
3.1.9.5 By DOE, via fi.mctional area reviews and appraisals?

3.1.10 Are deficiencies/opportunities for improvement systematically tracked and
acted upon?

4 ISMS IMPLEMENTATIONDOE VERIFICATION

4.1 Has the DOE Contracting Officer established a date and the scopeJexpectations for the
ISMS Phase 2 Verification Review at the facilities or activities listed in Enclosure A?

4.1,1 Describe the approach to be taken, for example, site-wide or for each facility
or activity.

4.2 Has the DOE Contracting Officer selected a team leader for the ISMS Phase 2
Verification Review?

4,2.1 If the team leader has been selected, provide the planned/actual rev;ew team

membership.

4.3 Has the ISMS Phase 2 Verification Review been conducted?
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4.3.1 If Yes, provide a copy of the report.

4.3.2 Have all needed contractor corrective actions been completed?

4.4 Has the DOE Contracting Officer determined that the contractor’s ISMS is
implemented at the facility listed in Enclosure ~ based on the ISMS Phase 2
Verification Review, and pending any needed contractor corrective actions?

. .

B-5
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May 14, 1998

The Honorable Federico F. Pefia
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585-1000

Dear Secretaxy Pefia:

Congress has asked the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) to prepare a
report with evaluations and assessments of proposals to externally reawlate the Department of
Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities. The Board and its staff have been working on
responses to the sixteen items that Congress specified for the report in section 3202 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for FY-1998 (see Enclosure).

To date, we have relied upon published information in beginning to evaluate issues
regarding proposals to regulate defense nuclear facilities. To help the Board assemble all the
facts necessary for its repo~ the Board has requested information from DOE and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission by letters dated December 23, 1997, and April 9, 1998, respectively.
The Board would appreciate receiving from DOE copies of such data reports, information, and
expressions of views as DOE bebeves are relevant to the Board’s consideration of external
regulation. Among other things, the Board requests DOE to provide the following specific
information:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Congress referred to DOE’s “proposal to place Department of Energy defense
nuclear facilities under the jurisdiction of external regulato~ agencies.” To what
extent, if any, is DOE’s current position on the desirability of externally regulating
DOE nuclear facilities different from that indicated in the DOE-NRC
Memorandum of Understanding of 11/21/97? Please identify which defense
nuclear facilities, if any, DOE believes should be subject to licensing or regulation
and which defense nuclear facilities should continue to be subject to external non-
regulatory oversight.

Please identify the regulatory framework DOE envisions u possibly appropriate
for existing defense nuclear facilities, for new construction, and for
decommissioning.

For each facility identified as a candidate for regdation, we would like to have
your estimate of the direct and indirect costs that will be incurred by the regulator
Wd the regulatee (DOE/contractor) to develop and implement the regulations and



. .

Honorable Federico F. Pefia

license conditions and to bring the facihty into compliance with NRC regulatory

standards.

(4) Please indicate your views on whetier tie DOE, tie contractor, or both should be
considered the “licensee” or pmy rqwlated under the contemplated Cx[emal
regulatory system; and whether the con~actor should be subject to NRC coverage
under subsections a, b, and c of Section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
(the Price-Anderson Act)?

(5) What additional benefits to the .sa.fety and health of workers and the public would
DOE expect to derive from external regulation of the facilities identified above?
In particular, would DOE expect further reduction in accidents and “work days
lost” m a result of the regulatory program? Please provide statistical information,
comparisons with commercial accident rates, reports, and other data that DOE

possesses which bear upon this determination.

The Board is in the process of drafting responses to Congress that encompass the specific
questions asked and would appreciate receipt of the information identified above as soon as
possible. To be useful, as much of the information as possible should be in our hands within the
next 60 days. AS our work progresses, we may have need for additional information from DOE.

If you have any questions about this request, the other Board Members and I are available
to answer your questions and would be availableto meet with you at a time convenient to you.
DOE staff-may ~ontact the Board’s General Counsel, Robert M.
any time regarding this information request.

Andersen, at (202) 208-6387 at

Sincerely,

&g”/
Enclosure

c: Mark B. Whitaker, Jr.
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National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998

SEC. 3202. REPORT ON EXTERNAL REGULATION OF DEFENSE NUCLEAR
FACILITIES.

(a) REPORTING REQUIREMENT- The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (in this
section referred to as the ‘Board’) shall prepare a report and m~e recommendations on is role in
the Department of Energy’s decision to establish external regulation of defense nuclear facilities. The
report shall include the following:

(1) An assessment of the value of and the need for the Board to continue to perform the
functions specified under chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2286 et
seq.).

(2) b assessment of the relationship between the functions of the Board and a proposal by

the Department of Energy to place Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities under the
jurisdiction of external regdatory agencies.

(3) An assessment of the functions of the Board and whether there is a need to modifi or
amend such functions.

(4) An assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages to the Department and the”

public of continuing the functions of the Board with respect to Department of Energy defense
nuclear facilities and replacing the activities of the Board with external regulation of such
facilities.

(5) A list of all existing or planned Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that are
similar to facilities under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(6) A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that are in compliance with
all applicable Department of Energy orders, regulations, and requirements relating to the
desi=w, construction, operation, and decommissioning of defens~ nuclear facilities.

(7) A list of all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that have implemented,
pursuant to an implementation plan, recommendations made by the Board and accepted by
the Secretary of Energy.

(8) A list of Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that have a function related to
Department weapons activities.

(9)(A) A list of each existing defense nuclear facility that the Board deterrnines--

(,0 should continue to stay within the jurisdiction of the Board for a period of time or
indefinitely; and



. .

(ii) should come under the jurisdiction of an outside regulatory authority.

(B) An explanation of the determinations made under subpara~aph (A).

(10) For any existing facilities that should, in tie Opinion of the Board, come under the

jurisdiction of an outside regulatory authority, the date when this move would occur and the
period of time necessary for the transition.

(11) A list of any proposed Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities that should come
under the Board’s jurisdiction.

(12) An assessment of regulatory and other issues associated with the design, construction,
operation, and decommissioning of facilities that are not owned by the Department of Energy
but which would provide services to the Department of Energy.

(13) An assessment of the role of the Board, if any, in privatization projects undertaken by
the Department.

.,

(14) An assessment of the role of the Board, if any, in any tritium production facilities.

(15) An assessment of the comparative advantages and disadvantages to the Department of
Energy in the event some or all Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities were no
longer included in the functions of the Board and were regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

(16) A comparison of the cost, as identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, t-hat
would be incurred at a gaseous diffusion plant to comply with regulations issued by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with the cost that would be incurred by a gaseous diffusion
plant if such a plant was considered to be a Department of Energy defense nuclear facility
as defined by chapter 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2286 et seq.).

(b) COMMENTS ON REPORT- Before submission of the report to Congress under subsection (c),
the Board shall transmit the report to the Secretary of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The Secretary and the Commission shall provide their comments on the report to both
the Board and to Congress.

(c) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS- Not later than six months after the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Board shall provide to Congress an interim report on the status of the implementation of this
section. Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and not earlier than 30
days after receipt of comments from the Secretary of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission under subsection (b), the Board shall submit to Congress the report required under
subsection (a).

(d) DEVON- In this section, the term ‘Department of Energy defense nuclear facility’ has the
meaning provided by section318 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2286g).

2



The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

August 14, 1998

I
98-0002721

+

z
The Honorable John T. Conway T“

Chairman z
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board >

625 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 2-

Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20004

~&
Dear .Mr~hairman:

I am responding to your May 14, 1998, letter to fo-mer Secretary Peiia requesting
information to assist the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board in preparing a
report to Congress with evaluations and assessment of proposals to externally
regulate the Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense nuclear facilities.

We believe there will be clear benefits from external regulation of worker and
nuclear safety at DOE facilities. “However, for these benefits to be realized, the
transition to external regulation must be carefhlly designed and implemented. To
that end, former Secretary Peiia and Chairman Jackso% representing the Nuclear
.Rwgu!atory Commission, created the Pilot Program on External Regulation of
DOE Nuclear Facilities, which is described in a November21, 1997, Memorandum
of Linderstanding between” the two age]i’ties (Enclosure !). The Pilot program will
gal her “information to allow us to answer many of the questions contained in your
May 14,”1998, letter. Until issuance of the Pilot Program final report, our

preliminary responses are gwen ai Enclosure 2 for your USC.

We look forward to our continued dialogue and discussions.
our response may be directed to Mr. Joseph Fitzgerald of my
reached at (301) 903-5532.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Questions regarding
staff. He may be

w

<

Elizabeth A. Moler
Act iri~ Secretary

Ettclosures

@)Prkwod on ruycld OaDa
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November 21, 1997

CHAIRMAN

. . .

. . .

“The Honorable Federico F. Pefia
~ Secretary of Energy

Washington, D.C. 20585

. .

t

Dear Mr. Secretary:
,

The U.S. Nuclear Reghlato~ Cortlmission (NRC) is pleased to tmsrnit the eficlosed signed
Memorandum of Unde&tanding (MOU) between the Department of Energy (DOE) and the
NRC that establishes a Pilot Program on External Regulation of DOE Nuclear Facilities by
the NRC., This MOU represents the joint efforts of members of the DOE and NRC staff, and
provides an earty indication of success in the upcoming cooperative effort between our two
agencies. ..

As you tiow, a team of indi~duals drawn from NRC Headquarters and Region IV, DOE
Headquarters and the Berkeley Site Mice, as well as representatives from the State of
California will visit Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) next week to begin the
pilot project. . . .,

The ‘Commission has requested that, the NRC staff, in consultation with DOE prepare a
revised MOU, that will be available for your signature zmd mine at the time of conclusion of
the LBNL pilot. The revised MOU would incorpomte lessons learned during the process, and
allow DOE and NRC to promptly seek legislation, if agreed, for NRC regulatory authority for a
specific pilot facility or class of facilities, on the basis of information gained during this first
pilot and each of the suocessiue pilots in the pilot program.

I am looking fo~ard to continuing our work on this very important effort.

Shirley Ann Jackson

En~osure: As stated
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

U.S.

BEIVVEEN THE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

AND THE
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

..
.-

,

~ PILOT PROGRAM ~
ON EXTERNAL REGUlJ4T10FJ

OF DOE FACILITIES BY THE NRC

\
.

~ ~-o/20/97
Federice F. W@ Date
secretaryof Enef$y
U.S.Depmmant of Energy

..
‘..

/,

.AL%= 11/21/97
Shlr16 A Jacksbn Date

Ctmhiw’1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

..J

. .

., . . .
..

,.. .. . . . .. . . . . .,. . .. . . .. ,. . . . . . .’
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MEMORANDUM ‘OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGy.
‘AND THE

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

PLOT PROGRAM ON
-.

EXTERNAL REGULATION OF DOE FACILITIES BY THE NRC
. . .

,.
,“-.

PURPOSE . . .

. .

he purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the U.S. Department

of “Energy (DOE) and the U.S. NuClear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is to establish the. . .

framework for a pilot program to suppoti a joint recommendation by DOE and NRC to

Congress on whether NRC be given statutory authority to regulate nuclear safety at DOE

nuclear facilities. The intent of this pi{ot program is for NRC to “simulate regulation” (as.

defined herein) on a series of pilot facilities to help both agencies gain experience related to
..’

NRC regulation of DOE facilities. It &ll also provide an

information on the costs and benefits of external regulation

BACKGROUND ,.

.
.

opportunity to develop actual

In 1994, legislation was intrixtuced in the House of Representatives that would have

subjected new DOE facilities to immediate external regulation and would have created a

stakeholder group to study external regulation of existing facilities. As an alternative to that

approach, Hazel OLearj, the Secretary of”Energy at that time; in January 1995 created the.. “.

AcMsory Committee on -emal+Regulation of DOE Nuclear “&fety (Advisory Committee).
..

..

“1”. ... .
., ..

. . .,,.
‘. .“ ..’

.-, . . . . .
. . . . . . . . :“”
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The Advisory Committee was charged with providing advice and recommendations oh “ ;
/

whether and how new and existing DOE faalities and operations might be regulated to \

ensure nucJear safe~.

In its Decem”ber19s3 report, /mpmw”ng“Regulationof Safety at DOENuclearFacilities, the

Advisory &mrnittee recommended” that essentially all aspects of safety at DOE’s nuclear

facilities be externally regulated. Secretary O’Leary accepted and endorsed the Advisory

Committee’s report and created the DOE Working Group on External Regulation (working “.
..

Group) to provide recommendations on implementation of the Advisofy Committee’s report.

The recommendations made by the Working Group in its December 1996 report were: (1)

NRC should be the external nuclear safety regulator and (2) the transition to external
.

regulation should be phased in.

Benefits of external refutation are expected to include improved safety while also facilitating
..

DOE’s ongoing trans~on to performance-based contracting and a mom efi~ent ~rpo~te

style of safety and health management., In the view of the Advisory Committee, an external

regulator, free of the responsibility for DOE’s missions, and not answering to DOE, can
.“

ensure that safety receives consistent “andadequate attention. External regulation would

dso ensure more effective enforc&ment by placing such authority in independent hands.

engaged on~ in achievement of safety. ‘Taken together, tie move to external regulation is

seen as the best way to ensu”mthe safety of DOc ~ dear facilities, protect the safety and”

health of workers across the DOE comp(ex, and build public trust.

Both the Advisory Committee and the Working Group concluded that the transition to NRC

regulationwould involve significant legal, finanaal, technical and pmtiduml adjustments for
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.

. .
.. .

both agenaes. ‘,.. . .

In September 1996, the NRC published for comment a series of Direction Setting Issue (DSI)

Papers under “b Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining initiative. One of the issue papers,

IX! 2, addressed options for ‘NRC’s position on the regulation of DOE facilities. In March

1997, after considering public commerits, along vviththe December 1996 DOE decision to

seek transfer of oversight to NRC, the Commission endorsed seeking the transfer to NRC
.

of responsibility for the regulatory oversight of certain DOE nuctear facilities contingent on ..

adequate funding, staffing resources, and a dear. delineation of the authority NRC will

exem”se over the facilities. in addition, the Commission directed the NRC staff to convene

a high-levelNRC Task Force to identify, in conjunction with DOE; the policy and regulatory

issues needing analysis and resolution.

Therefore, both Seoretary Pefia of the Department of Energy and Chaifian Jackson

representing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have agieed to pursue NRC regulation of

DOE nuctear facilities on a pilot program basis.

Ill. wFINmoN OF slMUmTED i&GuumoN

. . .,

Regulation, in comrast to simulated regulation used in 1! IS pilot program, generally means

that the regulator has the statutory authority to: (1) establish standards and requirements;

(2) apply the standards and requirements to pafliwlar operations, sometimes through

licensing or permitting actions; (3) conduct inspections against applic&ble standards and

requirements and licensing conditions; and (4) bring ‘enforcement actions against the

regulated entity for violations of the standards and requirements. Stmulated regulation, as

/: 3
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defined for the puq)oses of ~ pi!ot pmgrami means that NRC w“II test regulatory ~ncepts

and evaluate a faulii and & standards, tiquirements, procedures, practices, and activities

against standards that NRC believes would be appropriate to ensure safety in view of the

nature of the work and hazards at that pilot facility. Simulated “regulation v&ll involve
.,

interactions with DOE, DOES contractors, and NRC. Simulated regulation will inciudeNRC

inspections of each pilot facility to identify issues related to implementation. NR’CS

inspeti]ons will not result in enforcement actions ‘to compel compliance with particular

standards or requirements. HWever, significant insp=lion findings Wat impa~ .heal~ and

.. .
.’: . . .

. . . . . .
. . . . .
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. . . .
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Safety will be transmitted promptly to the appropriate DOE organization for the pilot facility ““

for review and corre~ive actions, as appropriate.’ . ‘“

.,

Iv. SCOPE

This MOU establishes the overall framew6ti for 00E and NRC coopemtion in a pilot

pmgmm for simulated regulation by NRC at selected DOE facilities. Implementation details

for each pilot facilii wii be negotiated by DOE, NRC and DOE contractors in individual WOrk ,

pfans. .

The pilot program is expected to last km years.’ wring these two yearn, between six and

ten facilities will be ei .} Jated. At the end of the ~ years, DOE and NRC will d~.. .rmine

whether to seek legislation to give NRC”authority to regulate individual or classes of DOE
..

nuclear facilities. :,. . .’

. .

This MOU p&ides for cooperation m seeking to obtAn the necessary budgetary and staffing

resourcas for NRC partiapation in the “pilotprogram.
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In addition, this MOU provides for &op&ation in involving the’public and other staketmldem”
. . .

in the pilot program and in the DOE and NRC decision on whether to seek external regulation

- at the end of the pilot program.
. .

This MOU covers a pilot program for simulated regulation of nuclear safety and radiation

protegion of workers at the pilot facilities. ”It does not cover the industrial (non-nuclear)

safety of workers d the pilot faalities. A. parallel effort related to industrial safety of workers

at some, if not all, of the pilot facilities is expected between DOE and the Occupational”.

Safety and Health Administmtion (OS; L’.). -.

v. O* ECTIW”S

The overall objective of the activities undertaken pursuant to this MOU is to provide DOE ~

and NRC with sufficient rnforrnation to determine the desirability of NRC regulatory oversight

of QOE nuclear’facilities and to support a decision whether to seek legislation to authorize

NRC regulation of ‘DOE nuclear facilities. Speafically, DOE and NRC seek to obtain

suffkient information about a set of DOE nuclear facilities to:

A

B.

c.

,.

Determine the value added by NRC regulatory oversight of activities at a pilot set of

DOE nuctear fa~lities.

Test regulatory approaches that could be used by NRC in overseeing activities at a

pilot set of DOE nuctear facilities.

.

Determine the status of a set of DOE pilot facilities with respect to meeting existing ““

5 -””.’
. .
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. .

. . .
. . . . .
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NRC requirernenk, “oracoeptable”alternakes;’and to identi~ any sig~ficant safety “

issues.. .-

. .
. .

Determine the costs (to DOE and NRC) related to NRC regulati~ of the pilot facilities

and other ‘DOE faalities that might be in a similar class and condition.

Evaluate alternative regulatory relationships ‘be!yeen NRC, DOE, and DOE

contractor at the @ot faalities. Identifj DOE contract changes that would be. “”’

needed to provide for NRC oversight of @’ntractor operations. “
,.

Identifj issues and potential solti”ons associated with a transition to NRC ovetiight “
. .. ..

of DOE’nudear facilities.

.

Idenfify legisl@ive and regulatory changes necessaty” or appropriate to provide for

NRC regulatoryoversight of DOE nuclear fa~lities.

,

Evaluate how stakeholders should be ‘involved if the NRC assumes broad external

regulatory authority over DOE nuclear facilities.

VI. AUTHORITY

A. Department of Energy ~

DOE is entering into Wts MOU pursuant to the AtOrnICEnergy Act of 19S4, as

amended, including but nti limited to Sections 31, 33, 91 and 161(i); the Energy
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Reorgan&&ion‘Act“of1974,’including Se~iori 104; Sections 301 (a) and 641 of the

Department of Energy OrganizationAct of 1977; and, the Ea”nomy Ad as amended.

Nuclear Reguktoqr Commission

. .

NRC is entering irito this MOU pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
.’ . .. .

amended; the Energy Reqjanization A@ of 1974; and, the Economy Act of 1932, as

amended.
$,.

,. .’

vu. AGREEMENTS BEIWEEN PARTIES

~. Responsibilities .

Department of Energy “ , . “

The Assis@nt Secretary for Environme@ Safety and Health W-IIbe”responsible for the overall

implementation of the te~s of this agreement. A teohnical point of contact will be
,,

appointed for each individualpilotfaality.

..

Nuclear Regulato~ Commission

,.

The Deputy Executive Director for Regulatory Programs will be responsible for the overall. ..’

implemen”htion of the ter& of this agreement. An NRC tec&nical point of contact will be

appointed for each individual pilot faality.

,
/. ,,. ,,
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B.
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1.

. .

2.

3.

4.

c.

. ..’

Coordination Activwes
.“

i

~

DOE and NRC agree to ent’er into an Interagency Agreement to reimburse NRC,.,

where legally permitted and not otherwise covered by app~priations, for its agency

cost associatedtith NRC activities to achieve the objectives of this MOU. ‘

DOE and NRC agree to each” establish a Task Force to act for them in this

cooperative project. These Task Forces may also evolve into or establish a joint “”

review group to evaluate individual pilots andlor the pilot program.

DOE agm.esto support an NRC rkquest to the Office of “Management and Budget

(OMB) to authorize an increase in NRCs-personnel ceiling by the amount necessary

to carry out the activiies provided for by this MOU.

.
/

If an issue arises in the implementation of MS MOU ‘tiich cannot be resolved at the

staff level, within 30”days of reaching such a conclusion, the NRC and DOE agree”

to refer the matter to the Assis~nt Secretary of Environment, Safety and Health

(DOE) and the Deputy Executive Director for Regulatory Programs (NRC). ,

Pilot Progmm Dwxiption

Ii?e pilotprogram W begin with three DOE pilot fa~lities selected by DOE and NRC. The

objective is to complete between six and ten pilot facilities by the end of the two-yea”r term.

Pilots will be staggered through~ut the two-year period as mutually agreed to by DOE and
. . . .

NRC. Howver, all pilots mukt “becompleted no later than two years from the effective date

8 . .

,.
..”,

. . ... . .
. . . . . . . . ,..
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of this-MOU.
,.

DOE and NRC agreeto develop a detailed work plan for each pilot facility. These work plans

will be prepared with extensive participation by the pilot site: The work plans will be

developed to allow DOE and NRC to implement the intent and objectives of this MOU.

As soon as suffkient information has been obtained and analyzed for each of the pilot
.“

facilities, DOE and NRC personnel will prepare and provide to the Secretary and the

Commission a repor&, and as appropriate briefings, on each facility that addresses the

objectives in Section V of this MOU. Each report will etimine the advantages and

disadvantages of NRC regulating the pilot facility, as”’wellas other DOE facilities in a similar

class of facility.

,..

Wltt@ three months after the tw6 year pilot program ends,
,.

prepare and provide to the Secretary and the Commission a

..

DOE and NRC personnel will

report on the advantages-and

based on the pilot” progmmdisadvantages of NRC regulating DOE nuclear facilities

expenen=s. The report will inkd~ a recommendation on which DOE nuclear facilities. . . .

or which classes of DOE nuclear facilities should be externally regulated by NRC. If the...“
Secretarj and the commission determine that some or all DOE nuclear facilities”should be

. .

~gulated by NRC,” DOE and NRC VW prepare draft legislation giving NRC such authority.

,,
-,
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D. Stakeholder and Public Participation .
.,. .,.

“
, (

\

1. Identification and assessment of the issues assoaated with external regulation are

expected to require extensive coordination between DOE and NRC, other affected

Federal agencies (e.g., Environmental Prote~on Agency, OSHA), the Defense

Nuclear FacilitiesSafety Board, State governments,and other interested parties.

DOE and NRC will develop a strategy to involve stakeholders, including the general .

public, throughout the pilot program.
...

2. Requests re6eived by NRC under the Freedom of Information Act for information’ “

provided to NRC by DOE under this MOU WI be referred to DOE for appropriate

response.

WI. OTHER PROVISIONS

.,

A. NRC’s participation in the activities described in this MOU is contingent upon

rece.ting adequate appropriations or reimbursements from DOE of NRCS full agenq

B.

c.

,,

oost and an appropriate personnel ceiling for those activities. Special activities

beyond the scope of thii MOU may be negotiated for cost reimbursement as needed.

For this pilot progr&m, DOE will facilitate NRC interactions with DOE contractors to

achieve the purposes of this MO”U.
. . . .

.,

Noihing in this MOU will timitthe authcdy of either agencyto exen+e independently,

“.

io
.,. ...

. . . .,
:
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its authority w“tti ~gard to tiatters that ak the subJe&’of this kiIOU. “‘ ‘ ~;,,:~...
{.,.,
+’

Nothing in this MOU atters ~Es authority to ensure the safety of any DOE nuclear

faiility that is pad of the pilot p“mgram. Nothing in this MOU grants NRC any

regulato~ authority over DOE nuclear safety and radiation protection activities.

,.

,’.. .

Nothing in this MOU establishes any right nor provides a basis for any action, either..

legalor equ-tible, by any person or ctass of persons challenging a government action ““

or”a failure to act...
..

This MOU is effective upon the date of signature by the last party. This MOU may

be ter&inated by mutual agreement or by vmlten notice of either party. Amendments ;
.

or modifications to this MOU maybe made upon ,~tten agreement of the parties.

.,

,.
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OFFICE OF THE

‘EcRETi&ORANDM4 TO:

FROM :

~~1 ~~~ Action: ‘ Paperlello,. N.. .....
: UNITED STATES “ “’”‘ ‘ ““‘-””.CYs: Cal Ian

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIOk ‘
wASHINGTON”,’D.C. 205554001 .“ “ . . G ‘“

Norry ~~
November 13: 1997 Blaha

Collins, NRR f
Martin, AEOD
Knapp, RES . .

L.Joseph Callan Bangart, SP
Exe ive D$.rector fm Operations Rathbun, Nt4SS

SUBJE-cr: STJ&F REQUIREMENTS - SECY-97-237 - MEMOIWNDUM
OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY

. .

The Commission has approved the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)’with the Department of Energy (DOE).

The staff should, in consul~ation with DOE, prepare a revised MOU
that will be available for review and signature by the Secretary
of Energy and the Chairman at the time of cOn@letion of the
Lawrence Berkeley National” Laboratory Pilot. The revised MOU
should incorporate lessons learned and language that allows DOE
and NRC to seek legislation for NRC regulatory authority for a
specific pilot facility or class of facilities based on .
information from the p“ilot program. Some ‘of the changes below
reflect this approach. The cover letter to DOE transmitting the
signed MOU should mention this need for a revision.

-.

The following editorial changes should be incorporated in the”
next revision to the MOU: ‘

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

On,the signature page,. insert ‘NUCLEAR’ between ”’DOE’
and ‘FACILITIES.’ Also, the signature block should be
changed to ‘Shirleyl& Jackson.’:’

&“page 1, line 4’,insert ‘should’ after ‘NRC.’ In
line 7, insert ‘nuclear’ after ‘DOE.’

On page 3, paragraph 3, line 1, add a comma after
‘Jackson’ and on line 2, add a comma after
‘Commission.’

‘On page 4, last paragraph: line.2;’replace ‘At the.end
of the two years’ with ‘Overthe course of this pilot.,Program,’

On page 5, line 1, add a new sentence after .
. .

I
..

SECY NOTE:

. .

THIS SW, SECY-97-2,37,AND THE COMMISSION VOTING .
RECORD CONTAINING” THE VOTE SHEETS ’OF ALL
COMMISSIONERS WILL BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE 5
WORKING DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS SRM.

... . . .’.’ .-
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6.

7.

8.

9.

.: ,.. .,., .A. ,’
:. . ..’......,’., .

,’.. . .
. . . . . . . .

“2-,.:”:”.’.’:.. ...-
,.. .

‘facilities’ which states: If deemed appropriate, a
decision to seek legislation to give NRC authority to
regulate a speclfi,cfacility could be made in advance
of the full “two-yeartime frame. In the second full
paragraph, line .3,delete ‘at the end of the pilot
program.’

On page 7, paragraph 1, line 4, insert ‘of 1932’ after
‘Economy Act.”

On page 9,”paragraph4, line 3, insert commas ‘before
and after ‘as appropriate.’ .The comma after the word
‘briefingsw should be removed”.Add a new sentence at
the end of paragraph 4: Each report will be made
available to stakeholders, including the Congress.
Also on page 9, in the last line’,insert a hyphen
between ‘two! and ‘year.

On page 9, insert a new paragraph prior to the last
paragraph on this page; .,

. .

on

Within three,months afteti..thefirst year of the
pilot program”ends, DOE and NRC personnel will
prepare”and provide to the Secretary ,ad the
Commission a report on the advantages and
disadvantages of NRC regulating specific DOE
nuclear facilities based on the first year pilot
program experiences. The report will include a
recommendation on which specific DOE nuclear
facilities or which-classes @f DOE.nuclear
facilities should be externally regulated by NRC
as,well as draft legislation to implement the
recommendation. If the Secretary and the
Commission determine that particular DOE nuclear
facilities or”classes of DOE nuclear facilities
should be regulated by the NRC, DOE and NRC will
pro~tly Submt draft legislation giving NRC such
authority as part of the FY 2000 legislative
program of the two agencies.

page 10, paragraph 1“,line 1, insert ‘fi.rla~’ before
‘report.’ In line 4, insert ‘as well as draft
legislation to implement the recommendations’ after
‘NRc.’ In line 6, replace ‘prepare’ with ‘submit.’
Also in line 6, insert ‘as part of the FY 2001
legislative program of the two agencies’ at the end of
the sentence after ‘authority.’

10. On page 11, item C.,“line”Z, remove”the’co~ after
‘independently.’

(=) (NMSS) “(SECY Suspense: 4+3+98) 9700085
4/23/98
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Enclosure 2

RESPONSES TO DNFSB QUESTIONS ON EXTERNAL REGULATION

Question #1: Congress referred to. DOE% “proposal to place Depanment of Energy. defense
nuclear facilities under the jurisdiction of external regulatory agencies.” To what
extent, if any, is DOE’s current position on the desirability of externally regulating
DOE nuclear facilities different from that indicated in the. DOE/NRC
lMemorandum of Understanding of 11“/21/97? Please ”identifi which defense
nuclear facilities, if any, DOE believes should be subject to licensing or regulation
and which defense nuclear facilities should continue to be subject to external non-
regulatory oversight.

Response: DOE’S position on external regulation has not changed from that given in the
November 21, 1997,MemorandumofUnderstandingwiththeNRC. DOE
believestherearebenefitstoexternalregulation;however, transition must be
carefidly designed and managed. In my testimony before the Comnittee on
Science, Subcommittee on Basic Research and the Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment on May21, 1998, I stated that, “Our position today is consistent with
the DOE working group on external regulation which recommended in 1996 that
external regulation be phased in over 10 years, and atler a two-year transition
period. ” I firther stated that, in consultation with NRC and OSHA, the

Department intends to propose classes of DOE facilities for which external
regulation can be responsibly implemented in the near future, and to submit the
necessary legislation to the Congress on a phased-in basis, I also proposed certain

- civilian laboratories as the first candidates for external regulation. I noted that
other facilities, such as some DOE weapons laboratories and production sites, will
be more challenging to deal with, and that closure sites that will be shut down in
the near future may never be appropriate for external regulation.

In order to gain real-time experience and information that will inform this effort,
we established a two-year pilot program with the NRC in late 1997. Assessment
methodology, policy issues, and other significant factors, such as those addressed
in my testimony (attachment 1) are being evaluated first using facilities that are
well managed and similar to those regulated by the NRC. We are now in the
process of identifying the next few pilots that would fully expose all issues
important to transition to NRC regulation. Candidate pilots include: the High
Flux Isotope Reactor, the Annular Core Research Reactor, the Advanced Test
Reactor, the High .Flux Beam Reactor. the Hanford site, the Savannah River site,
and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory. It should be
noted that the Environmental Management pilot project that is chosen could
include some defense nuclear facilities that would fall under the Board’s current

oversight.
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However, after consulting with the congressional committees that oversee DOE
defense facilities, we decided t~ sxclude Defense Programs’ research, development
and production facilities as a class of facilities from the pilot program at this time.
We are assuming oversight of these facilities will continue to be the responsibility
of the Board, pending congressional actions responding to the report required by
Section 3202 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998..
(P.L. 105-85). ;

f Question ?/2: Please identi& the regulatory framework DOE envisions as possibly appropriate
for existing defense nuclear facilities, fcr new construction, and for
decommissioning.

Response: DOE has not yet identified a particular regulatory framework. One of the
objectives of the Pilot Program is to evaluate alternate regulatory frameworks
appropriate for the diverse DOE nuclear operations. Licensing may be appropriate
for new construction; however, certification or other more performance-based
regulatory frameworks may be more appropriate for existing defense nuclear
facilities and facilities scheduled for decommissioning. A preliminary list and
discussion of options that could be considered is included in Chapter 5
{attachment 2) of the dratl Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
report. The possible options identified in that repat are: DOE-only broad-scope
license, UC-only broad-scope license, joint DOWUC broad-scope license and dual
broac!-scope licenses, A copy of the drafl LBNL report was sent to the Board on
JU]S23, 1998.

Question #3: For each facility identified as a candidate for regulation, we would like to have
youI estimate of the direct and indirect costs that will be incurred by the regulator
and regulatee (DOE/contractor) to develop and implement the regulations and
license conditions and to bring the facility into compliance with NRC regulatory
standards

1

Response: The only ticilities that have been identified as candidates for regulation are the
single purpose non-defense laboratories, and low hazard non-defense laboratories;
such as LBNL. We have not completed our analysis on an estimate of direct and
indirect costs that will be incurredby the regulator and regulatee to develop and
implement the regulations and licensing conditions to bring the facility into
compliance with NRC regulatory standards. We will continue to share this
information with the Board as it becomes available.

The Department has developed cost estimates for the regulatory transition of the
gaseous diffbsion plants from DOE to NRC certification. The total cost to bring
the plants into compliance with NRC standards was approximately $254 million.
Certain costs, such as equipment modifications and upgrades are well known. Of
the $254 milliofispent to bring the plants into compliance with NRC standards, the
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Department spent $37 million on the initial NRC certification application,
certification fees, and confirmatory security sweeps. Additionally, another $34
million (inclusive in the $254 million) in NRC-related upgrades were performe
the United States Enrichment Corporation. Thus, $71 million of the total $25
million was spent on NRC-related activities; additionally, it is estimated that o
activities, e.g., multiple procedure revisions and training necessary to meet NR
rules, are estimated at an additional ~55 million for an estimated total of$126
million for NRC related activities.’

If we extrapolate the cost of bringing the plants into compliance with DOE
standards, then it is estimated that approximately $128 million of the total cost
$254 million would have been associated with compliance with DOE standards
NRC has stated that an educated guess of the costs to bring the two plants int
compliance with existing DOE orders, standards, regulations, and guidelines w
excluded from the NRC estimate for transition costs and were estimated to be
about $200,000 million (as provided in the July 14, 1998, letter from Shirley A
Jackson, NRC, to John Conway. DNFSB).

Question W: Please indicate your views on whether the DOE, the contractor, or both shoul
considered the “licensee” or party regulated under the contemplated external
regulatory sys~em;and whether the contractor should be subject to NRC cover
under subsections a, b, and c of Section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of 195
(the Price-Anderson Act )?

Response: DOE fimdy believes that it has certain responsibilities as owner of nuclear faci
and Gpcrations. These include responsibilities, such as safeguarding the taxpay
money.carrying-out its mission arid ensuring safety at its nuclear facilities. In
DOE’s view, it must be the sole licensee in order to carry out these responsibil
Policy issues relating to the Price-Anderson Act are under active discussion w
the Depatiment as a part of the Pilot Program.

Question #5: What additional benefits to the safety and health of workers and the public wo
DOE expect to derive from external regulation of the facilities identified above
particular, would DOE expect fbrther reduction in accidents and “work days l
as a result of the regulatory program’? Please provide statistical information,
comparisons with commercial accident rates, reports, and other data that DOE
possesses which bear upon this determination.

Response: The External Reguhrticn Wcrking Group stated in its December 1996 report t
having a single externa! regulator for DOE nuclear facility safety will significan
hpicve safety and heahh at our fkilitfesanda( the same time improve public
confidence and trust in”DOE. Since that time, the Department has taken a num
of steps to improve safety management and performance. The effort has produ
results. .Manyof the “Department’s,sites and operations have improved their



facility and worker safety records, The attached chart (attachment 3) compares
information on DOE accidents/iost work days with commercial accident rates.

However, we have to continue to be diligent and drive for excellence, and
recognize that neither external regulation, nor oversight in general, can be
substituted for line management’s commitment to safety. The recommendations to
transition to external regulation were made by this and previous studies and
reflected, in part, policy considerations and the use of external regulation as a
means to remove any perception of bias, thus giving DOE the opportunity to
perform and earn credibility, which is critical for efficient operations. This is
consistent with DOE’s current drive to develop and implement the Integrated
Safety Management System.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.. I appreciate the opportunity to join my colleagues to discuss

our efforts to pursue external regulation of worker and nuclear safety at the Department of

Energy.

As we indicated in our comments to the GAO, we disagree with the fimdamental finding

as presented to us in their draft report that the Department’s position is uncleu. We believe there

will be clear benefits from external regulation of worker and nuclear safety at DOE faci.hties.

However, for’these benefits to be realized, the tr~sition to extemaI regulation must be carefblly

designed and measured against current DOE practices.

In the context of external regulatio~ DOE facilities must be considered as a continuum

Some will be relatively “easy” sites to design an appropriate, reWlato~ scheme for, such as single

purpose Energy Research laboratories Other facilities, such as some DOE weapons laboratories

and production sites will be more challenging to deal with. Finally, closure sites which will be

shut down in the near fbture may never be appropriate for external regulation.

In 1996, DOE’s Working Group on External Regulation recommended that

implementation of lWLCregulation begin immediately and be phased in over a ten year

period by means of comprehensive legislation. Since that time, we have learned through our

experience with existing NRC regulation - for example, at the gaseous diffhsion plants, the high-

level waste repository, and through our pilot projects - that many serious and potentially costly

issues remain to be resolved. We do not believe that these problems are insurmountable

However, at this point we simply do not have enough knowledge about, or experience witk

external regulation to filly address all of the possible legal, institutional, and technical issues that

2



must be addressed to develop an omnibus mem~ regulation Ief$dative package.

Consequently, we intend in consultation with NRC and the Occupational SaKetyand

Health Administration (OSHA), to propose classes of DOE facilities for which external regulation

can be responsibly implemented, and to submit the necessaq legislation to the Congress on a

phased-in basis. This approach which will allow us to incorporate numerous lessons learned,

outlined in a letter born Chairman Jackson to Secretary Pefia in 1997. Our analysis and

was

experience indicates that certain civilian laboratories are most conipatible with existing NRC

licensees, and we would propose that they constitute the first class of candidates for external

regulation. We will work with our colleagues fiorn OSHA and NRC to firther define a process

for establishing the scope, timing, and resource needs for the necessary transition itself. We

expect such an interagency process to be in place by July 1998 and reflected in Fiscal Year 2000

budget planning.

Before I turn to a discussion of our current

and conclusions that have informed this effort.

effotis, let me briefly summarize recent studies

DOE-Sponsored Studies of External Regulation

In making its recommendations to the Department in December 1995, the Advisory

Committee on External Regulation of Department of Energy Nuclear Safety generally endorsed

the concept of external regulation but concluded that “DOE’s facilities and hazards dfier widely,

and a rigid, one-size-fits-all regulato~ approach will not work. The use of a variety of models for

regulation of safety is essential to successful and economically-feasible regulation of the DOE

complex.”

3

.



As I noted previously, in 1996, foxmer Secretary O’Lemy formed a DOE Working Group

on”External Regulation to provide recommendations on implementing the Advisory Comrnitt ee

findings. This Working Group reviewed a number of options for implementing the transition from

DOE self regulation to external regulation of nuclear facilities, and submitted its recommendations

in December 1996. Prior to implementation of external regulatio~ the Working Group called for

a transition period. “During that period,” the Working Group reported, ‘many planning and

preparatory activities should take place, incyudingdeveloping budgets, establishing interagency
;.

working groups to develop detailed regulatory frameworks, stakeholder coordination,

tr&ning....and pkming and fitiating pilots.”

The Working Group concluded that during this planning phase, “it is critical that the

complex variety of facilities, including many that have unique characteristics and others that are

comparable to facilities currently in the private sector, be carefully considered. DOE has facilities

in planning; under “construction; in operation; in standby;

decommissioning; and in cleanup or waste management.

in deactivation; in decontamination and

It will be important in establishing a

cost-effective regulato~ framework to ensure the system is sufficiently flexible to allow the

regulator to weigh differences in facility age, expected life, and planned use while accounting for

adequate safety and compliance with standards”

We believe that the cautions raised by Secretaq O’Leary’s Working Group remain valid

today. A majority of DOE’s large facilities are one-of-a-kind and old and many do not have

documentation adequate to satisfi current licensing procedures. Many of these facilities were

constructed in the past under a difYerentset of safety requirements. These may require backfitting

to comply with today’s requirements. Many require expertise in dealing with hazards unique to
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the weapons production complex for which there is no parzdlel in the regulated nuclear industry.

“Giventhe mmplexity of DOE facilities, the Working Group recommended a phased

approach to external regulatio~ with DOE Energy Research facilities transfemed during the first

five years. DOE facilities range from accelerators, to research reactors, to spent nuclear fbel

storage facilities,

restoration sites.

to fiel processing canyons, to deactivating facilities, to environmental

Clearly, no single form of type of regulation will be suitable to all.

Activities Since 1997.

When Secret~ Pefia took office in 1997, we carefilly reviewed the analyses and

recommendations of the Advisory Committee on External Regulation of DOE Nuclear Safety, the

Departmental Working Group on External Regulatio% and the report of the Nation~ Academy of

Public Administration which focused on OSHA. Based on the findings of each of these studies -

that the transition to NRC and OSHA regulation would involve significant legal, finficial,

technical and procedural adjustments for each agency involved - the Secretaq dete&ed that

additional information and real experience was needed to filly inform the transition process.

What we learned born these reviews, Mr. Chairrmq was that if external regulation is to

wor”~ we need to tackle major, complex issues. We also learned that it is one thing to address

these issues in a policy or analysis setting and quite another to put them into practice. We felt we

needed the benefit of more real-time information on costs, resources, regulato~ approaches, and

benefits drawn from a~al experience at the highly varied DOE complex with unique and

compelling hazards. In order to gain that real-time information and experience, we decided to

develop a tsvo-year pilot program The pilot program is allowing us to simulate actual regulation
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including evaluation of a specific faciIity, its standards, requirements, procedures, practices,

and activities against standards that the NRC believe would be appropriate given the nature of the

work and hazards at that facility.

Complexity of the issues also has been raised by our laborato~ directors. Dr. Eastman of

Argonne recently wrote to Chairman Joseph McDade that while he was suppotive of external

regulatio~ issues such as Price-h”derson Act liability protection need to be resolved. He further

noted that “given the wide range of nuclear ac&ities... ..fimher pilot programs should be

conducted in facilities that have greater hazards to-evahate better the appropriateness of NRC

regulation in that context.” Dr. Goldston of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laborato~ caIls for a

carefi.dtrtisition saying that, “if we proceed too quickly I am concerned that what may, at first

glance, seem like a simple transition can have adverse consequences on Laborato~ research tid

operations.”

In pursuing the two year pilot program, it has been our intent to ekduate what we learn

from these projects, along with what we have learned horn a number of DOE facilities already

under NRC regulation such as the gaseous difision plants, and what we have learned from the

transition to regulation to the Environmental Protection Agency.

I want to reinforce to the Committee that, as was the case in the environmental are% this

transition will not be an easy one. From our direct experience, we have encountered serious

issues and potential obsticles that we must address as le@slation is prepared. I’d like to

summarize just a few.

Cost. If not carefld.lymanaged, the potential cost of a transition to external regulation of

DOE facilities could be significant. The Working Group report estimates that, although NRC
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regulation of the DOE complex could reduce total safety and health operating costs, it could also

more than double those costs - from $1.5 billion today to more than S3.1 billion. This does not

include the cost of additional resources for OSH.Aand NRC. We learned that the potential for

increased costs is real horn our direct experience at the NO gaseous diflision plants -- DOE

facilities now being operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation. DOE’s cost for

coming into compliance with Depmment standards during the NRC certification process

exceeded $200 miIlion in Fiscal Year 1996. It should be noted that DOE wouId have expended

about two-thirds of these costs over an extended period of operations.

DOE Stewardship. As the owmerof federal facilities, DOE has responsibilities to the

taxpayer to accomplish its fissions and manage its contractors with the prudent expenditure of

appropriated finds. Certain licensing options may hinder or othetise restrict this ability, such as “

the ability of the Secretary and other Department managers to hire and fire our contractors. ~ we

learned with our experience at Brookhaven National Laborato~, changing contractors is

sometimes the only option for effecting needed improvements in sa6ety culture.

Determination of Licensee. & noted above, it is ‘fiportant to analyze various licensing

options to detemine if a particular option allows the Department to effectively cany out its

mission. For example, concerns have been raised whether the Department, as the party with

ultimate line management responsibility for safety, can fulfill its obligations without being a license

holder.

If we were to make our contractors the licensees at DOE facilities, it would be ve~

difbcult for us to decide to compete a contract at the expiration of a management and operating

(M&O) contract. Assume, for example, that contractor “X” is the licensee of an NRC regulated
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facility. und~ C-ent practice, DOE would likely have a five yew initial contract with that M&O

contractor, witi a five year renewal option. What would happen at the expiration of either

contract term. Could we readily compete the M&O contract? Who would want to compete i.f~he

.

competition required an NRC license transfer proceeding? Mtig the M&O contractor the NRC

licensee could easily chill our realistic competitive options.

Compliance Agreements. The Department has established more than 100 enforceable

agreements with the Environrhental Protection Agency and States to address the requirements and

corrective actions needed to comply with a broad range of environmental laws. A number of

these a~eements contain specific milestones -- required work and timetables for completing that

work – that appIy to radioactive and mixed waste. A transition to NRC regulation will require

that we carefilly review these agreements to ensure that existing enforceable requirements are

consistent with the nuclear safety requirements established for NRC licensing.

NRC Deactivation and Decommissioning (D&D) Requirements. NRC and DOE take

different approaches to requirements for D&D. NRC requires licensees to estimate D&D costs

and commit that such finds will be obtained when necessary. NRC firther requires that licensees

complete decommissioning activities within a specified timeframe tier operations stop. DOE

makes D&D decisions solely on the basis of safety concerns, mission priorities, and tiding

availability; the imposition of an NRC structure that does not dovetail with DOE’s D&D process

could result in lengthy delays and substantial additional costs. These issues have been

satisfactorily resolved for the gaseous diffbsion facilities although the resolution of these issues

required legislation and additional regulatory changes.

Cost of ‘BackfMing’ Requirements. ‘Backfitting’ refers to the process of determining
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what is required for older facilities and activities to meet safety requirements for which they were

not designed. The NRC imposes a costhenefit test on a proposed backfit, unless the backfit is

considered necessaxy for adequate protection. These upgrades must then be qompleted fairly

expeditiously or operations must”cease. As the Committee is aware, many DOE facilities,

including those at the Laboratories,were not built to meet went requirements. While DOE has

upgraded facilities and systems critical to maintain safe operations, building and system drawings

and other sdety documentation for older buildings have not been maintained to accurately reflect

changes over years of operations.

DOE’s approach has been to perform its national security, science and environmental

missions safely and ~th effective expenditure of appropriated finds. Reconstruction of these

configurations essential to baclcfltdeterminations could be “verycostly. DOE also has specific

concerns not encountered in the commercial sector. First, many of our operations cannot be shut

down either because they accomplish national security or other essential governmental missions or

because the hazards themselves do not permit cessation of activities (e.g., hazardous radioactive

wastes in tanks). Second, the federal budget process does not always permit appropriated finds

to be applied to projects that are not considered during the annual budget process. Thus, costly

baclcfiti must be planned and budgeted several years in advance.

MultipIe, Overlapping Regulators. Under the ‘Agreement State’: provisions of the

Atomic Energy Actj NRC can delegate a potion of its authority for regulating radioactive

material to States that have programs adequate to protect public health and safety. The NRC

cannot currently cotier on Agreement States its authorities to regulate federal facilities. An

important policy issue, which should be addressed in the legislative process, is whether confernng
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additionzd authority on Agreement States is in the best interest of public health and safety. The

benefits of Agreement State authority would have to be weighed against the potential for the ~

Department to be faced with differing regulatory requirements in diiTerentstates.

States may also contract with a local government to perform certain elements of the

regulatory progra.rq including inspection and licensing. These circumstances could lead to

multiple regulators under the same statute and possibly inconsistent requirements from State to

State. In additio% NRC would still be regulating the processhg, use and disposal of special

nuclear materials being used in most DOE facilities and laboratories. This would require NRC

and Agreement States to regulate different aspects of a site’s radiation protection program, with

the potential for conflict, inefficiency and increased cost.

Legislative Changes. The decision to subject DOE non-defense laboratories to

regulation by the NRC will affect dozens of statuto~ provisions from DOE’s primary enabling

statutes and will require carefbl attention. These are summarized at the end of my testimony.

Changes to the numerous provisions may also afTectother statutes, such as the Occupational

Safety and Health Act.

In addition to the statutory provisions, the Nuclear Regulato~ Commission’s authority

would have to be expanded to include such things as accelerators and a statutory alternative to

licensing may be necess~ for existing DOE facilities which cannot be economically back fitted to

meet cment NRC licensing standards Also, substantial changes to both NRC’s and DOE’s

regulations and DOE’s Orders will be required.

Transition considerations. The transition to external regulation must be done carefully

so that it is supportive of the Department’s efforts already underway to strengthen and streamline
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its internal safkty management system. Over the past few years, DOE has made significant

progress in improving safety management and implementing performance-based management of

its contractors. The Department must maintain its focus on Integrated Safety Management

throughout the transitio~ and take steps to ensure that both the Department and the external

regulators have the exp~ise required to deal with the diverse hazards and di.ffkult situations at

the DOE complex. In addition all reviews have agreed that the Department must retain -

separate from organizations with responsibilities for carrying out DOE’s missions – a competent

and focused “corporate” safety management fbnction of the sort typical of corporations that

operate large facilities.

Mr. Chairman, the list could go on. Awe described to the GAO, we, in conjunction with

the NRC, have designed and are implementing our pilot program to provide information that will

help us resolve these and other issues.

NRC/DOE Pilot Program

The NRC/DOE pilot program has as its objectives:

b to determine the value added by NRC regulatory oversight;

b to test various approaches to regulation that might be more appropriate to DOE nuclear
facilities;

● to determine the costs to both DOE and the NRC associated with NRC regulation of the
pilot facilities and other similar DOE facilities;

b to evaluate alternative regulato~ relationships between NRC, DOE, and DOE contractors
at the pilot facilities.

● to identfi DOE contract changes that would be needed to provide for NRC oversight of
contractor operations;
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b to identfi issues and potential solutions associated with a transition to NRC oversight of
DOE nuclear facilities; and

w to identw legislative and regulatory changes necessary or appropriate to provide for NRC
regulatory oversight of DOE nuclear facilities.

For each pilot, DOE and NRC develop a detailed work plan with extensive participation

management and workers. After sufficient information is obtained ~d analyzed for each of the

pilot facilities, DOE and NRC Sttiprepare a repofi that addresses,the above objectives. Each

report will discuss the facility’s compliance with NRC requirements and issues related to NRC

regulating the pilot facility.

In condu@ng the pilot program we are taking a deliberate approach. Asessment

methodology and policy issues are being developed first using facilities that are well managed and

similar to those currently regulated by NRC. We are in the process of identifying the next few

pilots that would filly explore all issues important to transition to external regulation by NRC.

AUpilots are selected jointly with the NRC.

After consulting with the congressional committees that oversee DOE Defense facilities,

we decided to exclude these defense-related facilities and laboratories from the pilot program at

this time. Oversight of these facilities is currently being performed by the Defense Nuclear

Facilities Safety Board. We are assuming that the Board will continue”this oversight fbnction, -~

pending Congressional actions responding to the report required by Section 3202 of the National

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998 (P.L. 105-85).

Three pilots will be conducted during fiscal year 1998. These are the Lawrence Berkeley
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National Laboratory, the Radiochernical Engineering and Development Center at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory and the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel at the Savannah River site. Initial

planning for the fourth pilot, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, is underway. A summary

of the pilot projects to date folIows

Lawrence Berkeley NationaI Laboratory Pilot. DOE and NRC held a stakeholder

meeting in December 1997, all on-site reviews have been completed and the fial report is

expecied shortly. NRC reviewed Berkeley’s procedures, practices and activities against NRC

requirements. Preliminary feedback from NRC is that the radiological safety program at Berkeley

is adequate to protect public health and safety and worker safety “atthe site. Cost-savings are

possible depending upon which licensee model is selected.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Radiochemical Engineering and Development

Center. The NRC held a smkeholder meeting in Februq 1998 and reviews are underway. AS

with the Berkeley pilot, NRC reviewed the procedures, practices and activities against NRC

requirements. Another onsite review is planned for the week of June first which will include a

brief ovetiew of other facilities at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to see if the results of this

pilot could be extrapolated to the entire Oak Ridge National Laboratory Another major objective

is for the NRC staff to interact with representatives horn OSHA at the same facility and evaluate

regulatory intetiace issues.

Savannah River Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel. This pilot is just getting undenvay

A visit to familiarize the NRC with the site is being conducted this week

Additional Pilot Projects
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We and the NRC plan to conduct three additional pilots in Fiscal Year 1999. We agree

with the GAO and other obsemers that these must be geared to,assessing the applicability of NRC

regulatory approaches at more challenging facilities. We plan to recommend that the three

additional pilots be conducted at:

b Pacific No~hwest National Laboratories;

b One of the Dep~ent’s reactors at a multi-program laboratory; and

b An operating waste management or environmental restoration activity managed by the

Office of Environmental Management, and that is representative of the scope and

challenges of typi~ environmental projects

These additional pilots will provide additional information required for a joint decision as to

whether it is feasible to expand NRC regulation to the entire range of DOE facilities.

OSHA “Regulation of Worker Health and Safety

in May 1993, former Secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary announced that the Department
,.

would move to regulation by the Occupational Safety and Health Adr&nistration. Despite DOE’s

above average occupational safety record as compared with private industry, it was clear that

stren~hened safety management and more uniform compliance would be benefits of OSH.A

regulation. At the same time, the Secretrq recognized that there would be significant logistical”

problems involved in this transition and also recognized concerns expressed by OSHA that

oversight of DOE would stress its limited budgetary and manpower resources. Since that time,

DOE has worked with the Department of Labor, O! SF@and the Office of Management and

Budget to address these transition issues.
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I met with my counterpart at the Department of Labor and OMB in November 1997 to

discuss the resources needed by OSHA to regulate DOE sites. We agreed on a path forward to

fbrther explore external regulation of DOE which included at least one additional pilot at a site

invoIved in operations not already probed during a previous regulatory pilot at the Argome

National Laboratory. This would provide OSI-L4the opportunity to gather tiormation on

hazardous waste clean-up activities, radiation protection jurisdictiorg and additional information

on affordability and feasibility, all of which constitute significant implementation issues.

DOE and OSHA are currently planning a regulato~ pilot at the Oak Ridge reservation,

The pilot till help refine and evaluate transition issues, focus on the site’s compliance status and

costs for DOE, and will provide opportunities to educate managers and

regulation. The pilot will also provide an onsite opportunity for OSHA

interface issues tit’h the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

workers regarding OSHA

to evaluate regulatory

In additiu,] to issues related to external regulation of govemment-owned, contractor-

operated sites, DOE has been engaged in privatization of a number of sites no longer in use by the

govemrnent, or parts of larger sites that may still have operations under DOE’s control. Since

January 1996, DOE has sought to ensure that privatized facilities no longer covered by the

Atomic Energy Act are formally transfemed to OSH.A’Sregulato~ jurisdiction. The two agencies

have established a process whereby DOE provides information to OSHA about a particular site,

and OSH.Areviews issues related to that site to determine whether it can accept jurisdiction. The

agencies then publish a joint Federal Register notice to announce”the transfer of responsibility. To

date, OSW has formally accepted jurisdiction for two of the approximately 60 facilities that have

been or will be privatized over the next two years. OSHA has prepared a draft privatization plan
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to establish criteria for their acceptance of such

plw and discussions are expected to continue.

sites. DOE recently provided comments on that

Resources are one issue, but there are others

. dealing with the presence of radiation hazards and other technical and policy areas of concern to

OSHA that need to.be resolved before additional transfers can occur. The types of problems

encountered in the area of privatization provide some indication of those which maybe

encountered as we proceed with he Iargti issue of external regulation.

k order for external regulation to work OSHA must have the proper authotiation and

must develop an appropriate regulatory regime. New safety standards for specific safety issues

must be developed. That will taketime and resources. We, and OSm must have both or

external regulation will not work in a manner that assures adequate health and s~ety protection,

Response to GAO Repo~

ASwe indicated in our formal comments to the GAO, we disagree with their finding that

the Department is not committed to external regulation of worker and nuclear stiety. As I have

indicated, we are proceeding in a carefil and methodical manner to identi~ regulatory and

institutional issues associated with implementing external regulation. The DOE Working Group

identified the use of pilots as a possible method for collecting information about the detailed

regulatory information necessag for implementing external regulation under both final options

The Department, “t’ogetherwith its partners at NRC and OS~ is now pursuing this approach of

using pilots to examine regulatory issues on the ground at real facilities.

As indicated in my testimony, we are proceeding with a phased approach under which we

will sequentially identifi classes of candidate facilities for external regulation. We intend to
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embark on complex piIots at facilities such as nuclear reactors, environmental restoration or waste

management. These will provide the ~ormation we need to make a decision to expand NRC

regulation to additional DOE facilities.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairm~ the Department is ready to move forward now to work with you and

others to develop a path fonvard to externally regulate single purposeEnergy Research

laboratories. As I have noted in my testimony today, other DOE facilities will be considered only

.,
afier weighing the financial and programmatic costs of external regulation against its obvious

benefits.

Let me conclude by reaflkning the Department’s commitment to
.

and other agencies in the Administration to explore and resolve all of the

work with the Congress

complex technical,

management, and legal issues surrounding the tr”msition to extemrd regulation.

This completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I look fonvard to hearing from my

colleagues and would be pleased to answer any questions.
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The following is a hst of statuto~ provisions from DOE’s pri.nwy enabling statutes which may be
affected if DOE’S non-defense activities become subject to regulation by the NRC. It does not
necessarily denote what provisions would have to be amended because that would depend on the
approach and extent of the legislation. In additio~ changes to the following provisions may afTect
other statutes, such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

From the Atomic Ener~Act of 1954:

Section 11.s.(.Definition of person);

Section 3 1.d.(Requires research assistance
health and minimize danger to life or property);

contracts to provide for the protection of

Section 4 1.b.(2)(C).(Requires contract provisions for the operation of DOE’s production
facilities obligating the contractor to comply with DOE’s safety and security regulations);

Section 108(Permits DOE when Congress has declared a state of war to order the ent~
into any plant or facility to recapture special nuclear material or to operate a commercial
utilization or production facility when it finds it necessary to.the common defense and security);

Section 11O.a.(Excludes processing, fabrication or retig special nuclear material, the
separation of special nuclear material, or the separation of special nuclear material from other
substance under contract with and for the account of DOE and the constmction or operation of
facilities under contract with and for the account of DOE horn the requirement to be licensed),

Section 111.a.(Exempts from NRC regulation byproduct material distributed by DOE .
pursuant to Section 82);

Section 161.b.,(Authorizes DOE to establish ~les and regulations, including to promote the
common defense and security or to protect health or to minimize danger to life or property);

Section 161,i.(3)(Authorizes DOE to prescribe regulations or orders to govern any
activity authorized under the AE& inciuding standards and restrictions governing the design,
locatio~ and operation of facilities used in such activity, in order to protect health and to
minimize danger to Me or prope~);

Section 161.k. (Authorizes members, officers, employees, contractor ~d subcontrador
employees to carry firearms and make imests in the discharge of their official duties in the interest
of the common defense and security for the protection of property under the jurisdiction of the
United States and located at facilities owned by or contracted to the United States or being
transported to or from such facilities);
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Section 170. (“INDEMNIFICA7TON AN LIMITATION OF LLABILITY” --Price-Anderson
Act);

Section 229. (Authorizes DOE to issue regulations relating to ent~ upon or canying,
transporting, or-introducing dangerous weapons, explosives, or other dangerous instrument into
or upon any DOE inst~ation);

Section 234A (Permits the imposition of fines and penalties for violation of DOE’s
nuclear safety regulations);

Sections 311-318 (Relates to the Defense Nuclear”Facilities Stiety Bo~d);

Section 1313. (Imparts certain authorities relating to security to the United States
Enrichment Corp. (USEC));

Section 1403(f).(Extends Price-Anderson coverage to USEC from DOE)

From the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974:

Section 203(c)(Excludes from NRC regulato~ authority under section 203 the finctions
of DOE relating to the safe operation of its facilities);

Section 204(c)(Excludes from NRC regulato~ authority under section 204 the fbnctions
of DOE relating to sdeguarding special nuclear materials, high-level radioactive wastes and
nuclear facilities under DOE’s jurisdiction);

Section 205(d)(Excludes from NRC regulatory authority under section 205(a) and (b) and
section 201 the stiety of activities within DOE’s jurisdiction);

Section 211(a)(2)@)(Includes contractors or subcontractors to DOE indemnified under
section 170 (Price-Anderson) within the definition of “employer” for the purposes of providing
“whistle-blower” protection);

Section 211(j)(1), (Prohibits either NRC or DOE’from delaying taking appropriate action
tith respect to an alienation of a substantial safety hazard on the basis of a complaint under this
section arising horn such allegation or an investigation by the’Secretq in response to such
complaint).

,
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5. REGULATORY APPROACHES: MECHANISMS AND
MODELS

5.1 REGULATORY MECHANISMS

The team considered a variety of possible regulatory mech”misms, including a specific license. a
general license. abroad-scope license, a Master Materials License, concurrence, orders. and
cenification along tielines of the United States Etichent Co~omtion (USEC) model. On the
basis of NRC’s experience and practice in applying these mechanisms to existing regulated
facilities, the regulator would implement these options in different ways, depending on the
-.~iaracteristics and risks associated with a DOE facility or atilivity under review. Since DOE’s
facilities and hazards differ widely, it maybe that a “one size fits all” regulatory approach would
not work. For example, broad-scope licenses may”be suitable for research facilities, ahd a
specific license could be issued for spent fiel storage facilities.

For this pilot project, a broad-scope license is being considered as the preferred regulato~
mechanism because

● licensing, where possible, is the prefemed NRC regulatory mechanism and

● the current LBNL program is most similar to those of existing NRC and Agreement State
broad-scope licensees regulated under 10 CFR Part 33 or compatible State requirements.

The LBNL has a Radiation Safety Committee (RSC), as well as a Radiological Control Manager
(analogous to a Radiation Safety Officer), to review and approve uses of radioactive material and
radiation-producing machines. A typical NRC broad-scope license involves NRC programmatic
review of the radiation protection program before license issuance. After license issuance, the
licensee. rather than the NRC. issues permits for the use of the licensee’s facilities to individual
users.

A Master Materials License was also considered. This type of license has been issued to other
Federal agencies, such as the non-weapons (civilian) programs at the Department of the Navy and
the Department of the Air Force. and has enabled these departments to operate, under NRC
oversight, a nationwide permit and inspection program for all departmental users of byproduct,

source, and special nuclear material. The DOE has chosen not to pursue a Master Materials
License, which would have required DOE to maintain a centralized permit and inspection
program for all of its facilities. reducing the benefits that are expected to result from transferring
these responsibi!ities to an external regulator. Consequently, a broad-scope license was chosen as
the basis for regulatory oversight of LBNL. The results of the onsite review by NRC indicated

that the Radiation Protection Program (RPP) at LBNL cm:!d be licensed under NRC standards.

The broad-scope license would identifi safety requirements as specific license conditions and the
licensee(s) would be required to fulfill commitments made in the application and in the supporting
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information submitted as a result of the NRC review of the application. These conditions

complement NRC’s regulations and represent additional requirements deemed necessary for this
particular facility. NRC would exercise continuing regulato~ oversight through inspections to
ensure compliance with license conditions and other requirements. Periodic modification or
renewal of the license would be based on appropriate NRC review and would be supported by
safety and envi’ronrnenta) evaluations. Before terminating a license. the licensee(s) would be

required to fulfill certain requirements for releasing sites or transferring their oversight to another
regulato~ entity.

5.2 FOUR LICENSING MODELS

‘Four possible models were identified for issuinb ~ license to LBNL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

DOE-only broad-scope license

UC-only broad-scope license

joint DOEWC broad-scope license

dual broad-scope licenses
..

LBNL activities most closely resemble licensed activities at the National Institutes of Health and
large universities, both of which hold broad-scope materials licenses. An NRC broad-scope
materials license can be issued under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 33. ”h applicant for a broad-
scope materials license must demonstrate that it is qualified and that the faciIity has been or will
be adequately designed. built, and operated to meet NRC regulatory requirements. The applicant
must establish administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management,
procedures. recordkeeping, material control. and accounting, and management reviews that are
necessary to assure safe operations, These controls ahd provisions include (1) the establishment
of a radiation safety committee comprising such persons & a radiological safety ofilcer, a
representative of management, and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of radioactive

, materials and accelerators; (2) the appointment of a radiological safety officer who is qualified by
training and experience in radiation protection. and who is available to give advice and assistance
on radiological safety matters. Other specific controls and provisions include controls for the
procurement and use of radioactive materials; control of the design, construction, and operation of
facilities that use radioactive materials; controls for the completion of safety evaluations of
proposed uses of radioactive materials, which take into consideration such matters as the
adequacy’ of facilities and equipment, training and experience of the user; and the operating or
handling procedures; and controls on the review, approval, and recording by the radiation safety

committee of safety evaluations as called for ~bove.

Typically, NRC licenses the entity that owns the facilities and m~tenals, which is usually the
entity carrying out licensed activities. DOE owns the facilities and materials at LBNL and leases
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the land from UC, which owns the land. DOE contracts With UC to operate and manage the
facilities. It maybe argued that the M&O contmct between UC and DOE alleviates some of the

level of control concerns. For instance. UC has exercisnc! final decisionmaking authority for
many of the criteria established in SECY-97-304.

Under the NRC regulatory hrnework, this is known as a “non-owner operator” of licensed
activities. The extent to which DOE, the owner. can delegate safety functions to the manager and
operator, UC. without circumventing NRC-S regulations is an issue. Typically, NRC holds its
licensees responsible for all licensed activities. even if some activities are carried out by
contractors. Depending on the type of contracting arrangement and the level of control given to
the contractor by the licensee, the issue becomes whether the contractors have assumed such
.tignificant responsibility for licensed acti.!;’.ies that the contractors should be added to the license.

For many years, DOE has contracted with the University of California for its expetiise and UC
serves as the management and operating (M&O) contractor for LBNL. As defined in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation, a management and operating contract contemplates a special, close. long
term relationship between the contractor and DOE whereby the contractor operates, maintains or
supports, on DOE’s behalf, a government-owned facility wholly or principally devoted to one or
more major programs of DOE, the contracting federal agency. The contractor is expected to have
a high level of expertise and continuity of operations and personnel. M&O’s have long been
regarded in many circumstances as DOE’s alter ego performing at least some of DOES statutory
duties and responsibilities. This is a form of contracting unique to DOE. ”

The NRC OffIce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) is in the process of developing criteria
regarding licensing of non-owner operators for 10 CFR Pat 50 licenses for power reactors. (See
SEC Y-97-1 44, “Potential Policy Issues Raised by Non-Owner Operators,” dated July 11, 1997;
SECY-97-304, “Response to Staff Requirements Memorandum: SECY-97- 144, ‘Potential Policy
Issues Raised by Non-Owner Operators.’ “ dated December 31, 1997; and the Commission’s
Staff Requirements Memorandum, SECY-97-304, dated February 5, 1998.) Thereini the NRR

staff developed proposed criteria regarding changes to nuclear power plant operating entities by
which the need for a review under 10 CFR 50.80 (tfisfer of licenses) can be measured. In the

materials licensing area. there has not been a previous need for development of similar criteria..
The Commission approved interim use of the criteria for nuclear reactors in the Staff
Requirements Memorandum of February 5, 1998. Although LBNL has no nuclear reactors and
has no intention of acquiring any, by analogy, the criteria developed to judge whether contracting
arrangements amount to a transfer of a license are useful considerations in deciding who should
be the licensee at LBNL.

The NRR staff focused the criteria around the concept of final decisionmaking authority: If an
operating sewice company gives advice but does not make the final decision in a particular area

then there has been no transfer of operating authority for that area. For power reactors, the NRR
considers who has the authority to
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shut down for repairs;

start up the plant;
/

approve licensee event repofls;

decide whether to make a 10 CFR 50.72 repo~;

make operability determinations;

change staffing levels;

make organizational changes; ,

. defer repairs;

make quality assurance decisions (selecting audits, approving audit reports, accepting audit
responses);

determine budget and spending levels;

continue operation with equipment problems;

control the design of the facility; and

continue operations or permanently cease operation.

If ti operating entity is granted final decisionmaking authority (which is essentially a command
and control managerial and technical fi.mction) in any of these areas, then the staff would judge
that a review under 10 CFR 50.80 should be pursued by the licensee and the transferee may have
to become a licensee.

..
Applying the principle of who makes the final decisions in particular licensing matters would. in

the LBNL situation, limit the extent to which DOE could delegate responsibility to UC without
UC becoming a licensee. With these applicant requirements (10 CFR Part 33) and licensing
insights in mind, the advantages and disadvantages of the four licensing models can be developed.

Under each of the options, NRC would issue a license to the applicant(s) afier a full review of the
license application. The choice of licensee determines the responsibilities for establishing
administrative procedures to assure cornrnand and control of procurement, creation, and use of
radioactive materials. The adequacy and efficacy of facilities and equipment, training and
experience of the user, and operating or handling procedures would be taken into consideration.

. 5.2.1 “DOE ONLY” LICENSE

Under this option, a broad-scope license would be issued to DOE in order to control the principal
safety functions at LBNL. “i’heSecretary of Energy or a designee would sign the application for
the license.
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There would be some inherent limitations on how much responsibility for complying with NRC
requirements could be delegated to UC to avoid what’amouts to a transfer of the license to UC.
The establishment of a Radiation Safety Committee whose principal responsibility is to enslue
safety at a licensed facility is an impotiant aspect of a broad-scope license. Because of the
significance of the RSC, DOE, not the contractor, mut have control over the RSC. In its contract
with UC, DOE would have to ensure that all contractor activities are performed in accordance
with the license and other NRC requirements. Finally, the ultimate decisionmaking authority
with regard to licensed activities would reside with DOE. Consequently, DOE would need.
additional. technical and safety expertise to direct contractor activities, essentially duplicating the
level of expertise that UC, as the manager and operator, would need.

.As the sole licensee, DOE ~>+mldbe responsible for demonstrating LBNL compliance i“;hhNRC
requirements and, therefore, would be subject to fines and penalties for noncompliance.
Presumably, DOE would take action against UC if UC were deemed responsible. As stated
earlier, DOE would establish a significant infrastructure for managerial and technical oversight

(e.g., inspections and audits of LBNL radiation safety involvement and other aspects of
operation). UC would be required to work with DOE oversight groups on matters affecting its
regulatory posture with the NRC. Finally, DOE would be directly accountable for meeting
license conditions, and UC would not be directly accountable. Of the licensing options, only this
model would result in NRC having little or no impact on the decision to terminate an existing
contract or qualify a potential new contractor. As long as DOE controls are in conformance with
the license, approving the qualifications of a contractor is strictly a DOE decision.

Advantages

● DOE would be free to change its contractor without NRC licensing actions, as long as the
contractor was not delegated fundamental safety fimctions.

● DOE would be directly involved with NRC regulatory actions that might impact DOE missions
and funding of programs.

“ This is a customary regulatory approach since the finding organization and the party
responsible for safety in the event ofa violation are the same.

Disadvantages

“ DOE would be required to possess or develop additional technical and safety expertise to direct
contractor activities.

● DOE would need to establish a significant new infrastructure of inspections and auditing of
LBNL radiation safety programs and an increased onsite presence. This could result in
additional oversight imposed on the contractor.

● DOE would still have a potential conflict of interest between mission and safety.

.-
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5.2.2 “UC ONLY” LICENSE

UC, by definition and practice, has alway~ exercised a great deal of control of and direct ‘ the
operations at LBNL. In light of LBNL’s excellent safety record. unusual ownerioperator
circumstances, Iongevity,and the unique mode of contracting, a persuasive case can be made for
the UC only iicensee model.

If NRC were to issue the license to UC only. UC would be responsible for radiation safety

through its license. An alternative method of funding radiation safety would be required to ensure
that DOE requests adequate finding from Congress for compliance with NRC requirements.
Without DOE on the license, NRC would czmj out the DOE regulatory oversight responsibilities
“;ith regard to rii:iation safety. The existing UC-chaired RSC would continiie. perhaps with some

realignment of fictions (e.g., the RSC would need to expand its fhnctions into waste
management activities, which are not currently under the purview of the RSC). Under this
scenario, DOE could reduce its presence at LBNL for radiation. safety, since NRC would be
enforcing tadiation safety requirements. However, DOE would likely perform corporate style
audits of LBNL. UC would be subject to enforcement action, including fines and penalties unless
exempted by Congress. (UC prefei-s such an exemption.) Although UC would be the licensee, .
DOE would retain ownership responsibilities for the facilities but DOE would not be directly
involved with NRC on licensing and enforcement matters.

UC would be responsible for demonstrating compliance with NRC’s D&D regulations. NRC
would accept documentation, from a person of authority within DOE, assuring the availability of
the D&D funds when needed. This would be consistent with NRC regulatory practice for
contractors doing work at militq installations. This issue could also be handled in the legislation
authorizing external regulation.

If DOE were to change contractors. selection of the new contractor would remain a DOE decision.

UC would be obligated to carry out its safety fimctions under the terms of its license until NRC
allows its license to be transferred. Once the new contractor is selected. an application for transfer
of the Iicense must be submitted. This transfer process could take several months. (Since UC
r“Ts the land. it is ratbn- unlikely that there would be a change in contractor for LBNL.) NRC
would need to make a determination that the new contractor is qualified to carry out the safety
functions at LBNL before” NRC could transfer the license to the new contractor. This could affect
DOE-S ability to easily change its contractor.

UC believes that Congress would have to waive the principle of sovereign immunity in order for
NRC to relinquish jurisdiction over a DOE contractor, operating a DOE facility, to an
Agreement State.

Further details regarding the UC views on sovereign and intergovernmental immunity are found
in Appendix G.
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Advantages

UC, the entity in charge af day-to-day management and operations, wou!d be accountable for
radiation safety.

. .

NRC regulatoq actions would go directly to the organization performing the work.

DOE would not have to possessor develop the technical and safety expertise to control
licensed activities and would need no continuous presence at LBNL for radiation safety.

The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted, with only minor realignment of .

functions.

DOE functions relating to oversight of radiation saf:~~ would decrease significantly, lessening
DOE’s potential conflict of inter~st between mission and safety.

Disadvantages

● The licensee would not have fill fiscal authority, independent of DOE fiscal controls, to
initiate any NRC-required or licensee-identified actions. An alternate method may be required
to ensure Congressional funding for compliance with NRC requirements.

● DOE would still retain ownership responsibilities, e.g., funding and accomplis~ent of DOE
missions. with less ability to influence contractor radiation safety activities or other aspects of
management and operations.

● If DOE wished to change contractors, NRC would have to approve the transfer of the license
(i.e. , NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity).

● DOE would not be a direct pmy to any regulatory actions that might impact mission or

ownership interest.

5.2.3 JOINT DOE/UC LICENSE

The joint DOEAJC broad-scope license model is most similar to that seen in licenses for power
reactors owned by multiple corporations. Using this model. NRC would issue a single license to
DOE and UC. The respective roles and responsibilities of DOE and UC would be identified in
the license. DOE would be responsible for maintaining a qualified contractor in control of the site
and UC would be responsible for carrying out all safety functions. NRC would rely on the
designation of the roles and responsibilities defined by the license to identi~ the responsible party
for initiating enforcement actions. If the violation was solely caused by the actions of UC, the
enforcement action could be brought against UC. If responsibility for the violation cannot be
assigned to one party, the enforcement action could +e brought against both DOE and UC. In that
case, DOE and UC would be jointl y and severally liable for any penalties. Identification of the
culpable party would be the responsibility of DOE and UC to determine. DOE could choose to
restructure oversight to a corporate-style assurance process and leave day-today oversight .
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responsibilities to UC, or DOE could reduce its involvement even further. If the operator of
LBNL were to change, NRC would need to make a determination that the new contractor is
qualified to carry out the safety functions at LBNL before NRC could transfer the license to the
new contractor.

Advantages “

The joint DOE/UC license model is most consistent with current NRC licensing practices in
which multiple corporations are involved, provided that one designated ‘“operator” is defined &

the lead for the multiple parties.

DOE has flexibility in choosing the depth and breadth of oversight functions.

Roles and responsibilities can be defined in the license and joint licensing would assure that
both UC and DOE would be able to panicipate in licensing and regulatory matters.

Depending upon the assignment of safety and oversight responsibilities, DOE may not have to
possess or develop the technical and safety expertise to direct contractor activities and would
need no continuous presence at LBNL to ensure radiation safety, since UC would be
responsible for performing most safety functions.

The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted, with only minor realignment of
functions.

Disadvantages

● A DOE choice to establish an iniiastructure of inspections and auditing of LBNL radiation
safety programs, would add to DOE costs and would create dual DOE/NRC oversight while
providing no additional safety benefit.

● If DOE wished to change contractors, NRC would have to approve the tmnsfer of the license
(i.e.. NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity),

● NRC regulato~ actions would require coordination with DOE and UC, and between DOE and
UC. If the roles and responsibilities are not clear] y defined under the license, this model could
blur accountability for safety performance and could complicate regulatory and enforcement
actions.

● DOE might have to have greater involvement in the day-to-day operations of LBNL,
depending on the responsibilities assigned by the license to DOE.

● DOE and UC must allocate resources and devote time to identifj the culpable party in any
given enforcement action.
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5.2.4 DUAL LICENSES

Two separate licenses would be issued. one to DOE and one to UC. specifying the roles and
responsibilities of each party. DOE, as the owner, would be responsible for maintaining a
qualified contractor. UC, as the operational entity, would be responsible for carxying out all
safety functions. The process for changing the contractor would take place as described above in
the UC-only or the joint-license model.

Enforcement would be directed against the culpable party and would be governed by the terms of
the specific license. This would require NRC either to clearly determine the culpable party (or
parties) before taking enforcementaction or to cite both licensees. Practically speaking, NRC will
. .
not be in a position to clearly determii,c theculpable party or parties. and will likely cite both

licensees. Therefore, this model is essentially the same as the joint model.

UC believes that Congress would have to waive the principle of sovereign immunity in order for
NRC to relinquish jurisdiction over a DOE contractor, operating a DOE facility, to an Agreement
State.

Advantages

● DOE would not have to possess or develop the technical and safety expertise to control
licensed activities and would need no continuous presence at LBNL for mdiation safety.

“ The existing UC-chaired RSC could continue as constituted, with only minor realignment of
functions.

Disadvantages

● Documentation of DOE allocations to the contractor and specification of how the finds must
be used will need to be much more detailed to account for potential inquiries concerning
whether the DOE approved or disapproved requests for compliance- related funds.

● NRC has never issued two licenses for the same facility because no benefit has been identified
for such an approach.

● If DOE wished to change contractors, NRC would have to approve the transfer of the license
(i.e. , NRC would have to determine that the new contractor is qualified to engage in the
licensed activity). ,
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5.3 PREFERRED LICENSING OPTIONS

5.3.1 THE NRC TEAM PREFERRED MODEL

The NRC team prefers to license the operator by issuing a license to UC only. This model
combines the major advantages of the other models, and eliminates most of the disadvantages.
DOE would neither be required to maintain its infrastructure and auditing process , as it now
exists, for LBNL radiation safety programs nor to create duai DOE~RC oversight. thus
significantly reducing the costs of regulation. DOE would not have to possess or develop the
technical and safety expertise to direct contractor activities on safety matters. The UC-only
licensing model may be especially workable at LBNL because, as disctlssed, it is unlikely
(although possible) that DOE would change contractors.- Further, UC is the only DOE contractor
operating this Iaboratoty complex, thus, establishing a clear and unequivocal line of responsibil”ity
for complying with the license. Without DOE being named on the license, there would be less of
a potential for DOE to be involved in licensed activities, reducing the potential for dual regulation
of safety matters at LBNL. Requesting adequate fimding for radiation safety programs. liability.
and decommissioning would remain a DOE Federal Government responsibility, and may need to
be addressed in legislation. The LBNL RSC could continue as constituted, with some minor
realignment of functions.

The license would be issued with UC named as the operator of LBNL if, among other things (see
. . 10 CFR Part 33), UC is qualified and has adequate equipment and UC has established

administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management, procedures,
recordkeeping, material control and accounting, and management reviews that are necessary to

ensure safe operations, including the following::

●

●

9

the establishment of an RSC composed of such persons as a Radiological Safety Officer, a
representative of management, and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of
radioactive materials and accelerators;

the appointment of a Radiological Safety Officer who is qualified by training and experience
radiation protection and who would be available to advise and assist on radiological safety
matters; and

the establishment of administrative procedures. These procedures must ensure ( 1) the control
of procurement. creation. and use of radioactive materials and the control of the design,
construction, and operation of accelerators; (2) the completion of safety evaluations of
proposed uses of radioactive materials and uses of accelerators that weigh such matters as the

in

adequacy of facilities and equipment, training, and the experience of the user and the operating
or handling procedures: and (3) the review, approval, and recording by the R-SC of safety
eval~alions as enumerated in items(1) and (2).
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5.3.2 DOE-PREFERRED MODEL,

‘In its discussion of who should be the licensee at LBNI DOE analyzed the four licensing options

and its advantages and disadvhtages. We also focused on the problems to be addressed by

external regulation and whether these options accommodate the Department’s
.interestshesponsibilities.

The UC only option was proposed to the DOE Steering CommitteeJ as the preferred position for
licensing at LBNL. In its final analysis, the Steering Committee decided that a license issued
solely to the University of California may be feasible at LBNL, but there are many” unresolved
issues that must be tested during the conduct of fhture pilots before a final DOE position can be

.deveic~ed. The merits of the UC only option, and issueslconcems are discussed below.

DOE. as owner, has responsibilities to accomplish its missions, manage its contractors, and find

programs including ensuring prudent expenditure of appropriated fi.mds. Pursuant to the terms
and conditions of its contract UC, as manager and operator, his responsibilities to operate DOE
facilities safely and efficiently.

A license issued solely to UC may be the best approach for licensing at LBNL. LBNL is a
relatively small, low hazard, well managed facility. Under the UC only model liability rests with
the party that operates the facility and is directly responsible for safety. However, some would
argue that this option may not be appropriate in light of the Department’s continuing ownership
responsibilities, such as funding and D&D. Moreover, the Department retains ultimate line
management responsibility for safety. Supporters of the contractor only option point out, that
these responsibilities could be adequately addressed in legislation. NRC, however, is concerned
that addressing DOE’s funding responsibilities in legislation would prevent it from bringing
enforcement actions directly against DOE. The Department of Justice would have to enforce
these provisions.

Both ownership and operational roles a“d responsibilities can be affected by regulatory actions.
As such, both DOE and UC should be held accountable aid responsible for their respective roles
by clearly defined licensing terms and conditions. Therefore, the joint licensing model maybe a
truer depiction of the realities of ownership and operations at LBNL. On the other hand, one can
argue that the joint model may not satisfi the Department’s need for clarity on who is accountable

‘ The DOE Steering Committee is a group consisting of upper management whose
purpose is to advice DOE staff on high level policy issue associated with the Pilot Program on
External Regulation.
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for safe operations. The Department has experienced under RCRAS enforcement actions that
although roles and responsibilities are clearly defined in joint permits, enforcement actions

sometimes are not as clearly directed at the accountable party. This could also be the case with a
joint license issued by NRC.

Under all of the licensing models NRC has sole regulatory and enforcement responsibility. ”The
UC only model provides an advantage because it eliminates the perception of dual oversight.
Although DOE would no longer have regulato~ oversight responsibility, it is likely that even
under the UC only model, the Department would establish a corporate audit fimction.

,.

Contractor change-out can bean important consideration in NRC licensing since NRC has to be
de to license the new contractor. NRC accomplish:. his through a license transfer. LBNL is a
unique situation in that UC owns the land while DOE owns the buildings and equipment which
lessen the likelihood of contractor chtige out. Nevertheless, NRC and DOE staff have dis&ssed
an approach that would allow NRC to participate in deciding the qualifications of new
contractors, while giving DOE the flexibility to select the best contractor to fulfill its assigned
missions. However, some have concerns about whether the NRC can quickly process a license
transfer.

5.3.2.1 EFFECT OF OPTIONS ON ER PROGRAM DIRECTION AND
OVERSIGHT

. . The eflect of the respective licensing options on ER program direction and oversight is expected
to be negligible. The DOE Berkeley Site Oflce and LBNL contractor currently have stop work
authority and the ability to reallocate overhead funding. They may also reallocate direct
operating funds as long as it does no( conflic[ wi[h program guidance. Program guidance is

modijed monthly and can be modlj7ed sooner for special cases. An example of program guidance

modi)cation would be [o permit a ‘reduction in weeks of facility opera[ion in order to fund a
critical repair. This relationship should no[ change considerably under any of the !icensing

options. Finally, ER does not perform environment, safety and health (ES&-H) oversight, bu[

maintains operational awareness through various avenues.

5.3.2.2 EFFECT OF OPTIONS ON DOE INDEPENDENT OVERSIGHT

[DOE to add section.]

‘ Pursuant to Secretary of Energy (SEN) 22-90, DOE Policy on Signatures of RCRA
Permit Applications, May 8, 1990, the Department and its contractor sign the permit-the
Department as owner and co-operator and the contractor as co-operator. The permit is then
issued jointly to the Department and the contractor.
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5.3.3 UC PREFERRED MODEL “

The UC views on the roles and responsibilities of DOE and UC on the joint model are founJ
Appendix G. It is UC’s view that the only option representing a “clean break” with DOE
regulatory oversight of safety is for UC to be issued a license directly from the NRC. The

in

alternative models of a joint license issued to UC and DOE of a dual license issued to both UC
and DOE would likely result in dual oversight, the worst possible outcome. All matters related to
DOE responsibilities (safety finding. contractor turnover) should be dealt with in the legislation.
not in the licensing process.

5.4 RECOMMENDATION. .
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Shown below is a comparison of DOE’s Total Recordable Case Rate (TRC) versus a selected group of private sector companies-,
w~ose work closely resembles DOE’s work. The TRC is a count of all work-related injuries and illnesses per 200,000 person-hours
worked. While DOE’s rate is lower than the U.S. industry average for 1996, it has a way to go to achieve the best-in-class ”status such
m DuPont. However, given the unique nature of DOE’s work, these comparisons may be misleading. For example, the U.S. Industry
average includes the entie spectrum of industrial work - both hazardous and non-hazardous - in companies of all sizes.

,
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o

Total Recordable Case Rate - DOE vs. Industry
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John E Mansfkld (202) 2oa-64@l

September 30, 1998

The Honorable Bill Richardson
Secretary of Energy
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washingto~ D.C. 20585-1000

Dear Secretary Richardson: .-

In amrdance with Section 3202 of the National Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998,
I am sending you a drafl report by the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board), which
includes a response to 16 specific inquiries from the Congress evaluating External Regulation of
Defense Nuclear Facilities.

As you will note, the Board does not believe additional external regulation of Defense
Nuclear Facilities is in the best interest of our Nation. The Board is continuing to obtain
additional material and will welcome any comments you may wish to make. Your comments will
be included in the final report together with Acting %cret~ Elizabeth Moler’s letter of August
14, 1998. While our final report may differ somewhat in details from the draft enclosed, this basic
cmclusion is firm

Sincerely,

~ Chairman

Enclosure



APPENDIX 6: COMMENDATIONS REGARDING DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES
SAFETY BOARD PERFORMANCE

The Board has received many compliments o~~r the years for the superior quality of its
oversight activities, the exceptionally high caliber of its technical staff, and the atmosphere of

openness and responsiveness which marks its operations, These commendations have been
received from a multitude of sources, including Congress, the Department of Energy, other federal
agencies, professional organizations and public interest groups, and members of the public in
general.

Congressional

● The Senate Committee on Armed Services stated in its report on the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999, “The committee notes that DNFSB continues to
provide exceptional and effective external oversight with a budget that equals about
one-tenth of one percent of total Atomic Energy Defense funding.’”

● On April 24, 1998, Representatives John Spratt, Norm Dicks, David E. Skaggs, Mac
Thornberry, Doc Hastings, and Lindsey Graham, wrote to Representative Joseph M.
McDade, Chairman, House Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development.

We are writing to express our full support for the vital public and worker
health and safety oversight work of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safet y
Board. . . . Since 1992, the Board has sent almost 100 written
communications to DOE regarding issues and observations that affect
the safety of weapons activities and facilities. These upgrades stimulated
by Board action are being accomplished throughout the nuclear weapons
complex. We believe the Board’s actions reduce the possibility of
accidents that would adversely affect DOE’s ability to continue its
weapons missions. . . The Board’s statutory mission to ensure that
worker and public health and safety is adequately protected at DOE’s
defense nuclear facilities has and will continue to be important in
maintaining DOE’s attention to safety, We have found the Board to be
a constructive partner in its oversight role, whether the mission is
accelerated closure of a DOE site or the continued safe operation of the
Nation’s nuclear weapons stockpile and components program. . . . The
technical expertise of the Board continues to be needed to provide added
assurance to the Congress and the public that DOE is implementing a
sound program for the safe management of the production and use of
defense nuclear materials, a program that provides reasonable assurance
of no undue risk to the workers and the public, and protects the
environment.

‘ S. Rep. No.’ 189, 105th Cong., 2nd Sess, (1598).
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● The Senate Committee on Armed Services stated in its report on the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998,

The committee remains supportive of the DNFSB role in assessing and
overseeing the Department of Energy’s (DOE) defense related activities
and believes this role should continue. . . . The committee notes that the

DNFSB has successfully pushed the Department to improve nuclear
safety and that the DNFSB’S non-punitive review process has
successfully created an improved safety culture at the Department of
Energy facilities. The committee believes that the DNFSB serves an
essential role in improving and making accountable DOE operations and
should continue in its current capacity.z

● The Senate Committee on Armed Services stated in its report on the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1997, “Since the creation of the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) in 1988, the board has gained the bipartisan support and
confidence of the committee. The committee is satisfied with the current relationship
between the board and the Secretary of Energy.”

It further states.

The committee commends the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
for its participation in and completion of a Memorandum of
U1]derstanding with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, and the
Department of Energy. That memorandum should sensibly facilitate the
application of the respective functions and resources of the board, EPA,
and the State of Colorado in the fulfillment of the oversight and
regulatory functions related to the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site Industrial Area. The memorandum is expected to
maximize the effectiveness of oversight responsibilities and minimize
duplication of regulatory efforts, resulting in overall progress toward the
completion of cleanup and decommissioning work under the Department
of Energy’s control.3

● The Senate Committee on Armed Services stated in its report on the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, “The committee continues to fully support the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board and notes the many problems that the Board has
brought to the attention of the Secretary of Energy.”

2 S, Rep, No, 29, 105th Cong., 1st Sess. (1997).

s S, Rep. No. 267, 104th Cong., $3301.
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The Committee report continues,

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board oversight and independent

technical judgments are of significant importance to the local community
as well. The committee notes the progress that the Board has made in
involving the local communities in its work. The committee urges the

Board to continue this effort and to expand its activities where possible.4

Senator Strom Thurmond, commemorating Board Member Edson G. Case upon his death
in 1991, said on the Senate floor, “Mr. President, the work of the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board has been crucial in putting our nuclear deterrent on secure
footing.”s

Local Government

Dianne Bosch, a commissioner with the Ci!: of Amarillo, wrote in 1994,

Accordingly, we support the continuing oversight of the Complex
[Pantex] by the DNFSB, and recommend that its functions and programs
be continued, with only those modifications which the DNFSB and the
Congress deem necessary to carry out its functions more effectively. We
do not believe that transition of the functions of DNFSB to other
independent oversight arrangements would be advisable or cost
effective.b

Department of Energy

● On October 19, 1998, the Honorable Bill Richardson, Secretary of Energy, wrote to
Chairman Conway, “In terms of the Board’s characterization of its role in overseeing the
Department’s defense nuclear facilities and the overall status at these facilities, we agree
that much progress has been made during the Board’s tenure and that the complex is a
safer place. ”

● On October 23, 1995, Thomas P. Grumbly. the DOE’S Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management. wrote to the Chairman Conway.

Thank you and your staff for focusing our attention on the structural
degradation hazards in Buildings 776/777 and 771 at the Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology Site (RFETS). Your letter dated August 3,
1995, addressed failure of both Department and contractor personnel to

4 S. Rep. No. 112, 103rd Cong, (1993).

5 137 Cong. Rec. S13,177 (1991).

6 Letter to K;nneth M, Pusateri, DNFSB, p, 1, October 7, 1994.
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recognize the safety implications of known and apparent structural
problems. The failure of the system for identifying, evaluating and
correcting deficiencies and the potential for generic applicability to our
aging facilities have become more apparent as we have investigated this
concern. . . . We hope ulat your staff will continue to oversee our

ongoing evaluation and will contribute to our correction of the problems

in a timely fashion,

● Former Secretary of Energy, the Honorable Hazel O’Leary, said in a public meeting with
the Board on December 6, 1994,

I want to focus, first of all, on your key question, which might be
whether the Board has assisted the Department of Energy in identifying
significant nuclear safety problems and helped us in correcting those
problems. My response would be a resounding ‘yes’. . . . You sent and
were sending, Mr. Chairman and members of this Board, when I arrived
on this job, not only very strong signals about training, qualifications,
and the requirement to keep technical competence within the Department
of Energy, but you even went a step further and provided the technical
insight which would help us to accomplish those goals.~

● In response to the discovery by Board staff of substantial deterioration in DOE programs
to prevent the introduction of suspect/counterfeit parts into safety-related applications, the
Under Secretary of Energy formed a Quality Assurance Working Group (QAWG) to
restore DOE’s quality assurance program. In August 1996, Department of Defense
investigators notified DOE that a vendor of semiconductor devices for high-reliability
applications supplied DOE with potentially non-conforming parts. DOE applications for
the parts included significant national security applications and applications in the Cassini
space probe. DOE did not notify the necessary field elements until the Board brought the
problem to the attention of the Under Secretary of Energy. DOE subsequently evaluated
the adequacy of the parts in national security applications and determined that they would
not compromise safety. Additionally. the Cassini probe was inspected for presence of the
parts. thus averting last minute legal efforts to halt the launch of the probe.

The Board’s o~crsight and timely intervention in dealing with suspect/counterfeit parts
has been pivotal in energizing the reestablishment of the DOE quality assurance program
vital to ensuring public health and safety.

Professional and Public Interest Groups

● The Rocky Flats Citizens Advisory Board wrote in the Fall 1998 issue of its publication,
The Advisor, “During that same year [ 1994], the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

7 Fifth Annual Report to the United States Congress, P[iblic Hearings Before the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safe~

Bo(ird. a! 369, 1994 (transcript of public meeting with The Honorable Hazel O’Leary, Secretary of Energy,
December 6, 1994).
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(DNFSB), a congressionally-appointed panel overseeing DOE’s nuclear work, issued
Recommendation 94-1 regarding important changes which were needed to remedy
potential ‘imminent hazards’ regarding the storage of plutonium.”

● The Nuclear Exa,,titzer, . publication of the Save Texas Agriculture and Resources
(STAR) Coalition, stated in its March 1998 issue, “[F]ew people question the technical
prowess the safety board derives from a staff with strong engineering and nuclear
backgrounds, or its ability to provide useful and substantial information and insights to
the public, including distilling reams of documents into a concise, readable format with
few wasted words.”

● David R. Smith, Chairman of the American Nuclear Society Consensus Committee,
wrote in May 1997, “ As one who has devoted more than thirty-five years to nuclear
criticality safety I thank and congratulate you and your staff for Recommendation 97-2,
the most perceptive and accurate official recommendation regarding criticality safety that
has been promulgated during the time I have been active in this field.”g

● Todd Macon of the Los Alamos Study Group wrote in March 1997, “We want you to
know that your cooperation, professionalism, and diligence are greatly appreciated by
those of us here at the Study Group.”9

● Mr. Glenn Bell, an officer of the Beryllium Victims Alliance and a worker at Oak Ridge,
wrote in 1996 to express his appreciation for DNFSB staff efforts in identifying his needs
as a victim of chronic beryllium disease to DOE officials who could provide needed
workplace accommodations for his condition. With the assistance of the Board staff,
Mr. Bell was able to obtain workplace accommodations which permitted him to continue
to work at Oak Ridge.’0

● Paula Elofson-Gardine, Executive Director of Environmental Information Network, Inc.,
wrote in 1994, “The accessibility of the DNFSB members and staff has been invaluable.
We thank you for continuing to have an ‘open door’ policy that encourages the public and

the workers to contact you at any time with information and/or concerns that can be
investigated.’’”

8 Letter [o John T. Conway, Chairman, DNFSB, May 28, 1997.

9 Letter to Gloria Jones, Management Analyst, DNFSB, March 4, 1997.

10 Le[[er to Rick Schapira, DNFSB, October 10, 1996.

11 Letter to Board Members (Attn: Dr. A.J. Eggenberger, Vice Chairman), p. 3, October 18, 1994.
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● Samuel H. Cole, Executive Director of Physicians for Social Responsibility. wrote in

1994.

The DNFSB plays a critical role in overseeing operations at Rocky Flats
and other sites in the weapons complex. Their role in protecting the
public, workers and the environment should not be underestimated.

Because of the public distrust in the way the Department of Energy and
its contractors at Rocky Flats have operated the facility, it is imperative
that an outside, independent entity like the DNFSB be able to have
access to the facilities and make recommendations to the DOE on public
health and safety issues. This creates a more credible arena for the DOE
to operate Rocky Flats. ‘z

Public

● Mr. Faris M. Badwan wrote Dr. A.J. Z;genberger, Vice Chairman of the DNFSB, in

1994, “With its limited charter the Board has performed admirably in overseeing the
nuclear safety at the DOE facilities. The value added by the Board is unmeasurable in
assuring safety.”[~

‘z Le[wr to Kenneth Pusateri, DNFSB, November 9, 1994.

‘1 Lette’r to Dr. A.J. Eggenberger, Vice Chairman, October 25, 1994
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